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This book is dedicated primarily to all black South Africans I have met during the
past three years who made me listen and enabled me to learn.
Secondly, I dedicate this report to Lt-Genl H de Villefort du Toit and Mr Wim

Pretorius of Satour in Amsterdam, both of whom supported my efforts to understand
current South African reality with their genuine friendship and constant stimulation.
Thirdly, this book is dedicated to my close friends, the late Mrs Cecile van

Lennep-Roosmale Nepveu, widow of the wartime Netherlands envoy to Pretoria,
and actors Peter van deWouw and Edwin vanWijk. Their combined encouragement
resulted in my decision to come and see South Africa for myself.

WILLEM OLTMANS
Hillbrow, RSA
June 10, 1989
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Willem Oltmans reporting from Crossroads, the Cape
(Photo: Tim Pike)

Willem Oltmans (64), a Hollander based in New York, has been a journalist for
the past 37 years. He has written for United Press, and most major Dutch publications
as well as many international media. He filmed documentaries for Nos Dutch
Television and other electronic media. Several dozens of his books have been
published in the United States, Japan, West Germany, the United Kingdom, Spain,
Mexico, the Soviet Union and other countries.
He first visited South Africa in 1986 and has since made six reporting trips of

several months. In 1989 he prepared the manuscript for this book in four months.
His previous book was published early in 1989 and dealt with racism in the United
States today: Apartheid USA 1988, Perskor, Johannesburg. Listening to the silent
majority is about those blacks who are not funded from overseas tomake revolutionary
noises and who's opinions are never heard.
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Foreword

These random notes on conversations with black South Africans were all recorded
between April and June, 1989. Therefore, by the time this book appears, they can
offer only a snapshot of what those blacks were saying and thinking in the months
prior to the watershed election of September 6, 1989.
After reporting over the past three years from South Africa, I must paraphrase

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, as quoted in TIME, and say: ‘I became ashamed of journalists
and journalism’. Quite appropriately, the Russian writer has elsewhere described the
American press as ‘operating in cycles of fashion’. It became as fashionable to slander
him as it became popular to portray South Africa as a hell for blacks run by Ku Klux
Klanners. The worst part is that not only the foreign media, but South African ones
as well, seem to fall into this trap.
Anyone who has worked for three years in black townships, and has listened

carefully to what blacks there are saying, can testify to the fact that the great majority
of them in this country are opposed to sanctions, do not support Archbishop Tutu
and are often desperate that nobody is able, willing and available to hear them or
publicise their views. It has been said that only 40% of blacks support the ANC, and
that three-quarters of those favour Nelson Mandela as their leader. If those figures
are correct, this means that 60 to 70 percent of the total looks toward different
leadership and more moderate solutions to the problems of the country. But what,
exactly, is this ‘silent majority’ thinking and saying? To find the answers to that was
the purpose behind my gathering these notes.
The press tells the world that the ANC, the UDF, certain unions and some few

travelling clergymen are the sole representative voices of black South Africa. Even
South African media have fallen largely into line with this lopsided view of reality.
For example, immediately after the bombshell meeting in July 1989 between President
PW Botha and Nelson Mandela, almost all of the South African daily print media
graced their front pages with the opinions of Archbishop Tutu and the Reverend
Frank Chikane on the encounter. But the South African press (The Citizen included)
could learn much from the New York Times, which after the historic tete-á-tete
presented its readers with an entire page of
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comments from people like Philip Nhlapo of the National Forum for Black Leaders;
Moeketsi Shai, director of the Black Management Forum; Tom Boya, president of
UMSA; Willie Ramoshaba, president of the black Achievers Foundation; Ephraim
Tshabalala, president of the Sofasonke Party; Samuel Kolisang, president of the
VRRP; Sam Mkhwanazi, the mayor of Soweto; Archbishop Shadrack Mhambi of
the Western Cape Council of Churches; Archbishop Gladstone Dlelembe of the
(multiracial) Ekhuphumleni Church of Zion; John Gogotya of FIDA; mayor Matilda
Mothlaping of Kwa Thema; Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi of Inkatha and many other
black leaders and writers, journalists, churchmen, businessmen and community
leaders. But, the South African press seemed to possess the telephone numbers of
only the foreign-funded noisemakers, those self-appointed crusaders for equality and
‘justice-for-all’ in South Africa.
Until 1986, when I first arrived here, I had been inclined to accept Bishop Tutu

and company as fully representative spokesmen for black South Africa. But, in 1988,
I ventured with my West German colleague, Michael Stroh, into Crossroads near
Cape Town. The bishops there told us in camera that Archbishop Tutu had not only
never set foot in Crossroads, but that he had flatly refused to meet its residents and
listen to their pleas on behalf of the unemployed and disadvantaged in their midst.
They wanted him to halt his overseas pro-sanctions campaigns. Our film of this event
subsequently disappeared from the files of Sunrise Productions in Pretoria, and I had
to take the matter as far as the Supreme Court in my attempts to discover what had
happened to it; but our material appeared to have vanished from the face of the earth.
In addition, the offices of the clergymen who had disapproved of and disagreed with
Bishop Tutu and his acolytes were completely demolished together with contents,
files, documents and possessions. There has been no explanation by the authorities,
including theMinister for Constitutional Development and Planning,MrChris-Heunis.
The latter was asked in writing to explain this, but did not.
Of course, the clergymen of theWestern Cape Council of Churches are not funded

by troublemakers from overseas and thus do not have adequate funds to defend
themselves against unlawful action of this kind. But why has not a single foreign or
South African journalist attempted to uncover what happened to the offices of the
Western Cape Council of Churches in Crossroads? This, among other reasons, is
why I
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am ashamed of fellow journalists and the way they conduct our profession. And why
has no-one come to the aid of these respected black township leaders from the Cape?
Whose power has made these machinations possible? These men do not reside, as
Bishop Tutu does, in Bishopscourt, one of white South Africa's most affluent areas.
They live, work and spread the Gospel among the impoverished and the disadvantaged
in the townships. Why should they have been thus terrorised? Why was their office
razed from the face of the earth?
Details of what happened to me there will follow in this report.

While the South African press complains and agitates against government interference
with its free functioning, the reality is that during my work here I have come across
many journalists, both black and white, who are complete amateurs and do not do
their jobs properly. One experience with Business Day is documented here. The
Sowetan is another example. I have reported the ‘cold war’ between Sofasonke and
the VRRP in the Vaal region in some detail here, and told SamMabe (of The Sowetan)
about it in early June. He was virually ignorant of those events, which took place
only kilometres from Johannesburg. I gave him a number at which to contact Jabulani
Patose, chief aide to mayor Samuel Kolisang of Lekoa and he promised to investigate.
Nothing happened. Finally, I escorted Patose bodily toMabe's office, and they talked
for 45 minutes about the events (described here) in the Vaal triangle. Again, nothing
happened.Mabe telephonedmayor Kolisang a few times. Still nothing.When I asked
Mabe, prior to my eventual departure on July 27, what he had done about this vitally
important matter, he replied, meekly, ‘I handed it to a reporter and it is now out of
my hands’. Anyone who calls this mishandling of black readers' interests ‘journalism’
doesn't know what he is talking about.
Since I had come to know both of the chief protagonists in the matter (namely

Ephraim Tshabalala of Sofasonke and Samuel Kolisang of the VRRP) rather well,
I suggested a meeting. One was held in the boardroom of Tshabalala Enterprises. I
asked them, ‘If Jonas Savimbi can talk to President Carlos Dos Santos of Angola,
then why can't you two gentlemen shake hands and resolve your dispute?’ At the
time of writing, contact between them continues, and perhaps a settlement of their
differences is possible. They later signed an agreement to co-operate.
During this time, I watched a report by John Bishop on the situation
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in the Vaal region, on SABC television's peak-viewing-hour Network programme.
He and his researchers had evidently failed to do their homework. I had spent only
a few weeks on the subject. Yet I could have more truthfully informed the public as
to what was occurring in Johannesburg's immediate environs. Too many journalists
and publications in this country consider themselves professionals, but are in fact
complete amatures. This has nothing whatever to do with government restrictions
on their profession. They simply do not know what active journalism means. They
are uninterested, and above all, are not interested in what happens within the black
community.
As Solzhenitsyn said, journalism is a ‘fashion industry’, and it aims for increased

circulations, higher advertising revenues and greater profits, all the while hurling
unfounded or fabricated accusations at the South African government, in an effort
to cover up their own lack-lustre performance.
This applies, too, to some foreign journalists stationed in South Africa. Let me

give you an example. Tony Robinson of the prominent British journal, the Financial
Times, had spent five years in the country as correspondent for that well-known
publication, when I met him by chance at a dinner party. I was shocked to discover
that he was totally unaware of the existence of the Black Management Forum and
its director, Moeketsi Shai, and also of the Black Achievers Foundation, run byWillie
Ramoshaba. I therefore brought them andmy colleague Robinson together over lunch
at Johannesburg's Carlton Hotel.1. Of course, Robinson was swimming in contacts
with ANC, UDF and COSATU members, and the professional troublemakers of the
SACC. It was the same old story. Most foreign journalists here specialise exclusively
in those black organisations that have received most overseas publicity down the
years - it's a crazy vicious circle, because the most loud-mouthed protesters are not
the sole voices of black South Africa. For a foreign journalist working in South Africa
to claim that they are, is a blatant lie. It is the fashion, yes; but is has nothing to do
with reality.
What I have particularly grown to resent is the stream of South Africans who have

trekked by the hundreds to Lusaka and other points north, in order to confer with the
ANC leadership. I therefore challenge any of these people, including much-heralded
fellow writers such as An-

1. Shai and Ramoshaba had also not previously met
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dré Brink, Breyten Breytenbach, and others: have any of you ever been into Sebokeng,
Kwa Thema, Crossroads (or wherever) and sat listening to the genuine voices of
black South Africa? They are voices which I have been able to portray here only in
outline, because I have recorded hundreds of hours of conversation in total but am
not able to reproduce more than a fraction of it in a book of this length. I do realise
that it's THE fashion, now, to have discussions with expatriate black South Africans
who have obviously lost contact with the masses at home. Why do investigators
travel to Lusaka, yet remain ignorant of what 60 percent of blacks think and say
about the future of the country? Why do they lend credibility to leftists and
communists who are the avowed enemies of the state? More than half of the top
executives of the ANC holds membership of the outlawed South African Communist
Party. Moscow, Peking (Beijing) and other subversive régimes are supplying the
ANC with arms and terrorist weapons to destabilise the whole of South Africa,
including the townships. One has only to view the immense struggle which the
peoples of Eastern Europe, Russia and China have had to wage to rid themselves of
the yoke of Marxist-Leninist dictatorships, and to wrest freedom for themselves, to
realise that the representatives of the communist world in Southern Africa should
not be treated as if theirs was the sole party representing black South Africa. First
of all, it's a demonstrable lie: secondly, it's contrary to the interests of the majority
of moderates that wants the country to maintain its free market system, and watch
its trade with the free world continued, increased and broadened.
Yet the South African print media - and here I include even The Citizen - continue

to headline the opinions of such spokesmen as Tutu, Boesak and Chikane, while
neglecting the silent majority of moderate blacks in South Africa. This omission is
unforgivable, and unprofessional. It's also a violation of acceptable standards of
journalism, and is not a true reflection of reality. It is a falling victim to the current
worldwide journalistic fad and fashion of according to those who shout the loudest,
the dubious honour of speaking in the name of the majority; while in reality, the
majority remains unheard. This book is an attempt to let them be heard, and to listen
to what they are trying to tell us.

WILLEM OLTMANS
Johannesburg
South Africa
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[1]

Kwa Thema is a sprawling black township some 50 kilometres from Johannesburg,
with 110 000 inhabitants. The mayor, Mrs Matilda Mothlaping, received me in her
office at the township's Civic Centre. She was very open when I began asking her
how she saw the situation in South Africa.
‘What is heartbreaking to me,’ she said, ‘is the total lack of unity among blacks

in this country. We will never reach a consensus as long as our opinions remain as
fragmented as they are. We blacks are utterly divided. We make it our business to
criticise each other constantly, so that we never come to an agreement. Yet it is only
through working together that we will achieve a complete change away from
apartheid. If we only had a leader like Mahatma Gandhi, we would be climbing our
mountain together.’
To outsiders it may sound like a cliché to talk of South Africa's problems as

demanding unique solutions in the late eighties. However, three years of reporting
in this magnificent land have convinced me that the complexity arising from such
an incredible mixture of cultures, traditions and psychologies does demand the closest
scrutiny if its true realities are to be grasped. Before putting a single line about South
Africa down on paper, I remained silent, listening, observing, and processing
information, because the ways in which the different peoples of South Africa live,
think and feel are immensely diverse.
In my observations, I have come to the conclusion that South Africa's inhabitants

- black, white, coloured and Indian - operate with entirely different ‘mindscapes’, or
cultural insights. Mayor Mothlaping had come to this insight about her own black
community. ‘We blacks must recognise the importance of the next man. We must
make an all-out effort to understand how he thinks and views the problems common
to all of us here. Only by carefully listening to each other will we eventually be able
to find common ground. The art of negotiation is based on the search for
reconciliation. There must be room left for disagreement - we must be able to agree
to disagree on certain points, without it preventing us from moving together towards
our common goal - the liberation from apartheid. We must learn to respect the other
man's views - that is the basis of political democracy. Even if we do belong to different
ethnic and cultural groups, we are blacks and we urgently need a leader to unite us
as a nation. As long as there are blacks who refuse to support a particular road to
liberation, the people are left confused, without true
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leadership and without a clear goal. Then it is that they begin to follow their own
path, one which is often desperate and violent, and which inevitably interferes with
any common purpose we may have had to begin with. That is how fragmentation of
what should be our common cause sets in.’

[2]

I remarked to mayor Mothlaping, that it was surprising to observe black nannies in
Johannesburg streets with blond babies tied to their backs. ‘That relationship between
blacks and whites,’ she replied, ‘has existed as long as I can remember. It is not
related to the issue of black freedom. Small children easily develop natural relations
with the black women that nurse them from the cradle upwards. It's only when they
pass the age of twelve that their attitudes change. This occurs under the influence of
their parents and the environment.’
The mayor was quite right. The Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget, concentrated

some of his research on determining the specific moment from which a child begins
to think independently. His studies confirmed what Matilda Mothlaping told me.
Piaget examined an estimated 100,000 children and concluded that, generally
speaking, twelve years are needed before the thinking processes have matured into
a fully operating mind.

[3]

In Lekoa, black township in the Vaal region, I ran into a remarkable young man,
Jabulani Patose (27), a Xhosa, still living with his parents in Boipatong. Born and
raised at the height of the apartheid era, Jabu could have been an angry young man,
despising whites, hating the system, and ready to shoot his way to freedom for his
people. However, Jabulani was not a revolutionary in the radical sense of the word.
He despised apartheid, but at the same time a meaningful ingredient of reason and
practical intelligence prevailed in his mind. I wanted to discover how Jabulani Patose
had become the young man he was.
He lived in a typical township house, along an unobtrusive, unpaved side-street.

His parents made him aware of politics and encouraged him, as a young boy, to read
newspapers. ‘Already in my school-days,’ he
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told me, ‘my awareness over the problems that my country was facing, was growing.
As young boys we worshipped Nelson Mandela and Oliver Tambo. At the age of
10, I honestly believed that if we only had enough bazookas, we would liberate South
Africa and thus bring our freedom about at once. After all, this was the way I had
been indoctrinated at the time.’
During the 1976 Soweto student uprising, Jabulani Patose became entangled with

underground resistance structures in his township. He had to tread carefully, because
his father was the chief traffic inspector in the area. In 1977 he joined the Congress
of South African Students, which was later banned by the government. In 1979 he
found a job in heavy construction. Working there for four years, he learned what he
terms the exploitation of the labourer. ‘We were not properly treated. We generated
energy, but we did not share in the profits. We were merely used as tools. I hated
being in an industrial job.’
Gently I tried to convey to him that 35 years of international reporting had taught

me beyond a doubt that workers everywhere felt exploited, or reduced to mere robots,
while not being properly compensated for their tireless efforts to contribute
productively. I told him how I had watched workers in developing lands and former
colonial dependencies continue to voice the same frustrations and dissatisfaction
even after their countries had been liberated and were now being ruled, not by
overlords from London, Paris or Amsterdam, but by their own compatriots. As
examples, I cited two countries I had come to know well - India and Indonesia. Both
had gained their independence half a century ago, but the fate of the masses in those
countries once described by American futurologist Hermann Kahn as ‘the chronic
poor’ had hardly improved, and in many instances had even steadily deteriorated.
What I was trying to tell my young friend fromBoipatong was, in fact, that he should
realize that political liberation without realistic forethought seldom or never means
that construction workers - or any other labourers, for that matter - will be offered a
better deal from the day that liberation is proclaimed.
Revolutionaries the world over are too often deluded by a cherished aspiration

that, once the hated overlords have been chased out, the goal of ‘one man, one vote’
and equal rights and opportunities will automatically arrive. This somewhat wild
expectation is usually based on the erroneous belief that theminds of recently liberated
people are disposed
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towards western-inspired democratic rights and principles as a matter of course.
Unfortunately, the history of liberated developing lands does not bear out this
optimistic expectation.

[4]

In 1982, Jabulani reached a point of no return. He went home to think. He reached
the firm conclusion, that from then on he wanted to actively contribute to the struggle.
‘Why join the ANC?’ he thought. ‘They have opposed apartheid for more than 20
years and nothing has happened.’ He told me, ‘I looked for a political movement
that was operating from within the system to overthrow apartheid. In 1983, there
was an appeal from the UDF and I liked it. I did not regard them as necessarily a
violent movement. Even now, I don't consider the UDF as such. Which does not
mean to say, and I do not intend to deny, that there are perhaps some violent elements
within the UDF. Any organisation can be infiltrated by anyone. In principle, the UDF
is here to try to unify black people. So, I remained involved with the UDF from 1982
until early 1988.’
In the meantime, Jabulani Patose was admitted in 1986 to the Southern African

School of Theology. He made it clear to me that he wanted to further develop his
mind by trying, for instance, to find an acceptable answer to the meaning of God in
his life. In this school, he met young men from all over the African continent, from
big cities like Soweto as well as small towns in the South African homelands. The
school was a multi-racial institution. But something was missing from his classes,
what he calls ‘contextualization’. ‘I wanted to understand the concept of God,’ he
said, ‘within the context of my own culture and my own style of living. God can
have a meaning within your own immediate environment. The concept of God must
be brought into harmony with Christian principles. One has to consider what one is
doing in as broad a context as possible. However, our school was based exclusively
on the Pentecostal Movement. They don't subscribe to my kind of thinking.’
So Jabulani and some of his friends began secretly attending lectures elsewhere,

to test what they had learned with other paths of thought. They wanted to sharpen
their minds as much as possible. When the School Board found out about their
intellectual escapades, Jabu first received several warnings, but was subsequently
expelled on a phoney
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charge of having met a girl in a manner not condoned by the school authorities. ‘All
along I had been pretty independent in my thinking,’ he told me, ‘and had been raising
money for students who lacked sufficient funds to pay for their tuition. I also supplied
fellow students with outside information the school was deliberately withholding
from them. The Board must have considered me to be uncontrollable.’

[5]

The brain is composed of millions of neurons, which are basically
information-processors. Together, they shape our ‘I’, composing our life story. They
are constantly being bombarded with information. In fact, the father of the modern
computer, John Neumann, calculated that the brain has the ability to store 28 trillion
bits of information.2.

The brain can be compared, to a certain degree, to a computer. Electronic brains
are made up of metal and silicon wrapped in plastic. The human brain is hidden under
the fragile bones of the skull. Computers can carry out instructions, and mental
capabilities can be programmed into a computer. This is where all similarity with
the brain ends, because the brain operates independently and creatively, and is capable
of not only processing information, but also converting it into wisdom for the
prossessor to use.
Within its confines, the brain has an estimated hundred trillion circuit connections,

whereas our most advanced computers don't even possess a dozen circuit connections.
‘Each of the 100 billion nerve cells in the brain may form connections with up to
10,000 of its fellows,’ reported the London Economist.3. A dozen years ago, scientists
believed they had come to understand the brain in principle. But the further their
research penetrates, the more complicated the processes occurring within the brain
turn out to be. Nothing in the universe can compare with the incredibly complex
functions of the human brain.

2. The Inner Universe by Mortin Hunt, Simon and Schuster Publishers, New York (1985)
3. The London Economist, ‘Following the brain's pathways’, December 26 (1987), pages

109-110
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[6]

When I entered Kwa Thema township, I offered a lift to twomen in their early thirties
who had missed a mini-bus. They turned out to be teachers on their way home.
These were the guys that programme the minds of black kids. I tried to get them

to talk about this, but to no avail. I drove each of them to his home. They lived in
typical suburban small villas, standing apart, with well-tended gardens, trees and
shrubs. ‘Our teachers belong to our higher-income group,’ mayorMatildaMothlaping
told me later. ‘We have in Kwa Thema a wide cross-section of people: a
higher-income group, a middle-income group and a lower-income group. And we
have, of course, people not working at all, who have no income. But, we do have a
beautiful suburb, where you brought those teachers. The majority of the people
belong, however, to the lower-income group and the unemployed. Here lie our most
serious problems. We have no housing for them. About 50 percent of our people are
clearly unable to purchase their own homes. We are having to go to the private sector
to find a developer and raise the necessary funds. We are, for instance, in touch with
the South African Housing Authority, which in turn is helping the government. But
the houses they offer cost approximately R20 000. Most of our people are unable to
raise such an amount of money.’ I asked whether perhaps soft loans were available.
‘That is no easy matter,’ replied the mayor. ‘People must qualify for a substantial
loan. This means they have to be employed for a longer period of time, in order to
obtain the necessary funds.’
As in most conversations with blacks, who in turn are in daily contact with people

in the townships, Matilda opposed disinvestment. In her region, there are mines as
well as a glass industry. ‘Some companies have closed down as a direct result of the
boycott,’ she said. ‘Others have retrenched workers. South Africa is a nation of
apartheid. True, we don't like it. But, we are all blacks, including us, who serve the
community in the town councils. At times, I wonder whether people overseas are
actually aware of what they are really doing. They might aim their disinvestment, or
intend to aim it, at the whites in this country. But whites are not the first to suffer
from unemployment or poverty. It is here, in the townships, where the real suffering
takes place. Since these campaigns against South Africa began, blacks have been
punished twice. We are victimized by the system of apartheid, and next, we become
victims in the first line of defence as a result of these boycotts.’
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[7]

Another South African who intriguedmewas TomBoya (38), President and founding
member of the United Municipalities of South Africa, UMSA.4. Ten years older than
Patose, he too was a radical as a younger man. In his early twenties he founded a
youth club in the township of Daveyton. Youth clubs seem to be very popular in
townships. Journalist Sam Mabe has written about this phenomenon. He described
a club in Tshiawelo, he visited, as ‘an exciting team’. They asked Sam what they
could do to contribute to the struggle for liberation. ‘I told them,’ he wrote, ‘that
nation-building was about developing people. They should see their club as an
institution of learning, where they should develop themselves mentally, physically
and otherwise.’ He continued, ‘Everything people do when they are in a group or
organisation should be geared towards developing them by increasing their knowledge
on all matters affecting their day-to-day lives as residents, workers, citizens or
non-citizens... You need to know why you exist and what you wish to accomplish...
Allowing youths to address their own problems can be fun and educational for them
- it can inspire self-confidence and positive self-esteem.’5.

Tom Boya discovered the importance of the proper structuring of thought-process
and the psychological advantage of training youths in the early seventies and acted
upon his discovery at once. I asked him whether members of his youth club had
carried arms, as Winnie Mandela's notorious football-team had. ‘No, no,’ replied
Tom, ‘in those days we were not carrying guns. Our club was supported by the
Anglican Church. I even sang as an altar-boy under Bishop Desmond Tutu. At 15,
I myself was a vociferous critic of the then town councils, which were mere advisory
bodies at the time. But in 1978, the government announced it was setting up
community councils. We managed to find out the contents of the Bill that was being
proposed. It became clear that the government intended to grant at least some powers
to local black government.’
‘At that moment,’ said Tom Boya, ‘we as youth-club members de-

4. The list of Boya's official functions in South African society is so impressive, I add it here
as annex 1

5. The Sowetan, April 26, 1989
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Curriculum Vitae - Mr Tom Boya

1. President & Founder of United Municipalities of SA (UMSA).
2. Former Mayor of Daveyton Town Council for 9 terms.
3. Advisor to the World Conference of Mayors (Washington-DC).
4. Member of Board of Trustees at St Anthony's Educational Centre.
5. Member of the Dinoto Technical College.
6. Ex-Exec Member of the ER Regional Services Council.
7. Member of Governing Council of Daveyton Teacher's Training College.
8. Member of National Population Development Programme.
9. Member of Governing Council of N Transvaal Technikon.
10. Member of Governing Council of Ulwazi High School.
11. Member of Governing Council of Daveyton Adult Centre.
12. Helped establish Daveyton's 3 suburbs; Boya's View, Swazi Area and Turton

Extension.
13. Helped build 2 creches in Daveyton.
14. Sales Rep for African Life, Germiston 1981-1982.
15. Sales Rep for Ellerines, Benoni 1970-1981.
16. Clerk, Troy Textiles, Benoni 1968-1970.
17. Member of Usizo Lwethu Mental Centre.
18. Governor of Development Bank of South Africa.
19. Travelled extensively abroad on Housing studies, met important Politicians

world wide.
20. Found funds for erecting Swimming Pool & Health Centre.

Marital Status:Married
Children: 4

cided to also nominate a candidate. He was to enter the elections as an independent.
Whether fortunately or unfortunately, I was chosen. I won my first election. Soon
word got around that new blood had entered the decision-making processes in
Daveyton.’ Boya was 28 at the time, about the age Jabulani Patose is now. Tom was
turning the status
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quo in Daveyton upside down. He must have been the youngest mayor in South
Africa. The success story of another independent-thinking and -operating young man
had begun. I was grateful to also have discovered him.

[8]

I was becoming gradually aware that South Africa already possesses legions of
Patoses and Boyas, who fully use their own thinking powers rather than merely
conducting noisy, foreign-funded, propaganda tours to advocate disinvestment from
the land of their birth. While flamboyant Desmond Tutu was fêted and celebrated in
Birmingham, England6., TomBoya was tackling problems of housing and land tenure
in Daveyton. Over the years he was re-elected mayor of Daveyton nine times. He
negotiated with the government to make more land available to squatters. In 1979 it
was decided to build 2 000 new houses west of the township. ‘When I first took
over,’ said Tom, ‘we had 8 000 houses. Today, we are approaching 17 000 housing
units. Over the next 5 years, 10 000 more units will be constructed. Soon, Daveyton
doubled its available housing as a result of land having been made available by the
government. These units are under 99-year leases, which is just as valid as ownership.
It means people can really convert them to free home rights.’

[9]

Willie Ramoshaba (39) is President of the all-black Business Achiever's Foundation.
He also is Chief Executive of WR Consultants with offices in Zambesi House in
downtown Johannesburg. At first, he seemed reluctant to talk, as is often the case
when one approaches South African blacks for an interview. But eventually, we got
together. Willie published a 68-page magazine, called ‘One Hundred Outstanding
Black Business Achievers’.7. Of each black businessman or businesswoman that
reached the upper strata of the South African business establishment,

6. Archbishop Desmond Tutu landed in hot water after his junket to Birmingham, when his
British hosts belatedly presented him with a bill for his visit running into hundreds of
thousands of rands.

7. Published by Enosi Publishing Limited, PO Box 1144, Parklands 2121, RSA
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Ramoshaba presented a complete life story accompanied by a picture. It took him
ten months to compile the data.
We discussed the question of whether blacks in general communicated sufficiently

with each other. I had gained the distinct impression during my six fact-finding tours
of South Africa from 1986 to 1989, that blacks in general did not effectively
communicate with each other. ‘You have to consider our specific situation,’ said
Ramoshaba. ‘To begin with, our multiple black groups all enjoy their own cultural
and historical roots. Therefore, I am not overtly worried about it. There are plenty
of contacts on lower levels of black society on the whole.’
He divided blacks, generally speaking, into two groups. Group I is operating within

the present governmental system. Group II is strongly opposed to any form of
co-operation within the existing power structures. Both groups detest apartheid, of
course. But Group I is endeavouring to negotiate blacks to freedom, while Group II
professes not to be prepared to enter into talks before certain demands will be met
by the government. The attitude of members of Group I can best be described as an
‘open-door’ policy towards Group II, while Group II generally seems to feel
sometimes utter contempt for negotiators that enter into ‘pourparlers’ without
pre-conditions.8.

‘This controversial situation came about,’ explained Willie Ramoshaba, ‘because
each group follows entirely different tactics. Group I actively collaborates, while
group II firmly opposes collaboration. If then, all of a sudden, the two groups were
to meet, as you suggest, and were to start talking to each other, it would mean in
practice that they would both have to shift away from their earlier-held positions.’
I quoted the mayor of Kwa Thema, Matilda Mothlaping, who had stressed that

democratic processes were functioning so well because they operated on the agreed
assumption that all parties realise they will have to give in on some earlier-held
ground in order to reach a compromise agreeable to all. I remindedWillie of the fact
that the current rapprochement between the United States and the USSR, or between
South Africa, Angola and Cuba, had been reached on the basis of similar premises
to obtain in the end an agreeable compromise for all. ‘At times it seems,’ I said, ‘that
Groups I and II among blacks in South Africa are farther apart from each other than
Washington and Moscow. How will

8. I will return to this matter to treat it extensively
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you ever reach freedom for blacks as long as these psychological barriers are being
maintained and even further nurtured?’
‘No,’ replied Ramoshaba, ‘I am still of the opinion that blacks in Group II will

not easily agree to a shift to enter negotiations without pre-conditions. Black leaders
represent specific and seperate constituencies. They tend to stay within their own
groups. But, you can be sure, if an important matter is at stake, South African blacks
will come together.’
I wondered aloud what more urgent matter could possibly face South African

blacks, than the need to unite now for negotiation while conditions are favourable.
He replied, ‘You must remember that present black divisions are very much in the
interest of the current governing system.’ I rather disagreed with this interpretation
of the latest developments towards negotiations between all population groups in
South Africa. ‘If it were true that Pretoria is trying to divide and rule blacks, would
this not be all the more reason for blacks to unite and negotiate?’ I asked him. ‘There
is not sufficient reason to do so at this time,’ Willie said. ‘Both groups are quite
effective, in spite of their different tactics. Both groups are promoting blacks' interests
towards liberation from apartheid.’

[10]

I was transcribing the tape-recording with Willie Ramoshaba in Windhoek, South
West Africa, when I came across a report in The Namibian.9. I single this item out,
because it had become clear to me that politicians, striving for power, were misleading
voters in Windhoek, as they are likely to do anywhere in the world. The caption of
the report read, ‘SWAPO lights election torch.’ The article opened with the following
lines. ‘Vote for SWAPO, vote for freedom! A SWAPO victory means progress and
prosperity!’ Some 2 000 Namibians had packed the Katurara Community Hall
celebrating SWAPO's 29th anniversary. Jerry Ekandjo, SWAPO's Secretary for
Information, attended the meeting. He was working to collect votes, so he did not
intend passing on genuine information. After all, what was a vote for SWAPO going
to mean in practice? Voting for SWAPO simply meant voting for a one-partyMarxist

9. By Mbatjiua Ngavirue, April 21, 1989, p 5
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state in the way their socialist brothers had similarly monopolized the power of state
in Angola, Zimbabwe, Mozambique and so on.
Blacks all over Africa should have known by now what the cry of Uhuru meant

in practice: liberation followed by chaos. Africa today counts 11military dictatorships
and 28 socialist or communist one-party regimes. ‘Oneman, one vote’ has not worked
anywhere in Africa, with the exception of perhaps Botswana and Senegal. ‘Oneman,
one vote’ usually means, after a single election, starvation, unprecedented poverty,
empty shelves in shops, bloodshed and civil war, coup d'etats galore, and even
widespread epidemics and hunger for millions. Yet here was Jerry Ekandjo making
unrealistic and hypocritical promises to the unsuspecting masses in South West
Africa, who are liable to discover reality after they unwittingly voted the enemies of
‘one man, one vote’ into power.

[11]

Group I is squarely opposed to sanctions. Time and again, a variety of organisations
poll the South African public as to where they stand on the subject of the overseas
boycott to eliminate apartheid. In early 1989 the London newspaper The Independent
and the British television company ITN commissioned one such poll: it revealed that
61 percent of blacks were opposed to the use of violence as a means to end apartheid.
And, 57,7 percent opposed sanctions in any form. Only 37 percent of blacks were
in favour of a boycott but, interestingly enough, these supporters of sanctions
acknowledged at the same time that punitive measures against Pretoria were really
of no use.
In May 1989 another survey was made - this time by the South African Chamber

of Mines. The figures were assembled by the prestigious Gallup organisation. More
than 2 000 conversations had been held with South Africans, of which some 1 600
were black. No less than 82 per cent of the blacks said that they were against sanctions,
while 85 per cent vowed themselves opposed to disinvestment.10. Research
International polled Zulus seperately and found that 92 per cent of those canvassed
wanted a negotiated settlement on the question of apartheid, while only 3 per cent
disagreed and 5 per cent were not sure. Of the 16 public-

10. The Citizen,May 17, 1989
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opinion polls held over the past year or so in South Africa 14 came ud with similar
results.
In his reaction to these findings, Eugene Nyati pointed out that the outcome of

polls always depends on ‘a reasonable understanding of the subjects raised in the
questionaires’. Because ‘an informed judgement on the country's vulnerability to
sanctions’ should not be based on simplistic or biased questions. The pro-sanction
lobby is not denying that pain and suffering for blacks are the outcome of a boycott,
but ‘liberation politics are based on sacrifice’.11. Group I argues, and I will delve into
their arguments at greater length in the course of this report, that it is all very well
for Archbishop Desmond Tutu and his friends to advocate suffering among blacks
in the struggle for liberation, but His Eminence is safely tucked away in his palace
in Cape Town's white suburb of Bishopscourt, while the blacks in the townships of
the urban areas of the country have to bear the brunt of the suffering that sanctions
bring.

[12]

Amanwhom I admire considerably, and who opposes sanctions, is the ChiefMinister
of KwaZulu, Mangosothu Buthelezi. I read his speeches and time and again noted
his sharp intelligence and continued call to reason on the South African political
scene. Not long ago he assured the Minister President of Bavaria, Dr HCM Streibl,
that he realized that the cherished ideal of ‘one man, one vote’ brought terror to the
hearts and minds of many white South Africans. ‘They are wrong in being afraid of
real democracy, but it would also be wrong for me not to recognise that the rightness
and wrongness of something does not create or destroy real fear.’ Buthelezi further
recognized that, unlike whites from other former colonial African states, white South
Africans had nowhere else to go and had to live or die where they were. ‘Nothing
Africa could have ever produced by way of insurgents or revolutionaries could match
the real damage that white South Africans could inflict on a government imposed
on them by force.’ He stressed that blacks likewise would fiercely reject anything
imposed on them. Therefore, neither party should impose on the other and both
groups would have to compromise. ‘If we negotiate towards a multi-party democracy
in which the “winner-

11. The Star, Johannesburg, March 30, 1989
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takes-all” principle is toned down in one way or another, there are prospects of
success. It is with this in mind that I have reluctantly come to the conclusion that I
will have to keep my own cherished ideals somewhat suspended while I explore
every possible constitutional formwhichmaintains the basic principles of democracy.
I am quite prepared to look at a federal or canton system in which there is the
maximum devolution of power and in which consensus politics are enhanced.’
Here was a black leader, whomakes somuch sense, and yet his emotions apparently

took over when the nameMavuso was mentioned to him. Here was a man who didn't
miss a chance to stress the need of black unity, who condemned the South African
Council of Churches for ‘Christian absolutism and adventurism’, but who apparently
was unable to control himself in the face of a personal controversy with a former
friend and colleague. On top of it all, on the very day I received Buthelezi's fax
message, I read in the papers that the ChiefMinister of KwaZulu hadmet theMinister
of Law and Order, Adriaan Vlok, in Cape Town. Why would Buthelezi condemn
Mavuso for talking to whites in the TPA, while he himself sits down with a white
‘baas’ in Cape Town? One does not have to have studied Immanuel Kant's ‘Critique
of Pure Reason’, to understand at first glance, that Buthelezi's simplistic attitude in
the case of John Mavuso remains inexplicable.

[13]

John Mavuso's mind, at 61 years of age, left me with the impression that here was a
true South African patriot. I had already met him in 1988. His thinking was obviously
directed towards seeking compromise and accomodation - exactly the same tactic
followed by Chief Mangosothu Buthelezi. Mavuso is no easy walk-over for those
who disagree with him, about policies to be followed, neither for blacks nor whites.
I showed him Buthelezi's message. ‘First of all,’ he said, ‘in spite of having been
asked politely to resign from the Inkatha Central Committee, I remain a member of
that organisation. Chief Buthelezi is so sensitive of his personal position, that he
apparently even fears anti-apartheid organisations overseas. At times he gives the
impression that he will jump out of his own skin in order to run away from any
possible criticism. He has made certain rash decisions in the past, because of his
over-concern for overseas opposition. Chronic fear for possible reactions by his
political
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opponents is one of Gatsha's most serious problems.’ I asked for an example. ‘For
instance,’ said Mavuso, ‘he rushed the resignation of Thula Gibson, who had been
his personal confidant for so long within KwaZulu. Gibson wanted to enter the liquor
business. Therefore, Chief Buthelezi asked him to resign from the Central Committee
of Inkatha. By that snap decision alone, he not only lost a valuable person within
Inkatha, but he lost considerable influence in the Transvaal on the whole. Following
this I was also asked to leave the Central Committee, and I ceased to be active for
his movement in the Transvaal. Inkatha now has serious problems as a result of this
identity crisis. Truly magnetic Inkatha leadership is lacking, also as a result of Gatsha's
over-concern for possible embarrassment vis-à-vis foreign anti-apartheid groups.’
I asked Mavuso how blacks could ever build a firm political foundation to fulfil

their dreams and aspirations as long as they continued to quarrel among themselves
on the basis of petty, flimsy, irrational sensibilities. ‘I believe,’ he said, ‘that there
is no possibility whatsoever of building solid black political machinery in this country,
because black unity is a mere illusion, a pure fiction. To understand this, you have
to take into consideration what has happened, for instance, to the African National
Congress or the Pan African Congress. They have existed outside this country for
many, many years and they never succeeded in finding common ground among
themselves. Not even the distance from apartheid could help them agree among
themselves. Black unity is a fallacy.’
But Mavuso struck a more optimistic note. ‘I think we have made tremendous

progress in South Africa, and, in fact, the more moderate climate now developing
abroad is a result of the constructive progress we have already made.12. which does
not yet mean that we have achieved the necessary black stability.’ He continued, ‘In
the past, blacks had for instance no land tenure rights. Now, I can tell you as a TPA
Executive, responsible for housing in the province of Transvaal, that as I talk to you
just over 61 per cent of all dwellings in black urban areas are now privately-owned
by blacks. This means that over the past three years, I have actively been presiding
over a transformation of black society

12. This conversation was taped several weeks prior to John Mavuso playing a prominent role
in the National Forum of Black Leaders discussing a future South Africa with the Government
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from a society of possessionless people to a society of home-owners. The spin-off
from it is that we are moving towards increased stability, because people who are
property owners are liable to become, also psychologically, responsible citizens. We
feel that it is not correct to relate the calm atmosphere in the townships to the
declaration of the state of emergency, because developments as I just described to
you, have helped in particular to stabilize the situation. Owning one's own home
positively affects mental attitudes.’
I referred to the many polls concluding that most blacks opposed sanctions. ‘That's

what I have been saying during a 1988 trip to the United States and Europe, and at
a big businessman's meeting in Zürich. To speak of sanctions is contrary to the
aspirations of most black people. I was pleased to see the latest polls, because it
confirmed once more what I have been saying overseas and to visitors to South
Africa. Since the British have now presented these figures, they might at last be
believed. I don't understand how activists like Desmond Tutu, Alan Boesak, Frank
Chikane and Beyers Naudé think. The fact is, my day-to-day work brings me into
constant contact with black people of all walks of life. The vibes I am picking up
daily are that people want foremost security in jobs, housing, medical care and the
like. Disinvestment definitely is contrary to these primary aspirations among blacks.
So any one of us, going overseas in the so-called name of the black majority to
advocate evenmore sanctions is not telling the truth. I, in any case, don't knowwhere
they find that majority. The people I live with in Soweto tell me quite a different
story. And, now, the polls are confirming this point of view again.’
I referred to an editorial in Business Day saying, if Desmond Tutu were only in

touch with reality, he could render a great service to South Africa by reversing his
campaign.13. ‘Tutu is not interested in benefiting South Africa,’ Mavuso told me. ‘He
is doing it all for Tutu only. His foreign escapades have brought him a lot of money.
That's why he continues with what he is doing.’

13. Business Day editorial, April 3, 1989
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[14]

Mayor Matilda Mothlaping of Kwa Thema made the following points. ‘In my
understanding,’ she said, ‘there cannot be a consensus as long as we are faced with
this fragmented mentality among blacks. Who is going to be our leader? He must be
a person who represents all blacks of South Africa at the forthcoming Great Indaba.
As long as we are utterly divided, and go on criticizing each other's varying opinions
on how to reach our common goal, there will be no unity.’ Mentioning the Desmond
Tutu crusades for sanctions, she replied, ‘If those preachers could only be like
Mahatma Gandhi, who overturned a continent of hundreds of millions of people
through passive resistance, we would now be climbing our mountain indeed together.
Here, in Kwa Thema, are people who are in need of everything. These churchmen
are not addressing that. They are addressing a boycott and sanctions against the very
poor. But what happens in the meantime with the person that has no food in his
stomach? Will that fellow think reasonably, the way you would wish him to think?
We blacks need to face our problems together, and we are in need of relating to the
present government.’
I mentioned that the blacks in Group II often refer to town councils and town

councillors as ‘puppets’ of Pretoria. ‘It's a pity,’ she said, ‘that such criticism exists.
Of course, it's a myth that the majority of blacks do not like town councillors. I don't
believe that at all. Town councillors are voted in by the people themselves. We
represent them. But, there will always be individuals, who for purely personal reasons,
don't like certain other people.’ I asked mayorMatildaMothlaping how she felt about
those blacks who used methods of intimidation, and even political assassination.
‘Yes,’ she replied, ‘some think that that is the answer to apartheid. When you think
differently, these people accuse you of co-operating with the apartheid system. But,
we town councillors are actually rendering a service to the community. If we weren't
here, who would see that elections were held in the first place?Who would look after
the construction of houses? Who would administer Kwa Thema?We councillors are
doing these jobs. First of all, we are serving the poorest income groups. We do what
we possibly can to help relieve their suffering. We represent them in arguing over
their interests with the government. Why should Gatsha Buthelezi criticize John
Mavuso for carrying out his duties on behalf of the people that fall under
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the Transvaal Provincial Administration? Isn't Chief Buthelezi doing exactly the
same thing? He is talking to the white government all the time. Gatsha represents a
specific group of us - the Zulus. Why would he prefer not to be in the same book of
interviews with John Mavuso?’
When I asked the mayor of Kwa Thema what she felt would be the outcome of a

‘one man, one vote’ election in South Africa, she replied, ‘Chaos’. Somewill interpret
this reply as clear proof that Matilda Mothlaping is, in fact, a puppet of the
government. In reality, of course, the mayor was simply stating a fact and was facing
reality. In short, she was being honest, a rare commodity these days in politics
anywhere.

[15]

Willie Ramoshaba, President of the Black Achievers' Foundation, replied to the same
question in fairly similar fashion: ‘One cannot rule chaos out.’ He added, ‘But don't
forget, that when there is a very powerful force, that works to divide you, and I mean
the white force in South Africa, it does become a many-sided problem.’ Here I
disagreed with him and said that it sounded like a cheap shot to blame Pretoria for
incredible divisions and petty jealousies between members of the black leadership.
Willie labelled the setting-up of black town councils ‘a hopeless situation’. He
continued, ‘How can people even seriously talk about elections? Take a closer look
at the people that are eventually chosen. In essence, the entire town council situation
is desperate. Hence, government policies are largely based on them. What about the
quality of candidates? In order to get more capable teams of councillors, the policies
upon which town councils are based must be made more acceptable to a much wider
public. If that is being done, people will vote for more qualified representatives to
look after their interests.’14.

‘It would be a first step,’ said Willie, ‘if it was to be announced that from now on
black people could administer their own affairs. After all, isn't Johannesburg deciding
its own affairs? Yet Soweto is not allowed to. Blacks are not running Soweto on their
own. That's one reason that black people are sceptical about the so-called black town
councils. The administrations of townships have no sources of income. They can't

14. I wondered what intimidation and terrorism from radicals had to do with the quality of town
councillors, but planned to return to the subject later
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really stand on their own. It's for these reasons that black people, unless they can
pave their way to national governing levels, reason that there is no point and no gain
in marking time by setting up town councils. The more so since blacks are bound to
be misunderstood as having chosen to support this phoney system. One cannot stop
liberation anyway, because it is already moving. The only thing people can do, is to
refuse to vote at all and not participate in what is really a charade.’

[16]

The South African Institute for Race Relations made an attempt to research what
happened in the 1988municipal elections. Research officer HarryMashabela covered
26 Black Local Authorities and produced a report, ‘Fragile Figures - the 1988 PWV
Township Elections’. Themba Molefe reported, ‘fewer than one in five residents in
the PWV voted’, according to the report.15. The Cross Times published the following
data on the same election. It said only 1,5 million of the 25 million blacks in South
Africa had registered to vote in the municipal election. Only 30 percent of these
registered voters did actually go to the polls - what amounted to 2 percent of all
blacks in the Republic.16. Explained Ramoshaba, ‘You see, only a few people voted
for these council posts. People refuse to be associated with institutions that are not
working. Full stop. Town councils don't carry the support of the community. And
why is this? People don't believe in them.’ I replied that blacks I had encountered
over the past three years in dozens of townships who were working within the
governmental structure were no doubt just as patriotic as the so-called comrades in
street committees, with the sole difference that the moderates have a different way
of processing input than the radicals do. SaidWillie: ‘The problem is that blacks that
co-operate are inevitably seen by others as representatives of the apartheid regime.
When you face a vacuum, black functionaries in town councils are automatically
associated with Pretoria, believe me.’
The image of the ascent and descent of reason has already been mentioned by

Plato and Aristotle, in manymedieval treatises on logic and, of course, Francis Bacon.
From what actual and realistic information do

15. The Sowetan, April 27, 1989
16. The Cross Times, December 1988, p 6
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the people to whom Willie Ramoshaba was referring justify their deduction that
blacks working in town councils have to be puppets of Pretoria? None of the
councillors or mayors I met from Crossroads to Sharpeville were by the farthest
stretch of anyone's imagination mere tools of the South African government. On the
contrary, they are genuine patriots in the very same class as Willie Ramoshaba. The
difference was, that their minds functioned differently. That is all.
I tried another question and asked Willie, ‘But someone has got to perform

administrative tasks in townships.’ ‘Correct,’ he replied, ‘we do need those services.
But why could town councils not simply offer jobs to blacks and hire them as
employees, and do away with this policy of pretending that townships are run by
blacks? Because that is basically what it is. What does one need? You need a person
who is able to articulate. So why not simply hire black employees and pay them a
salary at the end of the month? As it stands, Soweto will never be a city in its own
right. It cannot stand on its own. So, why pretend to give Soweto a city status and
say the black mayor decides? What does the mayor of Soweto decide about? On the
basis of what budget are decisions made? Basically, Soweto is a suburb of
Johannesburg, like Daveyton is a suburb of Benoni. So, when we insist on municipal
elections, why not declare Soweto a part of the Johannesburg municipality? Then
you are talking, because you have something to decide about.’
It seemed a reasonable suggestion and I askedWillie why this was not done. ‘That

is the big question,’ he replied. ‘People are speaking about it and are asking the same
question. What you should understand is that most black people now want expert
management. To a very great extent, we blacks have so far not been exposed to that,
which does not mean that we are discussing here and now an immediate and complete
black take-over situation. That is not my point.’

[17]

Willie Ramoshaba was very emotional in the way he saw things, but I sympathised
with him. Here was a black man who had lived under the system of apartheid and
obviously been hurt by it, as millions of his compatriots were. But I could not forget
Leibnitz's conclusions on the
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human mind17. - that each person's mind has been coded differently and that the
difference can principally be seen in differences in clarity of perception.What makes
one mind superior to others, according to Leibnitz, depends on the ability to perceive
more accurately and with less confusion, events taking place in the surrounding
world. When thoughts are fuzzy and unclear, a distinct lack of perception is evident,
and the inadequate interpretation of events leads to erroneous convictions.
When proper reasoning fails, an urgent need for greater truth arises. Psychoanalysis

was one of the first methods used to help a person who has lost a balanced sense of
reality to regain a true perception of the world around him.
In the course of my encounters with black and white South Africans, I often

reflected on what I had read on the functions of the mind, and became painfully
aware of the ignorance in this country surrounding this important field of research -
a field which, more than any other investigations in the physical sciences, could make
an invaluable contribution to the resolution of conflict in this part of the world.

[18]

I drove to Lekoa, where my friend, Jabulani Patose, had set up a meeting with mayor
Samuel Kolisang (71). In early 1988, Mr Kolisang had taken a courageous initiative.
He established the Vaal Residents Representative Party (VRRP). He handed me a
copy of the Constitution containing 11 sections. It carried also ‘a declaration of oath
of allegiance in seven articles’. It seemed a sensible document and resembled the
politics of the FID. Although Samuel Kolisang mapped out the VRRP only early in
1988, he managed to take 40 of the 44 seats in the October 26 election. But the
political honeymoon in Lekoa did not last long. Soon a number of VRRP town
councillors tabled a series of demands. They wanted to use their official cars for
private use. They asked for salary increases, and when that demand was not met, for
liquor licenses, to be able to augment their salaries. And last but not least, these
councillors wanted permission to carry firearms.
Kolisang said to the rebellious VRRP councillors: ‘Gentlemen, we

17. GW von Liebnitz lived from 1646-1716. In those days the study of the brain had not yet
begun and Science knew virtually nothing about it, compared to the 1980's
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were elected by an overwhelming majority. The people love us. What are we doing
with firearms?’ I countered that it took the bullet of one lone lunatic to assassinate
Martin Luther King, who was loved by virtually all US blacks. ‘Previous council
members,’ replied the mayor, ‘were allowed to carry arms, but at that time the people
were angry at the council. They love us.’ I hoped he was right, since various of my
sources were less optimistic about the mood in Lekoa.
‘During the election campaign,’ mayor Kolisang told me, ‘we made certain

promises to the residents. Now, we have obligations. We promised not to be selfish
and above all not to serve our personal interests. We are not going to open businesses
for our own gain. And, we are not going to carry firearms. After all, we were elected
by mostly Christian voters. I told them, gentlemen, we are just starting our jobs, and
you are already asking for more. Let's do our work and not begin by increasing our
own salaries. We have got to set an example for the community. This reaction of
mine angered them.’ Because of this attitude of the mayor, serious problems
developed.
‘The dissident councillors began to boycott council meetings,’ themayor continued.

‘Or, they would try to disturb our discussions and in the end they passed a vote of
no confidence in my absence. Actually, they arranged a coup against me and the
deputymayor,Mrs Kate Sibongile Ngwenya. Then,MrOlaus van Zijl of the Transvaal
Provincial Administration in Pretoria came over and told the council that this was
all rubbish, that I was to remain mayor and Mrs Ngwenya the deputy mayor. Now,
they are ashamed.’
Samuel Kolisang was assaulted along with some of his close collaborators in the

mayor's office. His official and personal papers were stolen and even his car keys
were taken away. Aside from the move by Mr Olaus van Zijl, the mayor brought the
action of the dissident VRRP councillors before the Supreme Court in Johannesburg.
‘What would have happened,’ he asked, ‘if they had prevailed? howwould they have
treated the minority? Blacks are in the majority in this country, no doubt about it.
They demand power and liberation, and they should have it. Blacks have a right to
human dignity. But - and this is crucial - how will blacks exert their newly-won
power in the future? Will they respect minority rights? I feel too many blacks are
presently advocating “one man, one vote” simply to gain power.’
I asked the mayor, since his recent experience in Lekoa could be
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likened to a microcosm of political developments in South Africa, what would happen
if State President PW Botha were to announce that a ‘one man, one vote’ election
was to be held now. Samuel Kolisang replied with one word, ‘Chaos’, echoing the
opinion of Matilda Mothlaping and many other black leaders I have spoken to.

[19]

John Gogotya (51) is Director of the Federal Independant Democratic Alliance
(FIDA). I met him in his Braamfontein office. He seemed to take a moderate black,
Group I, position in public. FIDA claims a 600 000-person registered membership.
In spite of his moderation, he began by establishing his credentials, as follows, ‘I
strongly condemn apartheid. I myself had been a victim of apartheid laws in this
country. I lived here all my life. I know what it means to be regulated by a thousand
and one laws, where to sleep, where to eat, where to go and where not to go. I would
love for my children to inherit a South Africa free of that kind of life, so they can
live as respectable citizens, with dignity. I also would like the children of my former
oppressors to live in dignity in the country of their birth. Because, let's face it, this
country belongs to both blacks and whites. We built this country together and we'll
continue to build it after apartheid is gone. It is for this reason that we established
FIDA. The name spell it out. First of all, we believe in independence. Man must be
free, psychologically, politically, socially, economically and culturally. We condemn
outside interference, whether in the form ofMarxism or in the form of US-sponsored
sanctions.’
John continued, ‘We believe in democracy. We don't want a sham democracy.

We are, for instance, opposed to so-called People's Democracies, because they are
dictatorships in disguise. We believe in the fundamental democratic rights of people.
The people themselves ought to decide their fate. This has to be done through the
ballot-box, and not through the barrel of a gun. This is why FIDA supports peaceful
negotiations over reform. Violence begets violence. Violence does not bear fruit.
Look at Vietnam. What was achieved by that particularly cruel and bloody war?
Even now there is no true peace in Southeast Asia. We say a violent overthrow,
whether of a white government, or of a future black government - as we see happening
all over Africa - is not the answer. We adhere to and we believe in peaceful
negotiations.’
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[20]

Of course, I tried also to ‘pick the brains’ of blacks other than political leaders or
well-known black achievers. In Soweto I visited Lesley Shongwe (29), a young man
who had started his own business, ‘Screen-print’, with a friend from school, Isaac
Mdlalose (37). They had followed a special course at the Soweto Business
Development Centre, a multi-racial training program on how to start business. After
finishing High School and getting an administrative job at Printmak, Lesley was
dissatisfied. He wanted a business of his own. Together with Isaac he followed the
SBDC instructions. Now, their dream has come true. They run their own outfit, and
employ another printer and two lady assistants. ‘Screenprint’ does everything under
the sun. They even print texts on T-shirts, track-suits and overalls. As soon as they
pass drivers' examinations, they will buy a company car.
Lesley is mostly on the road to get printing orders. I asked him how

he was received when visiting Johannesburg companies. ‘Not always correctly,’ he
said. ‘When I wait for my appointment, they will see white salesmen, that came after
me, first. But since we need all the business we can get, I keep cool and wait until I
am let in. There is still a lot of racism out there.’ ‘How can one fight apartheid?’ I
asked. ‘I really don't know,’ said Lesley. ‘I guess you can't. But then, we managed
to get a two-year contract with Anglo-American in Welkom. Sometimes
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even big companies send an official here to look around and want to know whether
we can fill their orders. We even have customers from overseas.’

[21]

Philemon Baloyi (26) was born in Giyani in Gazankulu. In 1981, he joined the South
African Army where he presently serves in the 907 Special Duty Company, a crack
reaction unit of the South African Defence Force, (SADF). He is an expert tracker
and attached as a rifleman to Battalion 116. He handles a variety of sophisticated
weapons, including the R4 automatic rifle and the RPG7 rocket launcher. He has
already tracked down a number of ANC guerillas. Philemon told The Sowetan that
he came from a poor family with eight children. He dropped out of school in Standard
9, because his parents could no longer afford to pay for his education. ‘Poverty and
unemployment made me look to the SADF,’ he told Themba Molefe. ‘I was
welcomed. I am proud to be in the Army fighting for my country.’
Black lieutenant Peter Seloane expressed similar sentiments. ‘I am a soldier, not

a politician. As a soldier I serve the government of the day mainly because I agree
with its policies and should another government with whose ideals I agree take over
tomorrow, I would continue serving.’18.

I cite this example of a young man, enlisted in the Army out of poverty and a lack
of funds and education, as elsewhere in Africa. This is a crucial problem in South
Africa. Education is one area in which it is possible to make a long-term investment
in human relations across ethnic boundaries. There is not adequate recognition of
the fact that the government in Pretoria is faced with an increase of 250 000 black
pupils yearly, which means that 200 to 300 new schools have to be built each year
and an additional 8 000 teachers trained yearly till the year 2000 at least. Therefore,
too, many black leaders are outspokenly opposed to disinvestment, because of the
adverse affect it has on black education. Also, the South African private sector, which
always liberally contributed towards education, has sharply decreased its financial
support.19.

18. The Sowetan, July 14, 1988
19. The Citizen, April 28, 1989; Speech by Mr Sam de Beer
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[22]

David Blood of the Radio Station, 702, invited me to ‘Midmorning Talk’, an hour's
phone-in discussion. What should have been a routine affair became a confrontation
of sorts. I spoke freely, because as a Dutch journalist I was not on the road to win
votes or sympathy from anyone. I ventured to say that I had become convinced that
a premature introduction of one man, one vote procedures for all population groups
was sure to lead to massive chaos. Events in Lekoa were but one example. After all,
parliamentarian democracy did nowhere turn into a smoothly-operating political
system overnight either. Therefore, I argued, a gradual reform process would no
doubt serve the imperative interests of the black population of South Africa best.
The phonelines became red hot at ‘Radio 702’. Listeners from Soweto called in,
nineteen to the dozen. They clearly considered me a white Dutch racist who was
siding with South African whites, and naturally was advocating continued apartheid
in disguise of reform. I was not. Their emotions had taken the better of them. Some
of the callers became incoherent and began to stutter, unable to express themselves
easily in English.
My father and grandfather were born on the island of Java, where my

great-grandfather served during the middle of the 19th century as President of the
Netherlands East Indies Railways. I grew up with Indonesians, both in school and
at college. In 30 years of living in the United States, where I still live today, neither
at Yale University or working as a journalist and lecturer has it ever occurred to me
to communicate with anyone on the basis of skin pigmentation. I simply had been
programmed from my early years onward not to think in terms of race or cultural
background. I made friends in all population groups, just as I am doing now while
in South Africa. As a matter of fact, I have avoided South Africa over the past 35
years as an internationally-operating journalist, because of the apartheid policies of
the government. Both my brothers left Holland in 1948, and travelled by car through
the Sahara dessert, straight through Africa, to Cape Town.My parents followed them
in 1950. I chose the United States instead. I saw at the time no future in South Africa,
because I projected my own misconceptions onto the realities in this country. In
1986, I changed my earlier-held position and decided to investigate on the spot as
to what was really happening. And here I was, facing angry callers from Soweto.
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One lady, Pinky, agreed that unity was lacking among blacks. She wished someone
would come and show South African blacks how to unite. But she also doubted my
intentions and launched an all-out attack on what I had said in relation to a go-slow
approach to reform. I think, I understood her inner turmoil and anger against the
apartheid system. Pinky was obviously sincere and patriotic. I suggested that she
leave her name and address at the Radio Station. ‘I will drive to Soweto, and sit down
with you, to listen to your views, Pinky, because I have come to learn about South
Africa.’ To my astonishment she replied on the air, that I was trying to trap her,
because she would be arrested for having talked to me at all. I wished I could have
met her, because how can one understand South Africa without becoming truly
familiar with black rage? I have often wondered these past years, whether whites
ever take the trouble of listening carefully to blacks. It is one thing to be aware that
all blacks oppose apartheid and demand true freedom, but how are whites ever to
truly share this nation with people they don't really know at all?

[23]

Mayor Samuel Kolisang of Lekoa dealt with the dissident councillors rationally and
intelligently. He told them to return to their wards and explain their behaviour. ‘These
men were elected in good faith,’ the mayor told me, ‘they were expected to protect
the people's interests, but they lost no time instead in following up their own private
interests in an effort to enrich themselves. They are actually apprehensive of returning
to their electorates, because they behaved in a very unacceptable way. They did not
live up to their mandate. They lost considerable support. Everybody in the township
is on our side. People are aware what these councillors wanted to do and achieve for
themselves. Everybody is with us. When they have fixed up relations with their
wards, they can come back. It all goes to show that we must patiently learn to
administer our own affairs, including the affairs of our political opponents. Democracy
means, after all, that the rights of both the majority and the minority are properly
administered and protected.’
I began to admire this 71-year-old politician from Lekoa. Mayor Kolisang felt

responsible for the misbehaviour of councillors who had been voted into office under
the wing of his VRRP. This unfortunate epi-
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sode had deeply affected him. I referred to the failings of democratic processes
elsewhere in the world, and in particular in Africa. ‘We, in South Africa,’Mr Kolisang
said, ‘are surrounded by one-party Marxist states. The political situation in those
lands results, no doubt, from the same deplorable mentality as I described to you in
relation to events here. Duly elected councillors simply disregarded the electorate,
which secured them their political posts in the first place. Election promises were
grossly ignored. Selfish interests prevailed. They were willing to desert their party
on a whim in order to pursue their own ways without, mind you, a proper mandate
from their respective wards. Democracy and itsmodus operandi are a political system
that must be learned. I guess this is precisely what we are now doing in Lekoa.’

[24]

I went back to 27-year-old Jabulani Patose. ‘You have to understand,’ he said, ‘that
town councils were initiated as political platforms for us blacks. It would make no
sense not to make use of them even if they are not the answer to our aspirations.
What we actually can do at this stage is turn them into educational institutions. By
that, I mean we involve our people as much as we can in the work of these local
institutions. We show them and let them understand how townships are being run.
We demonstrate to them [what is] the importance of what we are doing. How, for
instance, do we accumulate revenues? How do we allocate money for services to be
rendered to the community? Who pays for what? This will help us. And, we should
not be in a hurry. We have to take our time. Bit by bit, step by step. And only when
we are absolutely sure that we can run everything on our own, should we take over.
This does not mean that we would have to cast away those who have been teaching
us, those who have been trying to build us. Because, to tell you the truth, we cannot
expect the government to do everything in a short span of time. I am not saying that
the Pretoria administration is doing all it should be doing. Far from it. The government
has its shortcomings. But we have to sit down with them if we don't want South
Africa to go down the drain. We should work together in harmony and in mutual
respect. The seed of love should be steadily growing on both sides, guiding everything
we do. We must not forget the Almighty God.’
‘You are talking about reducing distrust and lingering suspicion be-
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tween blacks and whites,’ I said. ‘This is a universal problem,’ interjected Jabulani.
‘It exists between East andWest; you name it. Mistrust seems to be a basic ingredient
raging everwhere in the world community. I believe that each individual, black or
white, has a responsibility towards the community as a whole. First of all, I, as an
individual, must examine myself. What causes distrust and fear? When I mention
fear, I speak of lack of trust. That mentality is being brought forward by people, who
would not want to have anything to do with whites after liberation. For them, it is a
matter of turning the entire country over into the hands of blacks. That is the
“settle-the-scores” mentality of radicals and revolutionaries. This attitude actually
amounts to oppression in reverse. Apartheid in reverse, if you want. We have got to
reach a point in race relations by which we agree to disagree on certain matters. We
have to come to a point at which we will reach a reasonable compromise.’
Then, Jabulani touched upon what he called ‘Godless leadership’ that was leading

to rampant corruption in every black local institution. I countered that abysmally
corrupt officials were to be found in all religiously-oriented government systems in
the world, be they Christian or Marxist, or even in the Vatican itself. ‘Whether
democratically-elected or dictatorially-appointed, people everywhere suffer from
defunct thinking processes that lead to corrupt behaviour at all levels of society,’ I
said. ‘Yes,’ replied Jabulani, ‘but the fact is that wherever there is a local black
authority in South Africa, you will find corruption or attempted corruption. And,
what you should also keep in mind is that these corruptors are the same people that
tell us that we blacks must fight apartheid and white exploitation and oppression.
Yet that same man, while he poses as a genuine freedom-fighter, is sleeping with
every woman he can lay his hands on in the black community, effectively being an
oppressor of his own wife and children. You eventually are faced with the crucial
question: What kind of leadership do we South African blacks really have?’

[25]

Nelson Botile (61) was mayor of Soweto from 1986 to 1988. I met him then, and I
renewed our friendship in 1989. He reminisced about his former job. ‘Mymost urgent
problem in Soweto was to try to improve
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the quality of life for the residents, including housing, more schools, additional
hospital space, improvement of streets, lighting, sports and recreation. The University
of theWitwatersrand is now building 35 additional hospital wards. I helped in raising
funds. We also need more books and libraries, because our youths need places to
read and study. Another colossal problem is the effort to revamp housing, especially
for the elderly. They often need to modernise their lodgings, because they cannot
afford to buy a new house.’
‘I had expected crime to be on top of your list,’ I said, ‘because when one reads

the lists of casualties and dead after each weekend in Soweto, you ask yourself what
is going on there.’ ‘Crime did disturb the daily routine of the town council,’ replied
the former mayor. ‘During my term in office all kinds of violence were committed
by people running amok. This prevented me very often from doing the constructive
work I had wanted to undertake and knew was badly needed.’ I asked Mr Botile
about certain radical groups that had been trying to recruit children as young as 15
into terrorist activities.
‘I am talking to you now as a practical politician. I will tell you how the situation

is. There were actually politicians coming to me, as the mayor, telling me that youths
had to be involved in decision-making. But tell me, what does a child know? I am
not against young people. I am for youths to be properly trained and educated, but
not for children to be included in governing. That is why there is a lot of confusion
today. The Winnie Mandelas were using the children. The children they call youths
are often still babies in maturity. You can't tell me that you can polarise a boy of 14.
You cannot. A small boy of 14 still needs the care of his mother. He must still be
taught how to spell certain words. These political leaders who try to excite and use
children are acting wholly unresponsibly,’ said Nelson Botile.
I asked himwhether it was a fact that the Soweto Sofasonke Party especially aimed

at recruiting young kids. Botile, ‘Yes, and old ladies. And those are the people that
supposedly represent the masses! If you would ask 10 to 20 pupils in Soweto. “How
do you spell rent?”, they wouldn't be able to tell you. And, if you would ask them
what it means to rent a house, they would not be able to tell you, because they don't
know. Even the mayor himself asked one day during a town council meeting what
was the meaning of the word “rent”...’ ‘Is it really that bad?’ I asked. ‘It is,’ replied
Botile. ‘Some politicians make state-
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ments that our policies must satisfy the youths. But what do the young know? As far
as I am concerned, they know nothing about politics. Let's face it, nowhere in history
were children involved in decision-making organisations.’
‘Students kidnapped Sukarno of Indonesia to force him to declare independence

fromHolland,’ I said. ‘Yes,’ replied Botile, ‘that is a different matter. At least students
have been trained. A student in political science at university level understands
perhaps what I am talking about. At the age of 21, yes, those young people could be
involved. But what is happening now in Soweto and elsewhere is that young children
are influenced by what I call “remote control” for the revolutionary purposes of
people behind the scenes. These children don't know what they are doing. I have
seen on television African children of 14 and 15 with AK-47's that were said to be
fighting for liberation. Those children were supposed to be in school. Take Angola.
There are peaceful negotiations now. There will be peace very soon. Those children,
who were given AK-47's at 14 and 15 are now 18, 19 and 20 years old. You think
these young people will fit into society? Educationally they find themselves at the
level of 14-year-olds. Their leaders will not recognize them now, because the country
is in dire need of educated young people. If a young man comes now, and says, “I
was a soldier, I was in the war for liberation”, they will have no use for that man,
because he will not be able to perform in a professional way. The man has no
education. He will be no asset to the nation. I am speaking of my experience in
Soweto as well. These children who left school after the 1976 student revolt in order
to join the so-called revolution, find themselves today in an unfavourable position.
They won't even be able to hold a clerical job. They are not prepared to sweep the
streets, and so on. For what else have they been prepared? They are misfits in society.
So, they often end up in the drug trade and other social or criminal activities. But it
is those black leaders who led them into temptation, who are truly responsible. They
simply misled children of 14 and 15 years old and ruined their lives.’

[26]

Nimrod Mkele (68) was the first black scientist to obtain a degree in psychology
from the University of Natal. He now runs a Johannesburg
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Consultancy firm placing blacks in jobs with mainly white firms. Black Enterprise
magazine ran a cover-story on him.20.

‘It's vital,’ he told me, ‘that blacks move as rapidly as possible into the future
without being hung up on obsessions about apartheid. Poverty has plagued blacks
all their lives. This was not just a result of apartheid alone, or of modern political
factors. Poverty arose through contact with the West. Whites used us as hewers of
wood and drawers of water. Native policy in the 19th century was a means of ensuring
that blacks were kept away from productive activity. For instance, the Land Act of
1913 pushed blacks out of productive activity on farms. One of the values of uprooting
poverty is that it prevents us from sweeping disturbing facts about poverty under the
carpet.’ He phrased it as follows: ‘It must be understood that state policy in South
Africa from the time of Jan van Riebeeck to Hendrik Verwoerd has been to
institutionalise black poverty. Both the State and whites in general must therefore
demonstrate that they do not condone poverty of any sort. A black man's poverty is
a constant drain on the entire community. This shared realisation would enable blacks
and whites to plan and build together.’

[27]

Listening to Mkele I asked myself how many of us connected present problems with
their historical setting? I also asked myself, not so much how wide the social and
economic distance between blacks and whites was in South Africa, as how deep and
unbridgeable the psychological separation between blacks and whites was, built up
as it has over the past centuries? And then, there was this amazing development
during the 1950's and 1960's, when South Africa experienced and enjoyed
unprecedented economic expansion, when legions of foreign investors crowded into
the Johannesburg financial centre. At that time apartheid and racial segregation in
South Africa reached unprecedented new heights, but were completely ignored by
the world community.
Then, in 1960, the serious liberation of black Africa began. Thirty years later the

Pope declared war on apartheid, but it should not be forgotten that the Vatican hastily
nominated its first black African bishop only in 1960. Also, in the early 1960's, the
United States was fighting the

20. Black Enterprise magazine, volume 19, 1989
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last big ‘battle of the brains’ between blacks and whites. Presidents Eisenhower and
Kennedy used hundreds of armed soldiers and policemen to escort a handful of black
children to all-white schools. The continued device of American apartheid began at
a time when Africa was being liberated. At the same time American blacks cannot
be compared to the many different and culturally diverse blacks that inhabit South
Africa, lending an entirely different dimension to the struggle against racial seperation
over here.
It is ironic that now, when the problem of apartheid is being seriously addressed

within its borders, the entire outside world seems to have belatedly discovered that
something is rotten in the state of South Africa. In this respect, a recent report by
Allister Sparks, who returned to South Africa after an absence of only 20 months,
was interesting. ‘South Africa has gone black, while I have been away,’ he wrote.21.

‘The Africanising process has been under way for some time, but it has taken off in
the last two years. A convergence of factors has caused it,’ Sparks wrote. ‘The black
population is exploding, the homelands are bursting at the seams with over-crowding,
ecological devastation and economic desperation; while at the same time the
government has taken some of the ideological brakes off the economy to help it keep
pace with the urgent need of job creation.’

[28]

Nimrod Mkele stressed the historic roots of black poverty. But then, isn't black
poverty a universal symptom, hardly restricted to South Africa? Let alone to the
system of apartheid? In the richest, most democratically-governed nation of the world,
the United-States where ‘one man, one vote’ is liberally practiced, the so-called black
underclass rose between 1970 and 1980 from 750 000 to 2 500 000. What will the
figure for poor urban blacks be in 1990? Four million?22. The miserable black poor
amount to 15 percent of all American blacks. When the United States, with by far
the strongest and most expansive economy in the world, fails to solve the problem
of black poverty, why should armchair critics else-

21. The Sunday Star, Review magazine, April 30, 1989
22. Newsweek magazine, The Urban Institute, March 7, 1988
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where blame 5 million South African whites for the protracted problems of the 23
million blacks living in their midst?
For the same reason, those black South African leaders and commentators who

imply that shaking off the shackles of apartheid would get the black masses once
and for all onto their feet, is simplistic and misleading. Utopia has not arrived
anywhere in the world where liberation became a reality; not even in so-called
worker's paradises as the Soviet Union or China, or other socialist states; nor will it
happen in South Africa when the political climax of one man, one vote is reached.
‘One Rolls Royce would finance 400 University students,’ said psychologist Mkele
in an outrageously emotional outburst in Black Enterprise. This is, of course, untrue.
And do the Soweto blacks who drive Mecedeses and BMW's agree with him?

[29]

Moeketsi Shai (31) sells computers. He also teaches part-time physics and
mathematics. He is Director of the Black Management Forum. I met with him in a
conference room of his Randburg computer firm. ‘Our struggle,’ he said, ‘means
that everybody does his own bit his own way. And, when we reach the end of the
day, what counts is that the people will get what they desire. In a struggle of liberation
one makes a choice up front. Those who have not made the right choice tend to lose
credibility when liberation is completed. After all, this is what has happened all over
Africa. Therefore we see blacks who choose to be working from within the current
system, while others choose to work outside the present structures.What will happen
when the day of voting comes, when power will be handed to the people? We will
see it usually goes to those who have taken a firm stand against the system.’
I asked whether he meant by saying that when the struggle had reached conclusion,

the often useful and constructive work done by blacks that choose to operate from
within the system, would be forgotten and ignored? Shai replied, ‘Yes, people forget.
You must understand that a liberation struggle carries a large element of emotion.
People tend to more easily identify with compatriots that opposed the system. In all
this is a strong element saying, “I don't hate the white man, but I do hate the system”.
Liberated people are usually neither calm nor objective about it all. They simply
reject the white man along
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with blacks that worked within the hated system. In my opinion, that is what will
happen in the future. There are the Buthelezis, Boyas, Mavusos and all others, who
choose to work with the system. They made their decision. The question is: did they
take the right decision? They might have felt that they, too, were working for the
advancement of the people, but what is it that the people are really looking for? Each
of us is making this fateful decision in relation to the liberation struggle. The future
will tell. We will then know the answer.’
While working on the Moeketsi Shai tape-recording the lady from Soweto who

looks after my apartment came in. She was very upset and visibly distressed. Since
it was the third day of the month, she had gone to a Hillbrow shoe-shop to buy shoes
for a daughter. When she left with the package, there were some young men waiting
in COSATU shirts. One put a hand on her face and demanded the package. They
said a strike was on in the leather industry (of which she was unaware) and therefore
she should not have gone in to buy shoes. Surely, the COSATU robber had made
his pertinent choice: hooliganism and terrorism of the disadvantaged poor. Surely,
all South Africans make their choices, but I wonder what the choice of the
cleaning-woman from Soweto is.

[30]

I said to Moeketsi Shai that I continued to meet a large number of sincere, intelligent
and patriotic blacks, who had opted to work from within the system. ‘Do you mean
to say that these people will be forgotten when liberation materializes?’ ‘We have
to be practical,’ repliedMoeketsi. ‘That's what the people whowork within the system
say, too: be practical. But, in order to be able to be practical, one needs the full
co-operation of the people. In order to get their co-operation, you have to perceive
them correctly. The masses perceive the blacks that work within the system
negatively.’
I wondered whether Moeketsi Shai, or any other black personality of his calibre,

really was in a position to unequivocally state that he knew for certain what the black
masses in South Africa want, think or feel. I gathered so many different impressions;
but then, aren't we all projecting, or do we not all tend to project, what we keep in
our hearts of hearts to be our opinion or conviction or secret wish for reality to be?
We human beings of the late twentieth century have become so super-
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clever and intelligent - we like to assume. Our technical and scientific knowledge
has reached unprecedented heights. We can bring babies to life in laboratory tubes.
We replace vital human organs like automobile parts. Who would not harbour the
deepest admiration for South African medical sciences and the Baragwanath Hospital
surgeons who successfully separated the Siamese twins Mpho and Mphonyana
Mathibela? Laboratories the world over experiment with DNA and heriditarymaterial.
Scientists manipulate plants. Miracle rice turned India into a rice exporter. Animals
are disappearing. In Namibia the horn of the rhino is being sawn off, so the species
will not be wiped out altogether after liberation arrives. The protective ozone layer
around our atmosphere is being ruined and destroyed, and threatening human life
with radiation. The ice at the poles is melting prematurely. Vandals are destroying
the tropical rain forests that are so needed to maintain human life and supply oxygen
to the world population. Oceans are being turned into nuclear dumping grounds. Oil
tanker disasters cause the death of penguins and marine life. The fallout from
Chernobyl in the Ukraine made the slaughter of sheep in Wales and elks in Lapland
unavoidable. Man is constantly reassuring himself that he has become the cleverest
creature in the universe. Is he?
The key to preventing a fatal demise of our planet lies in our psyche. Plans for

manned flights towards Mars and Venus are being drawn up by space engineers,
while research concerning the 1 380 grams of protoplasm under the top of our skulls
is hardly getting the scientific attention it needs and warrents. CG Jung, the Swiss
psychiatrist, warned years ago that the race towards technology would cause Man
to lose his soul (psyche) for ever. Scientists seem in the grip of pursuing their fantasies
of how electronics can enhance the survival of humanity, but in the meantime we
seem inclined to entirely ignore the inescapable fact that the real survival of human
life will be determined through the correct application of our thinking powers. The
mind-sciences are still light years behind military and industrial research; yet never
before in the history of man, has research into the functioning of that mysterious
grayish mass in our heads been so imperative as at this moment, when man is quite
capable of blowing up the world.
Having lived the past 30 years mainly in New York, where these subjects make

up the regular repertoire of conversations and comments in the media, I realised so
often when engaged in meeting people in South
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Africa, that they are so completely engulfed by or immersed in their own pressing
problems, that the brain andmind side of the struggle towards a non-racially oriented
society is being largely neglected or conveniently ignored. And yet, here lies the
essence of the black-white confrontation on the Southern African subcontinent. Only
updated brains can offer ultimate solutions.

[31]

I continued my odyssey among South African blacks. TheWest German automobile
giant, BMW, employs 2 500 workers of whom 1 900 are black. I asked Seth Palatse
(34), the Communications Officer at BMW, what would happen if his company was
to disinvest from South Africa. He estimated that no less than 40 000 blacks would
be directly affected by such a move. ‘Disinvestment,’ he said, ‘makes no sense
whatsoever. The boycott from abroad does not serve the interests of blacks in this
country. This definitely is the foundation of my thinking on this matter.’
I questioned him on the possibility of lip service by South African companies

towards Africanisation. ‘At BMW,’ he stressed, ‘we have embarked on an extensive
management development program. This means employees are being brought into
a development training system that lasts for about 5 years. During this learning period,
the incumbents will be exposed to various operations within the plant. To properly
develop the employee, he must have the knowledge of all other operations. The
company has, in addition, recently approved a one-million-rand training expansion
plan which will incorporate 30 additional dealer apprentices per annum. BMW is
fully committed to training black plant managers.’
Later, I visited a BMW assembly plant outside Pretoria, where an apprentice

training centre further meets BMW's commitment to train and qualify black
mechanics. Palatse added, wryly, ‘There is progress in the black community at large,
but delays towards meaningful reform are causing impatience, which tempts people
to resort to other actions. These delays are affecting the black community, generally
speaking. The pace of reform is too slow. That's how I feel about it.’
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[32]

Simon Tebele (34) is an input-editor for television news at SABC. After a teaching
job he joined television in 1982. He co-ordinates news from the entire country. ‘We
decide here,’ he told me, ‘what is to be shown, whether it is a minor or a major story,
and what treatment the information should get. From here we feed the chaps in the
newsroom. The gist of our work is to constantly ask ourselves what information the
average South African black should be getting. The only problem we have here is
that some black viewers feel that their personal views should be reflected more on
TV. We consider it our prime task to inform and to educate.’
I asked if whites were also employed in black TV programs. Tebele: ‘Yes, I have

whites working with me, like Willy Brasser, with whom you spoke yourself. He and
I hold the same position.’ He said that blacks were also working on the staffs of
Channels I and IV, serving mainly white audiences in English and Afrikaans. ‘There
are, for instance, blacks working in their editing department,’ Simon said.
I cannot understand, why, for instance, European TV channels never show black

South African television programs. Aside from magnificent music and dance
programs, there are black movies, children's programs, films about social events in
townships, you name it. Most foreigners do not even have an inkling that South
African television offers complete black programs, including newscasts in the various
black languages. Last year, the SABC produced a documentary on black achievers
belonging to Willie Ramoshaba's Black Achievers Foundation. I managed to get a
copy and took it to AVRO television station in Hilversum, in the Netherlands. They
considered it of no importance to include in their programs. What the documentary,
of course, really did was contradict their preconceived ideas about South African
society. The material simply offered views conflicting with generally-accepted ideas
about the living hell that South Africa is supposed to be to all blacks.

[33]

What goes for individual actors, goes for audiences, I was to find out, firsthand, when
I returned from South Africa. I never realized how closed Dutch minds were on the
subject of South Africa until I sat in on
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a live program on VARA television in December 1986. Sonja Barend runs a popular
talk-show in the Netherlands. I had been on her program several times before, but
this time was going to be different. I talked about my recent experiences in South
Africa until half-way through the program, Conny Braam, a leading figure in the
anti-apartheid movement in Holland, was brought in. Since I had spent most of my
life outside my country in NewYork, I didn't knowwho she was. She claimed, among
other things, that the South African government had begun to build a Berlin-type
wall all around Soweto to further close the black township off from the outside white
world. I carefully explained, that as far as I knew, the authorities, including the black
town council, had approved the building of a wall alongside a parkway with
fast-moving traffic in order to prevent pedestrians from being killed by carelessly
crossing the road. The audience obviously wanted to believe Conny Braam, because,
after all, South African whites were monsters fully capable of building the wall that
she had been talking about. They simply refused to believe me, since I, having visited
South Africa in violation of a ban on journalists and writers sponsored by the UN,
was suspect to begin with. They looked upon my statement of fact as an effort to
whitewash the Pretoria government. It was nothing of the sort, but nevertheless, their
closed minds did not allow for any possible difference in viewpoint from that
represented by the woman carrying national credentials in the fight against apartheid.
Encouraged by what was for her a most favourable audience response, Miss Braam

moved in for the ‘kill’. She accusedme of having been duped by the Pretoria ‘regime’
and now Iwas deliberately spreading lies on behalf of Afrikanerdom. She had received
irrefutable information, from impeccable sources through the ANC and UDF and
passed on by black workers actually working on the proposed wall around Soweto,
that this hideous concoction of the apartheid butchers was now actually being erected.
Once more, I patiently pointed out that Soweto was a township of twenty square
miles and that to build a wall around the entire area was simply not being considered
by anyone in South Africa.
Now, the audience in the TV studio went really beserk. They loudly and

enthusiastically laudedMiss Braam and simply jeered at me. This was all happening
with perhaps some 6 million Dutch viewers looking on in their homes. Each time
when I have subsequently returned from
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South Africa, in 1987, 1988 and 1989, I have approached talk-show hostess Sonja
Barend, to report the fact that no wall had been constructed around Soweto, asking
if she would please correct Miss Braam's story on television. Of course, the story
was neither corrected nor repealed. The incident served the purpose of the
anti-apartheid movement and the television station perfectly, because it further
enhanced the image of South African whites as barbarians. It would be in the interests
of journalistic decency for Miss Barend to apologise to her audience and viewers for
having deliberately misled them to support Conny Braam's crusade against South
Africa.
Of course, this is only one out of many experiences of being eye-witness to some

amazing fabrications about South Africa. Not much can be done about it, since people
tend to stick, through thick and thin, with their prejudices. True to form, the human
brain operates haphazardly. Dutch brains, at least most of them, have reached a dead
end on the subject of South Africa. Many are convinced they know all there is to
know about South Africa. Opinions have been permanently shaped. There is no need
for further information, for instance on developments in black townships or what
actually is taking place within South African society to modify and change apartheid
concepts and practices. They seem open only to information that reinforces their
unfounded convictions about a nation with whom they have maintained ties for over
three centuries.

[34]

I am not the sole Dutch journalist confronted with this wall of ignorance in the
Netherlands. Just a few weeks ago, in Hillbrow, I received a telephone call from my
respected colleague, Sibolt van Ketel, the South African correspondent for the popular
Dutch morning tabloid, De Telegraaf. He expressed his annoyance over a broadcast
via Radio Nederland Wêreldomroep fromWindhoek, South West Africa by another
Dutch journalist, who had stated that South Africa was the guilty party in Sam
Nujoma's SWAPO invasion, because the Pretoria government had purposely lured
the Namibian freedom-fighters into a prearranged trap. Now, when The Sowetan
reveals in its editorial that it does not understand what on earth could have motivated
SWAPO to launch an attack in violation of all agreements concluded by the United
Na-
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tions, Angola, Cuba and South Africa, it looks really odd for a Dutch journalist to
be broadcasting a report in which SWAPO was right and South Africa the guilty
party. Obviously the reporter had realised that that was what the vast majority of
Dutch Radio listeners wanted to hear since it reinforced their conditioned minds'
perception of the situation.
So, I replied to Sibolt as a matter of course, that now he could at least report in

his paper - incidentally, the largest circulation newspaper in Holland - what had really
happened in South West Africa. ‘I wish this were true,’ replied colleague Van Ketel,
‘my editors would never publish my report.’ I realised he was telling the simple truth.
Holland is placing itself in the forefront of anti-apartheid actions both in the world
and in relation to the EEC countries. South Africans will read in their morning papers
that thousands of demonstrators clashed in Amsterdam streets with police and security
forces in protests over the presence of Royal Dutch Shell in South Africa. Activist
groups inHolland aremade up of theAnti-ApartheidMovementNetherlands (AABN),
Southern Africa Committee (KOZA) and some radical offshoots like Revolutionary
Anti-Racist Action (RARA). They organized hundreds of acts of vandalism and
arson against Shell at an estimated cost in damage of 180 million rands. Plain
hooliganism.

[35]

I asked SABC input-editor, Simon Tebele, whether fellow-blacks didn't look upon
him in his television job as being a stooge of the government-led propagandamachine.
He replied: ‘Perhaps we do have hotheads in South Africa, as in any country. They
will say that the guy who does such and such a job within the system is a collaborator.
But, there are plenty of other blacks who would say, “this chap is doing a fine job”.
We do get at SABC a tremendous response from viewers who are both critical of
our work and appreciative.’ I asked if he had seen recent polls confirming that most
blacks oppose violence. ‘I believe these polls to be true,’ said Simon. ‘As a matter
of fact, I know they are. A lot of people come to my house, and are excited about
my work and ask advice as to how they could prepare their children for a similar
career. Sometimes I say, ‘Give me a day and I will give you suggestions’. Sometimes
I have an answer ready. I show them the way. The interest on the part of blacks to
work for television is overwhelming. Kids say, ‘Look at this man, how
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did he get where he is?’ I ask them, ‘First education and next revolution?’
‘Absolutely,’ is the reply. ‘Radicals, when they say they are fighting for liberation,
often completely neglect their studies and often don't attend school at all. South
Africans are now talking about change. Who is going to be the black leader of
tomorrow? That leader will come forward from these very children. There is no other
way. That's why education is absolutely vital.’

[36]

Jabulani Patose: ‘We need men of prayer, men who conquer, men who can withstand
difficulties and temptation.We need God to play an important role in our lives again.
We don't need the kind of leadership we have today. They are leaders that constantly
zig-zag, say today this, tomorrow that. These leaders launch strong views on the
election platform, but once they get into power they act contrary to their promises
and what they have been saying.’
Without wanting to discourage 27-year-old Jabulani Patose from Boipatong

township, I did point out to him that perhaps 99 out of 100 politicians the world over
were in the class of leaders he just described. I recounted how I had travelled in 1968
with Richard Nixon in New Hampshire, when he again ran for President, and had
heard him a dozen times a day make solemn election promises and watched him do
the opposite once he got to theWhite House. He won the election, basically, because
he promised to end the war in Vietnam. However, he waited until well into his second
four-year term as President to carry out this pledge at the cost of tens of thousands
more dead American soldiers and millions of slaughtered Asians.
Jabulani: ‘Still, I believe, that in this stage of our struggle for liberation we need

honest leadership. I have no statistics about the amount of corruption in black
townships, but I believe strongly, we blacks should get together at lower levels and
start learning. Until now, we have acted too often out of desperation. But, with every
single desperate act, more people were needlessly killed. Schools have been burnt
and even more grief was brought upon black communities.’
He continued, ‘At this moment, I am running around telling our youths they should

try to concentrate on their school-work. I keep stressing that they first of all need a
solid education, in the interest of
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their country, of course. Some tell me that education is of no use and that they want
freedom now. I say they will not knowwhat to do with their liberation, if they haven't
gone to school first. We already have black educators, doctors, engineers and lawyers.
A lot of blacks have already enjoyed a good education. But others advocate school
boycotts, and advise to sabotage classes, and stop learning in order to become liberated
first. But what would freedommean to our people, if our heads are empty?Wewould
not knowwhat to do with our freedom, nor be able to handle it with care, with reason
or with a trained mind.’
It delighted me to hear my young friend, only in his late twenties, underline the

importance not only of proper learning but also the inevitable link between learning
and the practical use of intelligence. The mind cannot possess knowledge a priori.
It has to process experiences and allow the brain to interpret input. It can become
properly structured only through a constant stream of truthful information from the
outside world. Scanty or inaccurate input will result in an underdeveloped mind and
underdeveloped output. Chains of organic molecules shape our thoughts and opinions,
round the clock. But it is the trained mind that will be able to stand as a signpost
pointing the way to others.

[37]

I asked John Gogotya of FIDA, why blacks were being swallowed by factionalism.
‘Unfortunately,’ said John, ‘a great power game is being played between blacks. A
large measure of egotism takes its toll. There are some truly towering egos taking
part in our struggle. Personal pride and envy demand a heavy price at the expense
of the liberation movement. There is a great deal of one-upmanship. Some people
want a solution as long as it comes only from them. That's one aspect. Some want a
solution only on their own terms. Some people want to be seen as initiators, not as
participants. These are some of the issues we must try to settle amongst us blacks.
Mind you, the ANC sees itself as the only voice for black South Africa. Likewise,
the black consciousness movement sees itself as the sole voice. The UDF, and even
an organisation like Inkatha in Natal, both see themselves as the only true voices of
black South Africa. It's obvious that blacks must move towards the politics of
negotiation. Embodied within the principles of fair negotiation is compromise. Unless
our people are prepared and have become fully aware
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of the necessity to meet at the conference table, or are ready to relinquish some
influence, and accept the fact that they are not the only bulls in the “kraal”, there will
be no solution.’
Gogotya continued, ‘I might not agree with others, but I am prepared to sit down

and talk. A certain black leader (Mangosothu Buthelezi) will not speak to another
black leader (John Mavuso), because the latter supposedly works with political
structures set up by the present government. Yet, that very black leader, who is
refusing to meet his black compatriot is prepared to meet Mr FW de Klerk. What
arguments does this leader (Buthelezi) use to justify his attitude? This is also, why
we, in FIDA condemn those who go and talk with the ANC, while those same people
refuse to talk to the PAC. Why do these people choose to only negotiate with the
ANC?’ Gogotya asked. ‘It all goes to show,’ I replied, ‘how poorly the principles of
“one man, one vote” are actually understood by most, and how much education and
plain information must be channelled into black minds, not only in South Africa, but
in Africa as a whole, before the democratic process of parliamentary democracy will
become realistically operational.’

[38]

Moeketsi Shai: ‘Let me deal with the question of sanctions, which aim at hastening
the process of reform and speeding up liberation. Take a closer look at our struggle.
In 1910 the Union was formed. In 1912, the ANC came into being. Those were the
years our struggle began against oppressive laws of racism. In 1948, when the
Afrikaners got into power, the struggle intensified. The people understood very
clearly that the Afrikaner was here to stay and would exert his influence. In 1954,
the Bantu Education Act was passed. What had happened? You saw the build-up of
apartheid education. But blacks were resisting these schools. Teachers refused to
teach apartheid education. Some took their pupils into the “veld” and conducted
classes outside the schools. Why? Because the struggle was already getting more
and more pronounced. Take 1960, when Umkhonto we Sizwe, the military arm of
the ANC, was formed. The struggle was gaining a new dimension. The armed struggle
had begun. And this development continues until today.’
Even the sanctions debate is basically a matter of intelligence. Margaret Thatcher

expressed her view to Willem Wepner of the South African
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paper Beeld as follows: ‘Opposition to punitive sanctions against South Africa often
is misrepresented as support for apartheid. That is simply nonsense. Apartheid is
contrary to my whole philosophy, which is that people should be able to live where
they like in their own country, exercise their full democratic rights and advance
according to merit, not the colour of their skin. The reasons I oppose further sanctions
against South Africa are clear. I cannot think how you can hope to make things better
by making them worse. General sanctions would put large numbers of black South
Africans out of work permanently, would create immense hardship for their
dependents and would be likely also to have disastrous effects in the neighbouring
states. They would not make the South African government more responsive to the
need for change, and would instead contribute to internal polarisation and violence.
I find it very difficult to see how that could help the cause of those struggling for
positive change in South Africa.’ Mrs Thatcher continued, ‘I believe that South
Africa, like all other countries, has the capacity to change in the future... I believe,
if courageous reform steps are taken, it will be possible to look forward to a very
different future in which all South Africans can play their full part and live peacefully
together. As for the white community, they have an indispensable part to play, both
now and in the future. It is not only that the Afrikaners have deep roots in South
Africa and have helped to develop the agriculture, industry and infrastructure to the
stage it has reached today. It is essential to preserve and build on what has been
achieved and in that regard as in others the white community has a vital role to play.’
I always wondered what the influence could have been on the structuring of Mrs
Thatcher's mind by the mere fact that she studied chemistry. The same thought
occurred to me when listening to the common sense and intelligence displayed by
Moeketsi Shai, who teaches mathematics and physics, and deals in computers.

[39]

Sir Robin Renwick, the British Ambassador to South Africa, displayed a similar
thought pattern when he addressed a graduation ceremony at the University of the
Witwatersrand.23. ‘The number one self-defeating

23. I deduce this from a full report on the editorial page of The Sowetan,May 17, 1989
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strategy is isolation,’ said the British envoy. He distinguished between positive
activism by the truly oppressed within South Africa, and mindless activism by people
and groups overseas, who do not know what they are actually doing, let alone
understand the true struggle for liberation in South Africa. The Ambassador gave,
as one example, the withholding of books from South Africa by some US publishing
houses who were being pressured by uninformed activism in the United States. ‘A
university such as this,’ he said, ‘with its proud record of resistance to apartheid,
deserves support - not ostracism through some half-baked academic boycott.’ He
continued. ‘The apostles of disinvestment go on pressing for Western companies to
leave South Africa. I really would be grateful if someone could explain to me how
the sale of Mobil Oil's assets here at a bargain price to a South African company, in
this case Gencor, can possibly help a single black South African. The Union has
expressed distress that it is unable to negotiate with the departing company.
Unfortunately, of course, you cannot really negotiate with departing companies. It
is only possible to negotiate effectively with companies that stay.’

[40]

I visited the KwaZulu Minister of Education and Culture, Dr Oscar Dhlomo, with a
film team and my West German colleague, Michael Stroh, in his office in Ulundi.
The minister stressed that non-racial quality education had become essential for a
prosperous and peaceful future in South Africa. ‘To begin with,’ he said, ‘it will be
the task to unite no less than six fragmented and compartmentalised civil service
departments and some 1,8million pupils into a single cohesive unit, a single Education
Department, which from its inception will be the largest in Southern Africa and
indeed in the Southern hemisphere. Secondly: it is the challenge of correcting and
balancing a faulty system which produces, on one hand, wasteful surpluses of staff
and facilities, resulting in out-of-work teachers and deserted schools, and on the
other, crippling shortfalls and backlogs which severely hamstring an already limited
education effort and add to the legacy of ignorance and neglect.’ Dr Dhlomo further
stressed that the new proposals on education could be defined as, ‘the development
of the whole person, through the intellectual and physical, emotional and social,
moral and
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spiritual development of a rational, responsible, humane and compassionate individual
who, having formed his own convictions and being guided by them, is equipped and
prepared to live as a reasonable citizen of South Africa, capable of adapting and
adjusting to a changing society.’

[41]

I continued my conversation with Tom Boya, who is another strong black voice
advocating the removal of apartheid from South African soil. ‘In 1987, we formed
the United Municipalities of South Africa (UNSA),’ he said. ‘We became a
break-away group from an organisation called UCASA, (Urban Council Association
of South Africa), of which I was at the time the vice-president. It was a matter of the
old guard fighting the young lions. We were very dissatisfied with the way our
organisation was actually run. In some cases we were even not allowed to challenge
the government on issues about which we were dissatisfied. The straw that broke the
camel's back was a problem we had in Oukasie, a little black town near Brits, that
rose to a climax in October 1986. The government was saying it would remove people
by force to a place called Lehlabile. All black organisations objected to this. So, we
decided, as younger members of UCASA, to fight this issue against the wishes of
our president. We wrote to theMinister of Development and Planning, Chris Heunis,
and asked him to meet us to discuss the matter of Oukasie. The minister was surprised
to see me, and a few other members, and not the president himself. We went to see
him with, if I recall correctly, the mayor of Atteridgeville, Mrs Nahlangu, the deputy
mayor of Kasigo, DavidMediba, our secretary-general, Solly Rammala andmyself.’
I asked Tom to enlarge upon his experience in dealing with Chris Heunis. ‘I give

you my very personal opinion,’ he said. ‘Here is a man, who plays two roles in his
life. One role is Heunis the politician, whom you and I see on television. But then,
there is also a completely different Heunis, the man you sit down with to talk to, man
to man. I have had many dealings with him in the past during which he displayed so
much understanding of black problems in this country. Heunis is a very difficult man
to judge from afar, but I know him. There is this human aspect to his personality,
that we came to know well. Most likely, it is due to his
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personal intervention that the people of Oukasie are still there. They have not been
moved.’
‘But I also recall,’ Boya said, ‘that our first meeting with this minister about the

forcible removal of the people of Oukasie lasted only 15 minutes. I stopped the
encounter in the middle. Heunis then maintained that the people had got to be moved
to a more suitable place. He stressed that this was government policy. But we were,
of course, flatly against removal. Actually, the entire project was against the policy
as proclaimed by the government itself. The government had repeatedly declared
that forced removals belonged to the past. But here it was: people were nevertheless
to be removed. So, immediately after leaving Heunis' office we wrote to State
President PW Botha. We described the basic cruelty of forced removals, the similar
crudeness of the Group Areas Act, and all other laws that were still kept in the statute
books. We explained the negative influence these antiquated laws imprinted on the
minds of the people of our beloved country. Of course, the State President replied
in a three- or four-page letter, that he objected to the language we had used, and that
the issue could be resolved in further discussions and that we should go back to Chris
Heunis. This, naturally, we were not prepared to do. On October 31st 1986 bulldozers
had been scheduled to move in and demolish Oukasie. We went there that day to
demonstrate our solidarity with the people of Oukasie. The bulldozers never came.
They still have not come. We have numerous examples of planned forced removals.
Each time we organized resistance and the removals never happened.’24.

‘Let me add,’ said Tom, ‘the significance of the story of Oukasie is, that on
November 26, 1986, there was to be an UCASAmeeting in East London. Remember,
we acted in Oukasie against the wishes of our president. I was supposed to fly to
East London as well. But, when I got to the airport, there was no ticket for me. So,
the president fired me in East London in my pre-arranged absence. The
director-general was ousted at the same time. I promptly called a meeting of the
so-called young lions of UCASA. We deliberated the matter. Most of us were also
members of a think-tank. The entire body of this institution sided with

24. In June 1989 blacks are still killing each other over disagreement to move Oukasie, as
proposed now, to Motholong. (Charles Mogale in City Press, June 18, 1989)
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me,25. including the director-general. It was then we decided to break away. On
February 28, 1987 we launched UMSA.’

[42]

With psychologist Nimrod Mkele I also discovered the division of blacks operating
within the system (Group I) and those working outside the system (Group II). I asked
whether he harboured more confidence in reforms under a regime led by Mr FW de
Klerk. ‘I don't know,’ he replied, ‘we have little faith in the Nats.’ Did he expect the
new Democratic Party to do any better? ‘No,’ replied Nimrod, ‘we just want to be
part of the ongoing process changing South Africa. Our struggle is about change.
Changes are taking place. That's why we are talking in the first place. We are now
dealing with the management of change. We have got to be in the political arena,
and all the way too, with no strings attached. We blacks must fully participate in
mapping policies for the future and assist in deciding how the country will be run.’
A case in point is the Council for Education and Training. The Minister of

Education and Development Aid, Dr Gerrit Viljoen, on May 16, 1989, inaugurated
this Council for Education and Training representing parents, schools and professional
teaching bodies. He stressed that black communities were obtaining full participation
in political structures ‘which I urgently wish will come about as a result of negotiated
constitutional reform’. He also mentioned that he could appoint only 5 experts on
various education matters to the new council. The other members would be elected
community and parent representatives, as chosen by parents, professional teacher
and inspector associations, universities, technikons and colleges of education. Thus
reported Brian Stuart in The Citizen.26.
To discover how blacks looked upon Viljoen's initiative, I turned to a lengthy

editorial by Sam Mabe in The Sowetan. This reasonable and intelligent writer
commented on the same matter: ‘HAND-PICKED MEMBERS SNAG LAUNCH
OF NEW EDUCATION BODY.’27. One didn't

25. Which goes to prove once more the importance of trained minds for the UCASA think-tank,
in relation to the struggle for liberation

26. The Citizen,May 17, 1989
27. The Sowetan, by Sam Mabe, May 16, 1989
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learn from The Citizen that the council had a total membership of 24, nor that parents
would hold 8 seats. For this information one had to turn to The Sowetan.Mabe:
‘Thirteen chairmen of area committees in the region, which comprises Soweto and
Alexandra and, representing 330 schools, decided they would not participate in the
new council after reaching a stalemate during a two-hour meeting they held with
Deputy Minister of Education and Training, Sam de Beer.’ Differences apparently
arose over members nominated to the council by Dr Viljoen, who were drawn from
current and former department employees, or mostly school inspectors. Another
argument against Viljoen's new council was that no-one canvassed parents' views
on how the body was to be structured. In short, many blacks again questioned the
mandate that the community supposedly had granted to the members of the new
council.
I am not saying that I consider the attitude of the thirteen chairmen of area

committees from Soweto and Alexandra a particularly reasonable or wise one. But
then, some of these blacks fear that the community will look with disfavour on their
participation in any governmental structure at all. The role that courage plays in these
matters is often decisive. If The Sowetan can report on black opposition to Viljoen's
new council, why doesn't The Citizen inform its readers more accurately on some of
the negative sides to the proposed council? Blacks have an outspoken legitimate
argument when they complain about the minority government continuing much of
its old ingrained ways, when they make new proposals, new suggestions, even when
it concerns simple trial balloons, without first consulting the black majority in a
democratic way. As a result, the proposed newly-structured National Council for
Education and Training was off again to a bumpy start. Why? A reform-oriented
specialist such as Dr Gerrit Viljoen could have prevented another non-starter.

[43]

I asked Nimrod Mkele whether he felt that whites in South Africa were worried that
the black population would increase over the next decade to 40 million. ‘They were
petrified in Zimbabwe. They are now petrified in Namibia,’ he replied. ‘But blacks
in Zimbabwe, and possibly Namibia, opted for freedom and got a one-party Marxist
rule instead,’ I said. ‘What do South African blacks want? Marxism and one-party
rule, or a
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capitalist-oriented free market system, as Mangosothu Buthelezi says he supports?’
Mkele: ‘Here you pinpoint a problem. Let me tell you, most South African blacks

do not see eye to eye with Buthelezi. We make a distinction, and this is important
for you to note, between blacks working within the system and therefore collaborating,
and those outside official structures.28. I myself work here, in my company “Mkele
Personnel”, inside the system, because, after all, the system exists. Collaborating
with the white-dominated government means in short doing things that one should
not be doing. Everyone has a free choice, whether to take part in the political structures
or refuse to do so. John Mavuso, the Reverend Alan Hendrickse, Gatsha Buthelezi
and others all operate from within. That's where we make a distinction. These guys
are actually collaborating. In fact, Gatsha is making use of the system imposed by
Pretoria to advance the interests of his Inkatha organisation. He forces through this
political organisation the people in Natal into line. That is the reason that fighting
between the Zulus themselves is taking place. It is a purely political matter. Buthelezi
is manouvering within the Bantustan-system that we reject and don't want. In the
meantime, Gatsha has built up a limited power-base because he's hoping that when
eventually a federal system will be created, he will be able to get into the centre of
power via his Inkatha.’
I told Nimrod Mkele, a trained psychologist, that I had asked Buthelezi for a

meeting in connection with this report on conversations with black South Africans,
but that he had declined, since I had included JohnMavuso of the TPA inmy program.
‘Mavuso is a respectable man, who is negotiating blacks to freedom and neither is
he killing anyone,’ I said. ‘No, no,’ replied Mkele, ‘Inkatha is killing people. I do
not understand Gatsha's decision either, because Buthelezi and Inkatha are doing
exactly the same thing as John Mavuso. Buthelezi creates problems for himself. His
organisation is committed to the Zulus only, therefore he has painted himself into a
political corner. And, mind you, certain sections of the Zulus don't agree with this
set-up at all. By the way,

28. As with Willie Ramoshaba and others, we see here again the division between Group I and
Group II. I believe the Government should make an all-out effort to improve relations with
Group II and at least listen to them carefully, since they aren't allowed to be directly involved
in decision-making
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we call Buthelezi sometimes “Gatsha Savimbi”.29. We are fully aware of what he is
doing in Natal. In fact, he's doing there what Savimbi is doing in Angola. He could
be a Savimbi. Yes, sir. He painted himself into a corner, and, if some day he cannot
get out of that corner, and fails to reach the political center - because, after all, that
is what a future Great Indaba is all about - then he is liable to try to assure that he
can get what he wants within the region of Natal by force.’
I wondered whether Mkele expected civil strife among blacks in a post-apartheid

South Africa. ‘Not here,’ he replied. ‘Definitely not. Take the Witwatersrand region.
You find here a complete mixture of blacks. They live in peace. There is no fighting.
It's okay here. Blacks live harmoniously together. It was the Nats who introduced
ethnic grouping to South Africa. I doubt, that when blacks take over this country,
you will see tribal warfare as witnessed in newly-born nations elsewhere in Africa.
If ever a situation were to arise in which tribal clashes did occur, they would purely
be clashes of a political nature, as I pointed out earlier in regard to Inkatha. But I
can't even see that happening.’

[44]

On March 19, 1989, a crowd of otherwise cheerful people, including women and
children, had beenwatching the public burning of GabrielMturuMazibuko in Soweto.
I therefore asked former Sowetomayor, Nelson Botile, why one gained the impression
that blacks were at times engaged in mindless killings of fellow blacks, including
practising the notorious ‘necklace’ murders in the townships, on fellow residents
with whose thinking they disagree. ‘My friend,’ said Botile, ‘it is indeed embarrassing
to see pictures in the press of the public killing ofMrMazibuko. It is indeed barbaric,
true. But, this does not happen because blacks are supposedly backward. It is not in
our nature to behave this way. South African blacks happen to go these days through
a period of extraordinary frustrations. Remember, hunger causes a variety of problems.
And, why did I mention hunger? Food nourishes the body. Vitamins increase your
strength. When the body becomes undernourished, it weakens a person. That is why
poor and often under-

29. Jonas Savimbi is the leader of UNITA, the movement in Angola opposed to the Marxist
government
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nourished people run amok, attack others and sometimes even burn them. Poverty
and hunger caused a crazy mob to burn Mr Mazibuko. That incident had nothing to
do with radicalism. It was mere mob violence and madness. If this man did commit
crimes, which I do accept he committed, people should nevertheless never take the
law into their own hands. Their impaired thinking led them to burn this man. Blacks
were born a soft people. When whites came uninvited to their shores, initially blacks
accepted them as fellow human beings. But, blacks did not know at the time, that
they were to be robbed and kidnapped, in order to work as slaves on far-away
continents. Originally, blacks accepted the white man in good faith, thinking that
perhaps they did have another colour of skin, but welcomed them and accepted them.’
I wondered what Nelson Botile had been doing since he was no longer mayor of

Soweto. ‘I assist in negotiations with the Government to bring blacks into government.
Mr FW de Klerk seems to me to be a moderate Afrikaner. He is young and he thinks
progressively. I have met him during our meetings. I concluded from his words, that
he really wants us to live in peace together. He now needs our support. We are aware
that the Nationalist Party has to reckon with a white minority opposed to all reforms.
We need to show Mr de Klerk that we are prepared to negotiate. He can then inform
his constituents that blacks are no longer fighting in the streets, but will sit down
with all parties concerned to shape together a new, modern South Africa.’
I suggested that a large number of blacks considered this attitude treason. ‘These

people might call some of us collaborators,’ Nelson replied, ‘but nevertheless we are
also fighting for the liberation of the black man. But we fight a different type of
struggle. South African blacks can be compared to a football team. Each player
occupies a different position. Some play at the left. Some play at the right. But the
common aim is to score a goal and win the match. Therefore, as some do, to speak
of the betrayal of the great cause makes no sense. Nobody is betraying anybody.
Shouting insults at each other, or using violence, will get us nowhere.’

[45]

Listening to the moderate but no less patriotic views of my friend, Nelson Botile,
my own mind wandered off again to the basic mechanics of
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thinking. Botile's mind has been structured from birth and had reached by the age of
6, whether he realized it or not, a basic set of patterns and ideas. Having lived 61
years, he had turned into a calm and balanced person, being able to consider a variety
of options in his decision-making, having lost hardly one single particle of his basic
anti-apartheid spirit. One morning, we drove together to a meeting at the University
of Potchefstroom. I had picked him up in Soweto. We were early, so we decided on
an 8 o'clock breakfast in the King's Hotel. We sat down and I knew he had something
serious on his mind. He looked me in the eye and observed, ‘Willem, I have lived
apartheid all my life. This is the first time, that I sit down with a white man in a
PotchefstroomHotel to have breakfast together.30. Change has come to South Africa.’

[46]

I had just finished reading, at the advice of another friend, Soweto psychiatrist Dr
Solly Rataemane (who incidentally teaches white doctors in a Hillbrow Hospital),
Don Mattera's book, Memory Is The Weapon.31. Mattera (54), a coloured writer,
effectively recounted his experiences in the native township of Sophiatown. He
described what he called ‘the metamorphosis from a veritable violent beast to a
human being’ at the age of 20, ‘when the first seeds of political awareness were sown
at a historic anti-removal campaignmassmeeting’. Don's recollectionsmake shocking
and moving reading. I asked myself to what extent whites in South Africa bother to
read some of the publications by the black or coloured majority. My impression is
that in classic ostrich fashion, most whites simply ignore the expressions of black
souls and black minds, and that, while it is an absolute certainty that they will have
to share this corner of the earth with blacks, coloureds and Indians in the foreseeable
future, they are largely ignorant of how their fellow countrymen experienced and
processed the hardships, insults, and what they considered ‘dehumanizing
circumstances’ under which they grew up and lived all their lives. What do whites
really know about the pain, the suffering, or in general, the psychological damage,
that have been inflicted for genera-

30. The reader should remember that Potchefstroom is in the heart of the Transvaal - Afrikaner
territory par excellence

31. Ravan Press, Johannesburg (1987) 151 pages
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tions on black minds? I wonder. I also don't think, that to reach a modus vivendi
between blacks and whites is a matter of scrapping the Separate Amenities Act now
or a year later. My deepest concern about the establishment of a way of life acceptable
to all in South Africa is how to establish an armistice in the battle of the mind that
is now being waged and is steadily increasing in ferocity and intensity. Racial laws
must and will be scrapped for sure. But it is peace of mind, this fine tuning between
the minds of blacks and whites, I am thinking about, so that the music they will make
no longer resembles displeasing cacophony, but a harmony of attitudes for everyone,
regardless of colour or group, to enjoy, to understand and to be a pleasure to think
about.

[47]

Don Mattera concluded his book by stating that nothing could be hidden from the
mind. He wrote, ‘There is nothing that memory cannot reach or touch or recall’ (p
151). So he postulated that his memory was his most effective weapon. But I disagree
with this assumption. I rather look upon memory as a booby-trap locked into our
heads, and continuously exploding psychological limpet-mines that impair our ability
to think clearly or relate healthily to the environment and others. To me, the mind is
a permanent no-man's-land, like the plains of Ovambo. It is littered with psychological
explosives.Without the memories of his sad, hurtful time in Sophiatown, DonMattera
would not have the ego he does in 1989. It is true when he says that without memory's
ability to store and retrieve experiences, we would not have a life story at all; but at
the same time, our minds actually knowmore than we could ever consciously recover.
If Neumann's calculation is to be believed, our minds are incapable of giving us total
recall.
So for DonMattera to state that memory can reach back to anything it has gathered

and stored contradicts scientific evidence. The 20 billion neurons in the brain
constitute our own private data collection that shapes the ego, and in Mattera's case
provided the information for his memoirs. A neuron is a minute thinking-apparatus
that converses with other neurons through a number of chemical substances called
neurotransmitters. The amount of work these billions of neurons have to do is
mind-boggling.
But Don Mattera didn't seem to have any qualms about the reliability
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of his memory, the perfect functioning of his brain and his ability to keep reality and
interpretation apart. Of course, most people in the world are unaware of howmemory
functions and what the odds are in trying to recover the truth from among 28 trillion
bits of information. Instead, they will be unshakably convinced that what they
remember is the absolute truth while in fact their memories are nothing but a mixture
of imagined certainties. Most of our minds are on joy rides that result in casualties
of thought and truth all over the place, and inflict unintentional damage on ourselves
and others while posing as the truth itself.

[48]

Frankly, after having read his book, I hesitated to meet with DonMattera. Our minds
seemed immeasurably far apart. But Solly Rataemane encouraged me to go and see
him anyway; and how right he was. I met Don in the African Writers' Union office
in Braamfontein.32.

‘The imperialists and colonialists,’ said Mattera, ‘always tried to wipe away the
memories of people by removing homes and vestiges that could remind them of who
they really were, and where they came from. That way, you destroy an entire history.
But you cannot bulldoze memory.Memory is the weapon that will sharpen the minds
of the children and prepare them for the frontiers that are coming. No matter which
country it is. In America, they tried it with the natives, the red Indians. They tried to
wipe out every bit of their history, but they are still there. Hitler tried it with the Jews.
But people remember. As long as people have memories: you know what the great
writer Naruddine Farrah has said: “The struggle for freedom in this world is a man's
fight against forgetting.” I paraphrase him. When the Afrikaner government of the
Nationalist Party removed the people of Sophiatown, one of the things that Hendrik
Verwoerd said was that he wanted to wipe from the face of the earth the memory of
Sophiatown, because Sophiatown was a place of social and political interaction, as
well as cultural and artistic interaction between people. Those days, when the people
of Sophiatown were removed, the government did not act out of love for the people.
Yes, there were really bad homes and bad housing. My fight would not have been,
if they had said, “All those, who live in bad housing, let's

32. I was told I was the first Dutch writer to visit them
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move them out to better homes, and those in good houses let them stay”. But no,
apartheid at the time had to be justified by taking from the one group and giving it
to the other, like in a game of chess. And always the unarmed people were the victims.
Therefore, memory is a weapon. It is a weapon against forgetting. It is a weapon
against being cheated out of your rights to live as other human beings in other parts
of the world, and to be free. There is no beauty in a dead-heap human being. You
have a right to live where you want. You have a right to be happy. You have also to
become a responsible person to make society a more civilized and more sane place
to live in. Memory is not just my weapon. It is the weapon of all the people.’
‘Memory usually falsifies,’ I tried to put forward. ‘No, no, memory cannot falsify!’

replied Don, raising his voice. ‘It cannot!’ He corrected himself: ‘It should not falsify.’
‘Maybe it should not,’ I said, ‘but it does all the time.’ Mattera: ‘No, no, no, no. If
you have a hidden agenda, you would falsify. For example: if there are some good
white people, I would like to remember their goodness. And, if I then would write a
book, and say “there are no good white people”, that would be a lie. People would
find me out that I was lying. You can't falsify the fact, that Germans put people into
ovens, and so on. You can't falsify either, that there were some good Germans, like
pastor Niemöller, who were against those things.’
‘No-one intends to falsify the memory of Hiroshima,’ I replied, ‘but then, there is

also an aspect to memory, that should enable people to amend and cure their traumas
in order to move onwards to a next stage, adopting wounded minds to changed
conditions. There are no gaschambers any more. The roughest times of apartheid
now lie behind us.’ Mattera: ‘The memory of Emperor Hirohito and the bad things
the Japanese did during the war, the people have the prerogative to remember.
Whether they want to forgive or not, that is their privilege.’ ‘But hanging on to past
mistakes, or past crimes, turns people into bitter and stifled human beings, or even
creates mental cripples,’ I suggested. ‘Well, that is another quality,’ said Don. ‘Let's
look at Afrikaner people. There are so many good people among them. And yet, how
can a good man, a good person, design laws that destroy other people? There are lots
of paradoxes in the human psyche. There are lots of paradoxes in the application of
the quality of mercy and compassion. I think I am a very compassionate person. I
have lived that compassion. I have
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practised that compassion. The streets may have swallowed me as a child. But that
experience I have overcome with God's help and the help of other caring and
sympathetic people. I have received another chance in this world. I would not like
to see Afrikaners destroyed. But if any person wants to destroy me, or my people,
he is asking to be destroyed.’

[49]

I wondered what, in the meantime, was happening to Jabulani Patose. I understood
that he had arranged for some youth camps that had been a huge success. ‘Let me
point out another aspect that concerns both blacks and whites in this country,’ he
told me when I saw him again. ‘When I am speaking, my voice will not be heard.
But if some prominent guy from Johannesburg opens his mouth, he is heard all over.
Or, when some of the comrades in Soweto execute another of their plans and projects,
they will be widely reported in the media. Some of the blacks that are in jail today
are there by mistake. Sometimes, the police receive wrong information and lock up
the wrong guys. A lot of us find ourselves at the wrong place at the wrong time and
thus are caught in the cross-fire. So, some of these men happen to get jailed and then
become famous when they come out. Or, like some of these hunger-strikers, they
will receive mass publicity and even worldwide attention, just because they were
released by the authorities. But actually, some of these loudly-proclaimed
freedom-fighters were, in fact, nothing but hooligans, who had nothing to do
whatsoever with serious work to help liberate the people of South Africa. So, when
some of these people come out of prison, they only pose as prominent figures in the
struggle to free the black man, and the media build them up as “leaders”. Now, I
have been there from the grassroots upward. I actively helped to organize the VRRP,
which led our President Samuel Kolisang to become mayor of Lekoa by a landslide,
but I will not get media attention in Johannesburg, because I was not locked up in
jail, did not go on a hunger-strike, was not released from prison in the full glare of
television cameras, but still, I have been working here in the Lekoa townships with
smashing political success.Within ninemonths we organised an election of an entirely
new party. And, we received from the electorate massive support indeed.’
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I mentioned to him the chaos that had followed most African liberation movements.
He immediately shot back, ‘How can one concentrate on international issues, when
you don't first start here, at home, in the townships? Like Jesus said to his disciples,
we first work here in Jerusalem, then you go to Nazareth and other places in the
world. Christ did not say, start in all corners of the world at the same time. He said,
“here at home first”, and that is what we are doing in the Vaal Residents
Representative Party. We wrote this in our Constitution as well. This is what we are
teaching our people. We are not ignoring international politics and we are not
neglecting international developments at all. On the contrary. But, we believe local
politics in Lekoa make up national politics and national politics make up international
politics. In our present stage of political development, we are not in a hurry to take
part in international movements.’
‘You know,’ said Jabulani in a pensive mood, ‘democracy is really a delicate

process. It's a political concept, that needs to be learned, like any other political
system. It takes patience. It takes lots of time.We are actively engaged in introducing
in our townships the workings of true, representative democracy. You cannot win
the struggle of liberation by hooliganism or political naughtiness. How can delinquent
children contribute to our freedom? Therefore, we are trying to contact as many
people as possible, in an effort to get them into a responsible track.’ I mentioned
WinnieMandela's football team. ‘TheWinnieMandela issue is a complicated affair,’
he replied. ‘Now, all of a sudden, they start attacking her. But, we do know that Mrs
Mandela infiltrated into the highest levels. She knows everything. Could they deny
it? They could not. She is right up there. She knows the truth. There remain lots of
suspicions about the entire football-team affair. Even if the matter came to court,
suspicions would remain.’ Gradually, confidence and friendship developed between
this young man from a township in the Vaal Triangle and myself. He also became a
valuable source of information on how some of the younger blacks were feeling and
thinking. He amazedme as to the lucid and practical ways his brain worked. Jabulani
was constantly making lots of common sense. He never lost my attention when he
spoke. He was aware, articulate and obviously very intelligent. I was grateful for
having come across his mind.
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[50]

Nelson Botile was similarly becoming a true friend. We began to trust each other.
Our conversations gained from this mutual trust. ‘An increasing number of whites,’
he said, ‘become aware that the time for definite changes has finally arrived. This
cannot be done haphazardly. Management is needed, step by step.’ I suggested that
it seemed a foregone conclusion that in the end blacks would simply, by sheer
numbers, overrun whites in South Africa. ‘No,’ said the former mayor of Soweto,
‘if we start now to bring blacks and whites together in genuine teamwork, by the
time the black population will have reached 40 million the inhabitants of this
subcontinent will have learned to operate as a team for a common goal.’ I said that
I was reminded of recent events in Zimbabwe and had my doubts. ‘When you have
to fight a vicious war, as the Zimbabwians have done, the struggle for liberation
sticks in your mind. You retain a bad memory. If we can avoid this in South Africa
and if we can achieve liberation through negotiation, there will be an altogether
different future for whites in South Africa.’ I asked Nelson if he felt that sufficient
numbers of blacks would be prepared to recognize a continued need for close
co-operation with whites after D-Day had arrived. ‘Oh, yes,’ he replied quite
spontaneously, ‘blacks need whites and whites need blacks. Both population groups
need each other. Look at the homelands. Whites are present in homelands today.
They assist blacks with their advanced knowledge and expertise. Whites will be
needed everywhere in South Africa, even if blacks were to start to rule tomorrow.
Therefore, if blacks and whites would only begin now, in 1989, to truly run the
country together, there would evolve an entirely different situation from what
happened in Zimbabwe. There, many blacks still live with memories of the horrors
of war. In South Africa, we must sit down and negotiate instead.

[51]

Nimrod Mkele: ‘There is in South Africa an urgent need to train managers. We do
have a corps of well-trained managers available. But, as you know, our educational
system is very backward. A lot of companies only pay lip-service to black
advancement.’ In order not to bring up BMW again, I mentioned that Philips in
Randburg was actively sending groups
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of black employees to Eindhoven in the Netherlands, to train them for future
management positions in South Africa. Nimrod agreed: ‘There are indeed companies
who do take the trouble to train black people. I do myself now and then some work
for Philips. But, remember, there are often no whites available for positions required.
Thus, taking on blacks for management is also a question of business survival, and
not so much a question of charity towards blacks as some companies sometimes
seem to imply, when they propagate black advancement. Therefore, let's face it: the
economic survival of South Africa depends, in fact, on the training of large numbers
of blacks.’
‘What then is the deal,’ I asked, ‘education first and revolution second?’

Psychologist Mkele: ‘They go together. Business development and training and
education are taking place in an environment in which it is absolutely necessary to
take political action as well. After all, every new development businesswise, is at
the same time a political statement. Therefore, education and revolution work in
tandem. The moment you are talking about improving education, you already apply
revolutionary concepts.’ I asked him, ‘Isn't the chip in our heads the essence of our
humanity? Apartheid reigns exclusively right up there. The coding of children's
brains begins from the cradle and at six they already are programmed to believe and
not to believe. The question is how to decode at a later age the “poison” brought into
brains at an early age.’
I had expected from psychologist Mkele a relevant answer, but instead he said,

‘These arguments have been espoused for years. Remember when they did the
intelligence testing on blacks and whites?’ I indeed did remember, since I had written
a book on the subject, consisting of 28 international interviews on the nature of
intelligence.33. But I was not talking about this otherwise fascinating matter of human
intelligence at all. I was referring to the functioning of the brain. Nimrod Mkele
proceeded unperturbed, ‘Whites were supposedly brighter than blacks.My professor
at the University of Natal wrote a paper at the time, that unless you make the
environment equal, you cannot talk about inferior intelligence or inferior mind, since
what you actually are testing are cultural variables. In so far as blacks and whites are
successfully living together, I believe it's a matter of letting children of different

33. Over Intelligentie, AW Bruna Publishers, Holland (1981) or Sobre la Intelligenzia, AULA
XII, Santillana, Madrid (1983)
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races grow up together and letting schools integrate wherever possible. Children
have no hang-ups and that's all that is necessary. The United States is now the best
example. Adults have attitudes left over from their past. I myself lived the larger part
of my life through rigorous apartheid. Today, I am freely moving around, and enter
white circles as well. Today, we talk to people as people, regardless of pigmentation.’
Did he believe that in this area progress was being made? ‘Oh yes,’ he replied, ‘there
is progress, especially when I recall the types of situations I have grown up in. I
realize, I have moved from the far low end to a position where I could talk to George
Bush if need be.’

[52]

Moeketsi Shai (31), director of the Black Management Forum, shared with me his
insight in the struggle for liberation. He explained that a mentality was developing
among blacks to simply fight for their basic democratic rights. The BlackManagement
Forum, of which he is director, was founded 12 years ago. Of the estimated 15 000
black managers in South Africa today, some 1 500 opted for BMF membership. The
number, he said, was steadily growing. The British publication The Economist
estimated that a third of the middle managers in South Africa were now non-white.34.

Shai: ‘People began to fight for liberation within their own arenas. We have lately
seen a lot of black professional organisations coming up. Why? Because people are
beginning to say, I am ready to fight within the framework of my own professional
club. As a result of this development, we now see also the international community
play its phase in the South African struggle for liberation. The international world
is playing an important role. In the sport arena, the outside community has already
participated for a long time. Now, they have moved into the economic sector. They
are also getting engaged in social activities, providing education and scholarships to
black students from South Africa. So, the international community is playing an
increasingly important role.’
Shai continued: ‘I see sanctions, and all these moves, as part of our struggle. The

consequences of each phase of our fight for liberation are very costly. It is irrelevant
what country you are in. The students that

34. The British Economist,May 20, 1989, p 19
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fought apartheid in 1976 are the testimony of all these consequences. Some died.
Some skipped South Africa. Some are still running away from the system today.
Some spend their lives in and out of prison. These are all consequences of one phase
of the armed struggle. You join the armed wing of the ANC, the PAC or whatever.
What are the consequences?’
He supplied his own answer to this question. ‘People will die. All the rhetoric

about sanctions, that this will cause blacks to starve can be summed up as follows:
the war of liberation will cause blacks to starve. Poor education has also caused
blacks to starve. Tell me, what is the difference? The entire sanctions debate is an
undeniable part of the struggle. It is just like an automobile, like one wheel is added
to the struggle for freedom.’
I was intrigued by Moeketsi's thinking. He is just over 30 years old. He had never

been outside the country, which led me to ask, ‘Your personality could be called a
compliment to South African educational processes.’ This he laughed off. ‘Mymother
was a teacher. My father was a teacher. Since 1978. I taught myself part-time physics
and mathematics, because I very much believe, that what I have learned, I should
share as much as possible with the next generation.’
‘Input through proper education remains the key,’ I said. ‘Your BMF can talk till

doomsday about black empowerment, yet, how can you achieve your goal with
untrained minds?’ ‘I said the same thing this weekend during a discussion,’ replied
Moeketsi, ‘In order to empower our people, we have got to follow a very strong
educational track. And, by education, I don't mean, of course, getting people to read
or write.’ ‘Output depends entirely on input,’ I ventured and my friend replied, ‘That
indeed is the sole key to black empowerment. Economical empowerment, to get
control of the means of production does demand trained minds, skilled labour and
employing the best brains available. Black brains we got. We need to train them.’

[53]

I met in his office at The Sowetan, Sam Mabe (38), editorial writer and columnist.35.

I duly taped our conversation and sent him a few days later

35. The Sowetan has an estimated daily readership of 1,2 million
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the script, which he was going to read and approve and send back to me enclosing
his picture. Two weeks later, he told me he had not opened the envelope and I never
received the approved text, nor the picture. When I ran into him a month later, he
said he had understood our conversation to be meant for a newspaper article and he
certainly did not want to be in my forthcoming book as having participated by way
of an on-the-record interview.36.

I do understand that South Africa finds itself in a semi-guerilla situation with
blacks fighting blacks, blacks fighting whites and whites fighting blacks, plus, if you
want, whites fighting whites. After all, the judge whowas to sentence Barend Hendrik
Strijdom, the mass-killer, received as a warning a package with a dead cat wrapped
in it. But, to me, as a journalist for 35 years, it remains quite incomprehensible, when
I consent to be interviewed with a tape-recorder, and am given the opportunity to
approve and correct the text - which Mabe didn't bother to do - to then come with
an excuse, that the interview is okay for a newspaper, any newspaper, but not for a
book. When a South African columnist of a prominent black paper questions the
motives of comrades and street committees, whether they are being formed to terrorize
people, or whether street committees perhaps should be used to train young people
and prepare them for the post-apartheid era, I think these views should be appearing
in print.When a prominent black journalist questions comrades and street committees
as to whether they ever asked themselves what power they were looking for, and
what they planned to do with that power once they have achieved their revolutionary
goal, I view such a statement as important and newsworthy.
SamMabe spends much time with young people and goes out of his way to make

them use their intellectual abilities. He is writing about youths needing to inform
themselves about the rights, interests and needs of the community. He feels young
people should not merely be revolutionaries, but acquaint themselves with the rules
and regulations of townships. In an article, ‘Youth Clubs Mushrooming’37. he argued
that members of these organisations should be taught to make decisions, to engage
in constructive criticism and to evaluate their performance in

36. It crossed mymind for a moment that Samwas practising apartheid in reverse: didn't he want
to appear in a white journalist's book?

37. The Sowetan, April 26, 1989
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all they do in their club.’ Mabe told the young, ‘You need to be fully knowledgeable
about all forces that are at play in your day-to-day lives.’ At another moment, Sam
Mabe recalled how club members had asked for his opinion about street committees
in the townships. ‘I am fully supportive of the concept, though I am totally opposed
to some of the things street committees in some parts of the country were reported
to be doing.’ He even wrote, ‘Children have no reason whatsoever to involve
themselves in family disputes or to conduct kangeroo courts.’
In our fully-recorded but not-to-be-published talk, SamMabemade the same points

as he wrote on April 26, 1989 in his paper, but he asked me not to incorporate them
with the dozens of other conversations in this book as the result of a personal interview
with me. Why? The request made no sense. ‘Let's be honest with ourselves’ was the
caption above another interesting column he published in The Sowetan.38. Samwrote:
‘A few years back, when I started preaching what we now call nation-building,39. I
was motivated by a desire to see us becoming honest with ourselves. I wanted us
journalists in particular to tell the truth about ourselves as blacks and to give an honest
view of things we do and believe in.’ He continued, ‘That, I thought, would pave the
way to freedom. But I knew this would be a lonely path, and that in following it, one
would lose a few old friends while gaining a few new ones. This is the price, I feel,
one should be prepared to pay.’
Lofty words indeed, but then, if SamMabe was honest with himself when talking

to me, while I was interviewing him on the record, why did he withdraw the text for
this report? Mabe advocates that he does want people, and journalists in particular,
to be honest with themselves. It was publicly professed principles like these that
made me go to colleague Sam Mabe in the first place. But then, in practice, I
discovered that he was ready to have an honest view of what he believed transmitted
through the readers of my Dutch magazine, but not via the readers of my book. The
logic just failed me. I regretted having to take his valuable contribution out. Perhaps
it does take a God's-eye view to understand the measure in which a person is in
command of the truth, or can

38. Ibid,May 17, 1989
39. The paper issued in 1988 a Nation-Building Manifesto, a copy of which hangs above Sam

Mabe's desk.
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be called an honest man, meaning that he is in full control and has established a
reasonable balance between his observations and reality.

[54]

I asked Don Mattera whether he felt that his book, Memory is the Weapon had
contributed in any way to the liberation of blacks in South Africa. ‘Yes, very much,’
he said. ‘It tells the children what they have and what they are. They didn't fall from
the sky. They came from a long line of people. People that have contributed to their
consciousness. Our experiences are continuous reminders of a time and place, when
we were dehumanized. My book says to them, “when you have power some day, do
not repeat these things”.’
‘Do you believe, Don, that the situation is changing for the better?’ I asked.

‘Nothing is changing,’ said Mattera, ‘You know when people will really change?
When thousands of white people are lying dead in the streets. That will change them.
Only then will they come face to face with the reality of death. I don't wish this to
happen. I don't want it.’ I asked him if he considered it unavoidable. ‘I wouldn't like
it. I still think it will be avoidable once sanity takes a hold. There is a price to sanity.
There is a price to memory. There is also a price to insanity. It's a whole long journey.
This is a beautiful country in which black people, coloured and Indians, if you like,
have no economic stake, but to be shedders of labour and consumers. White people
and foreigners own almost 96 percent of the South African economy. Blacks own
perhaps only 1 percent. Coloureds, Africans and Indians perhaps another 1 or 2
percent. Greed is a psychosis, as fear is. How can you justify the fact that the
Oppenheimer conglomerate owns 66 percent of the stocks in this country? How is
it possible that foreigners can come here and live like kings? How can you justify
that a yesterday's foreigner coming into South Africa can buy a home anywhere he
wants, and for peanuts? You want me to say to my children, white people are good?
Or, Europeans are good? And therefore they should be loved all the time? In the
meantime, we are facing deaths, detentions, jailings, states of emergencies, and all
this is being done, because we are loved? How can I remember something truly good
from all this evil? I must let mymind be myweapon. I must write about mymemories
to sharpen the resistance of my people and say to them, this is it. This is what they
made us. This is what
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we are. Some of us have fought hard to come out better, but at a heavy price of
bannings, house arrests and vilifications by the state. To retain sanity in this country
or normality of mind becomes an art. So, what is really changing, my friend?’
I asked himwhether he had kept notes or a diary to enable him to write this memoir.

‘Oh no, not at all,’ he replied. Mattera: ‘One sociologist who read my book said it
was written from careful, knowing observation and memory. Because, as there are
gifted scientists, there are ordinary people that God has created with a delicate mind.
I remembered what I wanted to remember. I could not put my entire life in there. I
just believe, that God now and then sends a bit of genius into this world. They say
that the muses have come. My muse has been the muse of careful notification of
memory.’
Prudently, I tried once more to impress upon Don Mattera that brains don't copy

reality like a Canon or Kodak camera. Our minds are rather ‘camera obscuras’ that
befoul, confuse, and rather obscure the reality of past events, than record the truth.
Of course, it's a fact that the world of our thoughts exists at the courtesy of our
memory. William Bradbury termed memory even ‘the most essential function of the
brain’.40. Without storing and again reproducing memories, we wouldn't know our
life history. Our ego would not exist without this magnificent machinery in our heads.
But how reliable are our recollections? As an organ of the central nervous system
memory is notorious for its untrustworthiness. Psychologist Daniel Golemanwarned
that scientific research into personal memories demonstrated how memorizing is
being influenced by forces that most freely fantasize, that falsify and at times erase
images, that should have been linked to the psyche. Goleman gave his article in the
science section of the New York Times the caption, ‘In memory, people re-create
their lives to suit their images of the present’.41.

I harboured serious doubts that DonMattera had done just that in his bookMemory
is the Weapon. I reminded him that memories too often border on the pathological,
like Samuel Beckett once declaring that he memorized the actual moment of his
birth. Mattera: ‘I can believe that.’ I replied, ‘Anybody who says he remembers
leaving the womb

40. The Mystery of Memory, Life magazine, November 12, 1971
41. The New York Times, Science section, June 23, 1987
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should have his head examined.’Mattera: ‘Who are you, and who is the psychologist
or psychiatrist to question a gift of God or the human mind and its power?’ I said,
‘The human mind, colleague Mattera, is in my view the most damaged tool in the
entire creation.’ Mattera: ‘No, no, it is what you do with the mind that counts. How
do you explain dreams then?’ I asked, ‘What do people really know about their own
brains?’ ‘As we are becoming older, we become discerning creatures,’ answered
Don. ‘But we are still ignorant about the neuro-physiology behind thoughts and
feelings, opinions and convictions,’ I said. Don: ‘We are allowed to discern. We are
not disallowed books to help us check our minds. We are not given gutter education
that destroys us. We are not robbed of homes. We are not robbed of the right to live
decently as human beings. Obviously, things change. So, all your postulations about
what constitutes electro-chemical activity in brains, I overlook these things. To me,
what is important is that I am not here to question the feasibility or non-feasibility
of how people think, or how they respond and so on. I remember dates, breath, faces,
smells. You know every time I smell an aster flower, I see a cemetery, because my
aunt used to make wreaths. She made them of asters and sold them on Sunday. I used
to stand there helping her sell her bouquets.’

[55]

Too often, the world and its events are interpreted in ways removed from the truth.
Our minds produce illusions. Constantly subjective thought-processes often lead us
to perceptions, both about ourselves and others, that are pure fabrications, because
they have nothing in common with the true realities of a situation. Too often, the
confused and tumultuous beginning to a life affects the mindscape of a person for
the rest of his life. Perhaps writing one's memoirs has a restorative effect on the
damaged soul. What else is psycho-analysis but the attempt to bring derailed thinking
patterns back on tracks? Most of us live the illusion that we are thinking or acting
upon sound knowledge and pertinent facts. But in actual fact, they are often merely
opinions that do not reveal true mastery of the problem presented to the mind.
Don Mattera is free of course to overlook things, as he says, but then how much

value will his message carry? All perceptions are subject to error. A journalist or
writer has in particular to be on guard against that.
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Consciousness was considered by Freud to be the most obvious, but also the most
mysterious feature of the mind. Most people assume that they are in perfect control
of their minds, but often they find themselves in a minefield of deceptions and
illusions that go largely unnoticed until the day reality steps in.

[56]

Getting back to South African reality, I mentioned to John Mavuso, member of the
Transvaal Provincial Administration, that dividing black patriots into Groups I and
II, (i.e. blacks advocating co-operation and passive resistence, and blacks not always
in favour of violence, but still placing themselves as much as possible outside the
system) continued to worry me in regard to the ultimate goal, liberation. ‘When
people talk about working within the system, as we do here in the TPA,’ he said, ‘I
always wonder whether we are talking about the same thing. Let's take a closer look
at political autonomy as obtained by homeland governments. The autonomous
government in Ulundi, Natal, was designed by Pretoria in order to grant political
autonomy to blacks. From now on, the people of these regions were to take charge
of their day-to-day lives. Now, for anybody to say to me that it is wrong for black
people to participate in a political system, which blacks basically disapprove of,
sounds to me as an extreme contradiction in terms. Why should it be all right for
Chief Buthelezi to participate in the KwaZulu government and why should our
attitude, to be involved in the same governing process in urban areas, be an incorrect
attitude? As a matter of fact, blacks who live in the so-called urban areas have no
direct participation in the political process; that's to say, they have no direct access
to regional or national governmental levels. Then, why should it be considered
inopportune for blacks in urban areas to be involved in governing processes? And,
at the same time, it is supposedly accepted for people such as Chief Buthelezi to
participate? If it was prudent for Zulu leaders in Natal to be involved in political
structures, structures that were designed by Pretoria, in order to accommodate the
aspirations of blacks in homelands, then why should it be an embarrassment for us
to follow the same policy in the Transvaal? After all, this entire process was designed
to lead to distinct multiracial political structures, to be gradually developed right at
the top at national levels.’
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‘Furthermore,’ said Mavuso, ‘we in the TPA are concerned with general affairs. We
are not confined to dealing with blacks only. We are responsible for multiple
problems, from dealing with pensions of the aged to the building of roads and
hospitals.’ I wanted to be sure he also decided on matters concerning whites in
Transvaal. ‘Precisely,’ Mavuso replied, ‘we deal with everybody. We are concerned
with the general administration of the lives of all people. And we are not exclusively
dealing with matters concerning only black people, as they are doing in the homelands
like KwaZulu, Lebowa, KaNgwane and so on.’ John was clearly incensed about
criticism of his role in government. ‘In fact,’ he said, ‘if people are serious about a
future multi-racial South Africa - and please note I am not using the term non-racial
South Africa, but am speaking of a multi-racial future society advisedly - they should
be encouraging the kind of participation that we give presently to the TPA.’
I reminded him that emotions ran high against him at times, and that Spence Reiss

mentioned in Newsweek, that ‘an AK-47 bullet of the ANC’ was waiting for him.42.

‘That was merely a naughty remark by an American journalist to pep up his story,’
he replied.

[57]

Mentioning ‘change’ to Don Mattera got him off on another spirited cadenza. ‘You
mean the Quislings that they are trying to get into this parliament? These people are
handpicked puppets. Is that change? Is it change, when our leaders sit in jail, and are
almost dying?What constitutes a terrorist? The man who has a uniform and has been
given the right to shoot down children in the townships? White people carry guns in
the streets. Even blacks have been given licences for firearms. My memory captures
and remembers that and then I am being told I am an enemy of the state!’
‘Do you look upon John Mavuso or Gatsha Buthelezi as Quislings?’ I asked. ‘No,

a Quisling is not a person or a group that propagates government policy, or is being
used within that field to support government policy. Enos Mabuza, Chief Minister
of the KaNgwane homeland, for instance, is a good man, but he is functioning in the
wrong place. He should not be a ChiefMinister and should not serve in the KaNgwane

42. Newsweek, January 9, 1989
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parliament. He should not be there. I know, because I was in the coloured Labour
Party during 1969. At that time, it was an anti-apartheid organisation. I was detained.
Even at that time, we should not have been there, no matter what we say now. So,
the less I say about John Mavuso or Gatsha Buthelezi on your tape, the better.’ At
this point I turned off the recorder and writer Mattera produced an absolutely
devastating indictment of all those blacks who operated fromwithin the system.Why
does the government like to play with phrases, that Buthelezi is the leader of 6 million
Zulus? Let him walk alone without body-guards. Let him go alone in the townships.
I walk any time, anywhere in Soweto. These so-called black leaders ride around in
bullet-proof cars. So, I am saying, as much as we are compassionate and forgiving
people our memories will not allow us to forget easily, and push these things aside.
The Jews are still remembering the very first Masada. They live by that and have
built a monument to its memory.’
‘Indeed,’ I said, ‘that's why we now speak of the “Masada complex”. Demosthenes

found a way to overcome his stammer by speaking on the seashore with pebbles in
his mouth. He became one of the greatest orators of Greece. What I am saying is,
why should anyone continue generation after generation to aggrandize or abet the
miserable crimes of forefathers and deliberately turn them into a kind of permanent
affliction as in the case of the Masada complex? It leads to conceited fantasies and
discourages the acceptance of new realities. In short, it leads to damaged and sick
minds. You are a different man, Don: although the biology and neurophysiology of
our brains is the same, the input and the structuring takes us worlds apart from each
other. You are coloured, which tells us something about bonding blacks and whites.
But mind and body are one, so what we should really be working on is the symbiosis
of our brains. Are you hopeful about your country?’
Mattera: ‘I am excited, because black people have overcome the fear of death.

Once you overcome that, you are moving on the right path. The white man has not
overcome his fear of death. The white man has not overcome his greed. He has not
overcome the fact that he must relinquish power. Why does Margaret Thatcher all
of a sudden speak up about us? Why America? Why is the whole world all of a
sudden worried about us? Why do they worry only now about dispensation and
negotiation? Because memory is a weapon. They have seen that no other country in
the world has been saved when men do these bad things to
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other men. They have had a chance, like Ronald Reagan, who was at one stage the
most powerful man in the world. He let the opportunity slip through his fingers: I
mean the opportunity to help South Africa to come to sanity. Who is going to save
us now? I wouldn't like to see that moment come.’
Don Mattera continued, ‘You know the difference between the South African

government, its military and its police force on one side and the activists and the
people on the other? The difference is guns. Guns are the sole difference. But blacks
no longer fear them.Whites are not cleverer than us. They are not more talented than
us. They are not more humane than us. They have nothing we do not have. The
difference is the machine-guns, their fire-power. I am not saying, we must have
fire-power. I am saying, that somewhere along the line sanity must prevail over greed
and apartheid. I love my country. I love my people, Afrikaners included, because
they have the right to live as human beings, like us. Therefore, I believe that the
change must be more in people's hearts than in people's brains.’
I realized that my ardent plea to my fellow writer from South Africa, to please

make a clear distinction between ‘brain’ and ‘heart’ had fallen on deaf ears. Soul
and body, mind and brain are one inseperable unit. A change of heart is possible only
when changing our mind includes restructuring the input in our brains and replacing
them with new realities.

[58]

In Soweto, I met sculptor and painter, Darlington Buthelezi (33). I made an effort
throughout my tour of interviews to meet as wide as possible a range of minds. I
never knew in advance whether the interviewed belonged to group I or group II. Also,
it remained a gamble each time whether the person interviewed felt free enough to
express himself with a minimum of restrictions. Darlington presented a small problem
of sorts in this respect.
He had been born in Soweto and received his schooling there. ‘Something inside

me drove me to painting and sculpting,’ he told me. ‘Perhaps I had talent. My teachers
put my drawings on the walls. I began art lessons in 1973. In 1981, I went to an art
class opposite the Market
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Theatre in Johannesburg. But since 1982, I have worked entirely on my own.’
His mother brought us ‘rooibos’ tea.
‘I mostly taught myself,’ continued Darlington, and began to carve wood. ‘I bought

all the necessary tools and put them in an attaché case (which he proudly showed
me and indeed looked very professional). My style is my own, but I still consult
others, especially when I have a problem. There is, for instance, a guy named Duran
Sihlali, a Zulu artist, who has also worked in England and Spain. He now teaches in
Soweto. Sometimes colleagues help me find a gallery to exhibit. I use for my statues
very heavy wood, which actually is imported from Central Africa. Originally it was
used for sleepers on railway lines. This wood is of superb quality. I carve anything
I like. It's exceptionally hard and solid. I control the wood grains, because, as you
can see, I have all the tools I need.’
But, after mailing him the text of our conversation, which had also dealt with

apartheid and bordered at times on political matters, he telephoned me and said he
would like the last pages scrapped and would rewrite them. I understood that he
simply wanted to avoid any possible criticism or confrontation with Sowetan
comrades, street committees or whatever. I understood and respected his concern,
but under the circumstances, the re-write he brought me a few days later had so little
in common with the original text, that I prefer to eliminate these passages altogether.

[59]

What we foreigners think we know about South Africa or what the true problems in
this country are, stands in no relation whatsoever to the reality of South Africa in
1989. We carry in our heads images about this incredible mixture of peoples and
races that bear no resemblance whatsoever to the realities in this land. It's the old
story of minds already made up. Input that would threaten or perhaps even change
the preconceived ideas about the ‘Boer Republic’ is simply banned and sabotaged.
Bill Faure's Shaka Zulu was prevented from being shown on Dutch television under
pressure from the anti-apartheid activists. At least, the Zulu epic was shown on
American television in spite of the usual sabotage. I understand Bill Turner's TV
conglomerate has just
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bought the rights for a repeat performance to US audiences. I told Simon Tebele,
input editor of the SABC, that none of the beautiful black television programs from
South Africa were ever shown in Holland.
‘That is very wrong,’ replied Simon. ‘We are here. We will not be shipped out, as

were our brothers, the slaves, in the past. The point is, blacks and whites exist here
together, are living here together. The government is finally shifting away from
antiquated attitudes. Eventually, we will have achieved the right balance at last. This
cannot happen overnight. We cannot possibly suddenly engineer an ideal solution
to all our problems. It will be a protracted process of give and take, but we will get
there. As you say, education is absolutely crucial at this stage of South African
development. Everybody now wants to enter the educational process. There is a
tremendous surge among blacks to be properly educated. Parents see other children
become doctors, lawyers, engineers. They then ask themselves, how can I give my
child a proper education? I have listened to parents saying, “I had rather forego
everything else, so long as my child will first be educated”. That's the general trend.
Parents want to feel that they have properly presented their children to the world.’
I asked whether black television was also presenting educational programs. He

considered this a stupid question. ‘Of course,’ he retorted, ‘and I am not referring to
programs from the secondary level onwards. I am speaking of programs beginning
at the crèche level right up to matric. We try to inspire children and show the way
to an acceptable and positive attitude towards life. We avoid presenting human
existence in a negative way. We try to show blacks the right way, also on a personal
level. I am input editor. It is my responsibility to deliver a constructive contribution
to a new South African society, by showing fellow blacks a new way.’
Simon continued: ‘The SABC is indeed in the vanguard for peaceful co-existence

for you and me.’ I asked slowly with meaningful reform. He surprised me with his
reply, like other blacks had astonished me before. ‘You are right, reform is a bit too
slow. But, on the other hand, if State President PWBotha were to announce officially,
that apartheid was to be dead as of today, I would say, that the outcome of an
all-too-sudden change would result in national disaster.’
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[60]

Disinvestment was a constantly-recurring theme during all conversations between
1986 and 1989. In the summer of 1988 I filmed in half a dozen black townships with
my West-German television partner, Michael Stroh. In Crossroads we experienced
an amazing event indeed.
Of course, the entire world is familiar with the nameDesmond Tutu as the Anglican

Archbishop of Cape Town, mainly because he was awarded the Nobel Prize. But I
discovered eventually that there were other religious leaders at the Cape who didn't
live in the richest white area of the region, Bishopscourt, but who conducted services
right in the heart of Crossroads and other black townships. One evening we drove
out for a meeting with eight bishops and other clergymen in the office of the all-black
Western Cape Council of Churches in the Old Crossroads. Actually, what was called
an office was a modest type of shack lit by an oil-lamp. I thought of Tutu's mansion
where I had gone to seek an appointment, to find that, as usual, the Archbishop was
travelling. That time Tutu was in Australia.
In the course of the conversation it became abundantly clear that, as the churchmen

expressed it to us, ‘a large majority of blacks at the Cape were vociferously opposed
to sanctions’. They said that compared to the power and influence of Desmond Tutu,
their opinions were ignored and they never received any media attention either. Much
the same story as Jabulani Patose in Lekoa. They felt hamstrung and were obviously
angry about it. They had repeatedly sought to speak with Desmond Tutu, but, as
Archbishop Thomas Siyolo phrased it, ‘He does not even deem us worthy of a reply.’
Syolo, ‘What can we do? He goes abroad and says that he speaks in the name of
blacks in South Africa. But, the Archbishop certainly does not speak in our names
or in the name of all the black townships at the Cape. We live here. We work here.
You must come and attend our services in Crossroads.43. We know how the people
feel here. They are against the boycott that Bishop Tutu advocates all over.’
I made a proposal. I suggested they send another invitation by messenger to

Archbishop Desmond Tutu at Bishopscourt proposing a meeting no later than June
15, 1988. ‘Now,’ I said, ‘you will this time have

43. Mike Stroh and I filmed the Crossroads church services
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the support of a television camera. If His Eminence again chooses to ignore your
invitation, you will confront him with the question, “why?” If he accepts your
invitation, then we will be at the meeting to film your exchange with him on the
subject of disinvestment and the boycott. It will be very interesting to see what the
participants of that confrontation have to say to each other.’ I recalled Henry II, who
said of Thomas à Beckett, ‘Will no-one rid me of this turbulent priest?’
We had been accompanied to Crossroads by a white aide of the Crossroads Town

Council. He confirmed, incidentally, what the black ministers had told us, that
Desmond Tutu had never set foot in Crossroads either. Once, he brought a white
British colleague to the entrance of the township, had some pictures taken and had
disappeared as fast as he had come. Our white escort had not uttered a single word
during our conversation in the office of the Western Cape Council of Churches. I
saw him frown, when Archbishop Siyolo asked me to draw up a text for an invitation
to Desmond Tutu, but I ignored this sign of disapproval. This was a mistake, because,
as it turned out, he was already brooding about how to sabotage the entire plan.
Mike Stroh and I returned two weeks later with a TV team from Johannesburg to

Crossroads. To our utter surprise and disgust, we discovered that our town council
escort had indeed advised the churchmen not to dispatch the message to Desmond
Tutu as we had emphatically agreed on during the earlier meeting. I contacted this
official at home and asked how he had dared to intervene in my work. He replied in
tears. His story was, that he had tried for several years in Crossroads to win the trust
and allegiance of the blacks. He added with emphasis, ‘including the UDF and the
ANC’. He continued, ‘If the radicals discovered I was present when you agreed with
the church officials to issue an invitation to Archbishop Tutu, my work in the
townships will be destroyed, and worse, my life might be in danger.’ He sobbed that
after our fateful evening in Crossroads, he had lived in constant fear of his life, had
hardly slept, and in short was a complete nervous wreck. To my question as to how
Desmond Tutu would ever find out that he had been there when I set up the television
coverage around this crusader for disinvestment versus the anti-boycott black
churchmen from his own backyard, the Western Cape, the white official replied,
‘Tutu will send his spies into the township and it would cost him no more that 100
Rands to uncover the truth.’
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Until I met the members of the Western Cape Council of Churches, I had always
assumed that at least the blacks in the Cape supported Desmond Tutu's forays into
the world to beg peoples and nations to bring South Africa to its knees. We filmed
the Cape blacks building their own houses according to a new system, imported from
Israel, by which almost anybody can construct his own home. And, it began to dawn
on us that many were clearly critical of Tutu's behaviour overseas. Condemnations
were often couched in pretty strong language as well. Our perception of the
Archbishop as mouthpiece of South African blacks first underwent a drastic change
in the Cape itself, later to be reconfirmed elsewhere in the land.
At the time of this writing I was to discover a tremendously sad story about the

Western Cape Council of Churches and what happened to their office in Crossroads
some time after Michael Stroh and I had visited them and produced the anti-Tutu
interviews with the bishops for Sunrise Productions in Pretoria. Not only did our
film disappear from the face of the earth, (a matter now being handled by my lawyer
before the Supreme Court in Pretoria) but without prior warning bulldozers erased
the office of the Western Cape Council of Churches in Crossroads from the face of
the earth as well. A letter was sent to the bishops that this was going to be done,
arriving one evening at 19 00h. But the next morning the building had already
disappeared with its contents of files, bibles, furniture, everything included. The
bishops wrote to Minister Chris Heunis and asked for an explanation. They were
promised an investigation for which they have now been waiting nine months.
One wonders who could have initiated such Mafia conduct in a black township at

the Cape without anyone bothering to come to the aid of the financially weak black
bishops in the poverty-stricken areas of the Cape. Perhaps George Stamilatos had
not been exaggerating after all when he said that dark forces were at work that have
nothing to do with government, but demonstrated a government-within-a-government
that is apparently out of control. I am on the side of the religious leaders in the
townships of the Cape and have gone out of my way to bring this matter to the
attention of the most responsible government circles I could find, including the office
of the State President.
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[61]

Although I was aware of widespread intimidation in black townships by hotheads
and quasi-revolutionaries, I was surprised that white officials connected with the
town councils could apparently be that easily terrorised as well. Nor is the
rabble-rouser mentality necessarily restricted to black brains. Chief Minister
Mangosutho Buthelezi of KwaZulu likened attitudes of councillors in the all-white
town council of Krugersdorp to the behaviour of ‘Gestapo Guards’. ‘Sheer naked
racism is applied against us,’ he said. The ChiefMinister was replying to the council's
decision to offer him special dispensation as a black to attend a fund-raising function
in the all-white Town Hall. His retinue, however, would not be allowed in.44.

In general, black opposition groups against apartheid are headed by serious,
level-headed people. Apparently, the ANC and UDF are not always able to control
hot-heads within their organisations. In the same way, it is unfair to blame white
pro-apartheid organisations for the irrational behaviour of three white terrorists, who
killed professor David Webster of Witwatersrand University, not to speak of the
extreme case of Barend Hendrik Strijdom of the Wit Wolwe, who shot anybody
within sight on a Pretoria street. Who knows, perhaps the white member of the
Crossroads town council did have legitimate reasons to fear black terrorists.
Nevertheless, my project to expose Archbishop Desmond Tutu as hardly expressing
a majority view of South African blacks while travelling as a salesman for
disinvestment around the world, was effectively squashed out of fear of revenge by
Tutu's allies among the radicals in the Cape.

[62]

Yet, I considered this experience in Crossroads a matter of public interest. Therefore,
I wrote an article about it and sent it to The Citizen. They didn't bother to let me know
they weren't interested. Next, I sent it to Business Day. Soon, an editor phoned me
in Hillbrow and I went down town to their office. A number of adjustments were
suggested, weakening my story, but I went along in order to get it into print. In the

44. The Johannesburg Star, April 5, 1989
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end, I took the material home and rewrote the piece from A to Z. Once more, I was
asked to come into the office and further modifications were made. Finally, I was
told the article was approved and would be printed later in the week. The seven days
went by without anything happening. I waited another week, but there was nothing.
Finally I telephoned and was informed that editor Ken Owen had seen the piece and
had killed it.45.

Journalists and editors in South Africa shout from the rooftops that the government
is placing restrictions on them, and therefore, the freedom of the press is suppressed
and curtailed. But who in the government forbade Business Day to publish the story
of the black bishops at the Cape, who opposed Desmond Tutu's foreign-funded
junkets to promote disinvestment from South Africa? It was the editors themselves
who lacked the courage and journalistic decency to print a perfectly well-documented
story on blacks at the Cape saying that Tutu was not crusading in their name all over
the globe. One editor even openly acknowledged ‘What would we do if Tutu sued
us? He could sue us into bankruptcy, because he can get all the funds he needs from
overseas.’Why is everybody afraid of Tutu in South Africa?Who gave this traveling
prelate the mandate to speak in foreign lands in the name of ‘all’ South African
blacks? He does not have such a mandate. Nor does the Reverend Frank Chikane,
Alan Boesak or Beyers Naudé. At the time of this writing the quartet was again
stirring up trouble in America. Is it wisdom or is it fear that places travel documents
into the hands of these gentlemen, that have together donemore harm to South Africa,
than all the anti-Pretoria outbursts in the rest of Africa together?

[63]

Moeketsi Shai: ‘You must not make the mistake of thinking that Tutu, Boesak,
Chikane and Beyers Naudé represent the struggle for liberation by black people in
this country.’ I stressed, that the four were considered by most people abroad as
expressing the views of the black South African masses. ‘They are not the struggle,’
replied Moeketsi. ‘The

45. When South African journalists complain about governmental restrictions on journalism, I
ask myself, ‘Where have they been?’ They should come and have a closer look at what
happens in Holland - one area I am familiar with - where it is much the same
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struggle is waged by the people of South Africa. However, the positions Tutu, Boesak,
Chikane and Beyers Naudé are in, gives the power to air to the world some of the
views of some black strugglers for liberation. If someone insignificant were to start
talking, for instance on television, or go to Holland on a lecture tour, what would the
South African government do?’
I asked Moeketsi whether he felt that Tutu and company were expressing the

popular views held by most blacks. ‘They do,’ he replied.46. ‘Most blacks, that is my
impression, are against sanctions,’ I said. ‘If you want to talk about sanctions, we
will do so afterwards. But one thing you should realize, Desmond Tutu is one person
in South Africa, who is openly saying that he supports sanctions. Who else is openly
discussing controversial issues? Tutu and his colleagues are keeping the fires burning.
Because black people feel so suppressed, these clergymen fulfill useful roles. And
the government is afraid to do something about it. What these churchmen are doing
is part of the liberation strategy.’
Shai continued, ‘What is happening in South Africa today is a movement towards

the development of blacks. Many of our intelligent and brilliant leaders, that we have
seen coming up, have been taken away from us or were put in prison. Every nation
generates genuine leaders, but often when we do, the Afrikaner government thwarts
our leadership. The positions of Tutu, Boesak, Chikane and Beyers Naudé are very
strategic. I am not now talking in terms of the debate about whether there should be
sanctions or not. I am talking specifically about the position these four clergymen
are in. They enjoy the respect of the blacks. They also enjoy the respect of many
white people in South Africa. Therefore, you must look at them in terms of the
strategy towards liberation. There is a future in their position. There is a future in
what they are doing.
‘Do you know what every war does?’ said Moeketsi Shai. ‘It reduces available

resources. The majority of South African resources, as it stands, are being presently
used to fight this war against us, the blacks. The National Party want to make sure
they can stay in power. And, what struck me as very strange was that all of a sudden
South Africa was quickly pulling out of Namibia, ending the war out there. Look
closer at the economic side of that surprising move. Before this pull-out, an eco-

46. Incidentally, Don Mattera called Archbishop Tutu ‘my leader’!
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nomist published an article in the Sunday Times, about the economics and the cost
of the war. A war cuts down on resources. Yes, blacks understand this. Therefore,
there will be suffering. But in the end, the turn-about will come and we will climb
up again, the country being as richly endowed with natural resources as it is.’

[64]

One of the most eloquent pleas against disinvestment came from South African
parliamentarian, Mrs Helen Suzman, on the editorial page of the New York Times.
She stressed that economic sanctions would not end apartheid. Everything I have
seen and heard in South Africa between 1986 and 1989 confirms this enlightened
view. ‘The loss of export markets,’ she wrote, ‘such as the North American and
Scandinavian markets for fruits, will seriously jeopardize the labour market in the
Western Cape.’ She confirmed what the churchmen of the Western Cape Council of
Churches had been telling me. Mrs Suzman: ‘Fruit growers employ nearly a quarter
of a million workers, all of whom are blacks or coloured. Similarly, declining markets
for coal will affect the livelihood of about 30 000 black migrants from neighbouring
black countries.’47.

Helen Suzman was an impeccable source, yet, no-one was prepared to listen. She
was sharply contradicting Tutu, but American and European politicians ignored her
plea. The quiet, balancedmind of the experienced white lady from South Africa, was
shouted down by the travelling salesmen of the church. Suzman was a South African
politician with a mandate. Where lay Tutu's mandate? Blacks have asked me
disturbing questions on the subject of the Archbishop fromCape Town. For instance:
‘Why does the government allow Bishop Tutu to travel the world and whip up
sentiments against South Africa? Nobody is allowed to publicly declare his support
for sanctions. Why is Tutu allowed to advocate a boycott? Why doesn't anybody nip
Tutu in the bud? Nobody is allowed to receive funds from abroad to finance
anti-government actions inside South Africa. Why is Tutu being exempted from
these regulations? Does his Nobel Prize mean a free ticket to do as he pleases and
carry out his anti-South African campaigns unhindered?

47. The New York Times, Op-ed Page, October 4, 1987
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Some of us even think Tutu is a secret agent of the South African government.’ More
than once, I have come across these lingering doubts and apprehensive questions
about Archbishop Tutu's first-class foreign tours. He used to fly KLM until one day
he cancelled a flight. A KLM official asked him why. His Eminence replied, as befits
the great mind of a Nobel Prize winner, of course - ‘In the past, your captains would
ask me to visit the cockpit, but they don't do that any more.’

[65]

Mrs Helen Suzman further wrote in the New York Times: ‘It is estimated, that some
2 million people are presently in 1987 unemployed in South Africa. They are mostly
unskilled black workers. By the year 2000 this number will have risen to nearly 8
million without sanctions and to almost 10 million with sanctions.’ Mrs Suzman
further underlined that no dole and no food stamps had as yet been introduced in
South Africa. She concluded, ‘The Western democracies, whose basic values are
freedom and human rights, should continue to protest long and loud against all
miserable practices of apartheid and to use all positive measures to speed its demise.
But moral indignation should not lead them to impose punitive measures that will
wreck the economy of the country in which black South Africans will eventually
share.’
The argument of the white lady from Johannesburg reminds me of a similar

statement of the Minister of Education of Inkatha, when Mike Stroh and I filmed
him in his office in Ulundi. Dr Oscar Dhlomo summed the same argument up as
follows: ‘Why destroy South Africa, because we want to destroy apartheid?’
To illustrate the functioning of closed minds, this time in the realm of serious

journalism I must mention NRC-Handelsblad, the most prestigious newspaper in
Holland. I began my work as a foreign editor there in 1953. Wout Woltz, the current
editor-in-chief is a long-time colleague of mine.WhenMrs Helen Suzman published
her article I was in New York and mailed it to Woltz with the suggestion that it could
be translated and published on the editorial page as presenting another view on South
Africa. It was not done. And why? Probably, Woltz passed the material on to the
editor of the editorial page, whom I know and who is entirely ignorant on the subject
of South Africa. He has a friend, Sietze Bosgra, a leading anti-apartheid activist in
the Netherlands. So, Mr Bos-
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gra is allowed to express his views on South Africa at least a half dozen times a year
on the editorial pages of NRC-Handelsblad, thus actually monopolising the best
editorial page in the country for the anti-South Africa movement. After Bosgra had
launched another irrational attack on Chief Buthelezi and Inkatha, the representative
of Inkatha in Holland, Reina van Steenwijk, wrote a calm and reasoned rebuttal,
which of course was also not published by NRC-Handelsblad.What is the use of an
editorial page, when only one side of an argument is presented, because the editorial
page editor doesn't agree with opposing views? In this respect, NRC-Handelsblad
can still learn much from the Op-Ed pages of the New York Times.

[66]

When I mentioned to Nimrod Mkele that more and more people abroad were having
second thoughts about the usefulness of sanctions in combating apartheid, he replied,
‘Yes, I know.’When I continued that the recently achieved détente in Southern Africa
was for a large part due to fresh initiatives on behalf of the Gorbachev government,
he said, ‘Actually, I am interested in what is now happening in the Soviet Union.
This so-called new thinking is upsetting the entire lot of Gorbachev's bureaucrats. I
rather like it, that some of the big names in the Soviet hierarchy lost in the [March
1989] election. It's amusing, but at the same time, it is a positive development. The
same could happen in South Africa. At the moment, they talk a lot about new relations
here, but with PW (Botha) as State President, you can forget about it. When free
elections were held, white South Africa would dissipate. Look at what is happening
in Namibia. That country is going to be free. But Pretoria does not want to apply the
same lesson here.’

[67]

John Gogotya, President of FIDA also reacted to changes in Moscow. ‘Yes,’ he said,
‘perhaps the USSR is belatedly advocating negotiation instead of terrorism. But have
they decided to seize the export of communism as well?’ I mentioned that while
Moscow and Beijing were trying to wriggle their way out of conventional
Marxism-Leninism, and perhaps would abandon these Utopian doctrines altogether,
why did so
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many African leaders insist on re-inventing the wheel, and walk their own long way
to discover that the communist system works only on paper. ‘This does not only
happen in African states,’ said John, ‘it also happens right here within the South
African Council of Churches. The UDF likewise believes that Marx is the answer.
They are the people that believe that socialism is the answer to our woes. Archbishop
Desmond Tutu has openly come out in support of leftist movements. What they
should do instead, both the Council of Churches and the UDF, is openly reject these
Marxist intentions. They should come out and squarely reject the use of violence in
achieving their political goals. They have not done that. Bishop Tutu supports
violence. We and FIDA reject that line of thinking. The same goes for some of those
academics at the University of Stellenbosch who entertain contacts with organisations
that advocate violence.’
I asked himwhat problems his moderate approach brought him and FIDA. Gogotya:

‘We have known periods when we were forced to guard our houses around the clock
and in turn. We had repeatedly received word, that radicals were on the way to bomb
our property. All this only strengthened our determination to have our voice of protest
against mindless violence and intimidation be heard. Actually, FIDA is set up with
methods identical to some which radical organisations have used. We formed FIDA
cells and street-committees and now our tentacles spread to all parts of the country.
We are everywhere, except in Natal. That is Inkatha country.’

[68]

The Soviet position on Southern Africa has undergone changes since Mikhail
Gorbachev began his shock therapy on Soviet thinking by introducing ‘glasnost’
(openness) and ‘perestroika’ (restructuring). At the same time the protracted confusion
in the Kremlin clearly simmers through in various foreign policy initiatives, including
those vis-à-vis South Africa. The gigantic Soviet bureaucracy has not yet been brought
fully into line with brand new directives. This often continues to cause confusion
and frustration while we are hoping for better times. I began reporting fromMoscow
in 1970 - while a resident of the United States - and over the years wrote a few books
about the Soviet Union, of which The Soviet Viewpoint, a 300-page interview with
Academician Georgii
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Arbatov, Director of the USA Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, and an
advisor to the Kremlin on Foreign Policy, became perhaps best known. The American
edition carries a foreword by Senator J William Fulbright.48. Actually, the book was
a forerunner of ‘glasnost’, since never before had a top Kremlin advisor written a
book with a ‘capitalist’ journalist. Twenty years of reporting from Moscow and
travelling widely in the USSR have given me a basis for judgement as to Soviet policy
towards South Africa. What I have observed is not exactly all roses.
It is a fact that the Soviet Union, and some of its principal negotiators, have been

largely instrumental in bringing about the gradual withdrawal of Cuban troops from
the region; but then, what did they get in return? The liberation of Namibia, fourth
largest producer of uranium. When SWAPO wins the elections, as some observers
assume, it will mean that another Marxist-oriented frontier will have moved
considerably closer to Pretoria and Johannesburg than before. So, why shouldn't
Moscow have negotiated this deal, especially taking into account that Cuban troops
should never have come to Africa in the first place. Why should a Caribbean island
that survives on Soviet hand-outs, and where primary foodstuffs are hard to obtain,
dispatch an expensive military force to another continent, for any other reason than
Marxist-Leninist imperialism? Now the Soviet bloc can conveniently withdraw its
proxy and Namibia will fall like a ripe apple into their lap. What else is new? Some
of the interviewees in this report were puzzled by Pretoria's move. History will tell
perhaps, because the motivation for handing over Namibia at this critical hour in the
saga of South Africa, are far from clear.

[69]

Early in 1989, we learned that the USA and South Africa had held semi-secret talks
outside London. The Soviet delegation was led by Academician Anatoly Gromyko,
Director of the Africa Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences and son of the
former President of the Soviet Union, Andrei Gromyko. The South African delegation
was led by Professor Philip Nel, Director of the Soviet Institute for Soviet Studies
at

48. The Soviet Viewpoint, by Georgii Arbatov and Willem Oltmans, Dodd & Mead Publishers,
New York (1983)
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Stellenbosch University. I met Philip Nel in 1987 when he was about to make his
first journey to Moscow to attend a scientific conference. I also met him in April
1989 in his office in Stellenbosch, after the London meeting. Frankly, he displayed
an optimistic attitude I recalled only too well from my own early years becoming
acquainted with the Soviets in the seventies.
Professor Nel took the amazing view that Moscow would be ‘ideally placed’ to

be the mediator to negotiate peace between South Africa and the ANC. And after
making that observation he continued, ‘I detect at least two strains in Soviet thinking.
On one hand, a serious commitment to a negotiated settlement even if it means the
ANC will end up in a role subordinate to a true government of national unity. On the
other hand, there is a school of thought which also supports a settlement but would
still like to see the ANC as the sole future government.’ I fail to understand how he
can advocate the USSR as an ideal partner as long as it is far from clear which faction
in Moscow will be eventually on top. A take-over by the ANC would guarantee a
Marxist-oriented regime in this land, without a doubt. Sorry Philip, but I disagree
with you.

[70]

Statements by various Soviet officials, both in the ForeignMinistry as in the Academy
of Sciences, continue to contradict each other. For instance, Anatoly Adamishin did
play, in the course of the many months of negotiations over Resolution 435 and
Namibia, an extraordinarily useful role.When talks were about to collapse, Adamishin
would fly over from Moscow and the Cubans would quickly fall into line. But then,
suddenly, the same Adamishin sang a different song, as late as April 1, 1989, when
he told themedia in Harare, Zimbabwe, that the Soviet Unionwould no doubt continue
to dispatch AK-47's and limpet mines to the ANC. I addressed a letter to The Star
under the caption, ‘Adamishin must explain’.49. So what was the true Moscow
position? Why should South Africa wine and dine communist envoys, who play
along when they come to the negotiation table, yet whisper into ANC ears, ‘Comrades,
the Russian weapons are coming!’ the moment you turn your back.

49. The Johannesburg Star, April 20, 1989
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Having dealt over a period of twenty years on the spot with Soviets in Moscow,
Leningrad, Kiev, and many other towns and regions, I fear that some academics,
who think it is harmless to flirt with Marxist-oriented revolutionary organisations,
possess insufficient experience to face up to hardline communists, no matter in what
disguise theymight come. I have knownAcademicianAnatoly Gromyko, for instance,
for a number of years. Together with ambassador Vladimir Lomeiko, he wrote, in
1984, a book called, ‘New Thinking in the Nuclear Age’. In spite of this volume
being a very poorly-edited mixture of random-choice Western sources on such
think-tank products as ‘Limits to Growth’ by the Club of Rome, the book caused a
sensation in Moscow. At least, Mikhail Gorbachev, waiting in the wings for aged
President Chernenko to depart from the political scene, was deeply impressed. Hardly
had he mounted the Kremlin throne when first indications were being launched that
Soviet Communism was going to embrace ‘new thinking’.
Anatoly Gromyko and Vladimir Lomeiko came early in 1985 for a special visit

to the Netherlands to discuss their new book.50. We spent a weekend with them in a
Dutch castle, but frankly, whenever Gromyko junior took the floor, the participants
of the symposium went to sleep, since whatever he said sounded like standard
propaganda from the Brezhnev era. In June 1985 I spent a weekend in Moscow with
both Anatoly Gromyko and Vladimir Lomeiko to deal point by point with criticisms
I wanted to discuss about their text. I tried to explain that American scientists were
busy studying the psyche through cognitive psychology, (an amalgam of psychology,
logic, linguistics, computer sciences, sociology, psychiatry, anthropology, neurology,
biology and various other sciences). Cognitive psychology conducts empirical research
on how a person experiences his inner and outer worlds. I mentioned that the cognitive
sciences were trying to understand how physiological and mental processes rest upon
thinking, feeling and behaviour (doing). ‘Gentlemen,’ I said, ‘how can you write a
book about a revolution in thinking without being familiar with or referring to basic
data as to what the mind represents? You want people's minds to switch from old to
new ideas. John Locke differentiated between simple and complex ideas. Let's say
a belief in communist philosophy is a complex idea. How do you remove

50. Not a single Dutch publisher wanted to touch the Gromyko-Lomeiko book
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it from an already-structured mind and replace it with fresh, complex idea? Or how
do you decode previously coded information? Shouldn't you familiarise yourselves
with knowledge about the mind and its functions? According to the New York Times,
at least half a million papers on brain research are published each year. I don't think
that “new thinking” will ever work without taking into account the biological and
neurophysiological factor involved, that in the end must make your wish come true.’
After all, the human brain is a highly complex working system, consisting of

different functional building blocks, every one of which plays a part in reflecting the
external world, in processing complex information, in establishing plans and programs
of behaviour, and in conscious control of actions.51. Again, it must be clear to anyone,
that to make people change what amounts to a religion, be it from a devotion to
communists into a faith in the freemarket system, or from staunch support of apartheid
into acceptance of blacks as equals, requires immense input from scientific
psychological resources. Mere talking about a change of heart is insufficient and
won't do. Nevertheless, the unprofessional treatise byMessrs Gromyko and Lomeiko
became for the time being a turning point in Soviet history, because Gorbachev asked
280 million people to rethink an entire way of life. If Gorbachev can actually make
it happen, it would be an indicator for South Africa as well.

[71]

Against this background, particularly from April 27-29, 1989, Cape Town was
especially interesting when South Africa, Angola and Cuba - with the US and USSR
as interested observers - were meeting for further discussion of the transfer from
SWA to independent Namibia. I had hoped Anatoly Adamishin would come, but
Moscow dispatched roving ambassador Viacheslav Ustinov to the RSA. On April 28
I discussed the matter of sending arms and terror weapons to the ANC with him.
Ambassador Ustinov began by responding that he had informedMr Neil van Heerden
about the SA press continuouslymisquoting statements by Soviet officials, the standard
Soviet evasive tactic when they cover up

51. The Oxford Companion to the Mind, edited by Richard Gregory, Oxford University Press
(1987), p 489
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double-talk. He further said that the Soviet government considered the ANC to be the
future for South Africa.52. Then he stressed that the United Nations had passed a
resolution that made it legal to send arms to liberation movements. Moscow
considered the ANC as such. So I asked ambassador Ustinov where in his mind lay
the demarcation line between a legitimate liberation movement and a terrorist
organisation. ‘Where would the ANC be,’ the diplomat replied, ‘if it did not continue
to fight? I am sure that if the government in Pretoria offered negotiations, the ANC
would accept.’
‘Where in the world,’ I said, ‘do self-respecting governments negotiate with

terrorists?’ I also pointed out that I was sure that Pretoria would negotiate with the
ANC once this faction renounced violent action. ‘But isn't it totally unjustified that
Nelson Mandela is still in jail?’ asked the envoy, changing the subject. As I am
familiar with these tricks all I said was, ‘I would have let him go long ago, but as
long as Mr Mandela favors an armed struggle, he is delaying his ordeal by choice.
But, tell me, Mr Ambassador, what about the PLO? It used to be a terrorist
organisation, but lately it has foresworn terrorism and even Washington has entered
into pourparlers with them. Why don't Soviet diplomats impress upon the ANC to
make a similar move?’ I also asked the ambassador how his government would react
if foreign nations supplied terror weapons to freedommovements in Estonia, Georgia,
Armenia or Uzbekistan? That remark caused another switch, this time to Afghanistan.
On the basis of my conversation with him, I was hardly surprised that, having returned
to Moscow, ambassador Ustinov accused South Africa of interfering in Namibian
affairs ‘jumping at every chance to put a spoke in the wheels of SWAPO’. I just don't
see how anyone can evaluate the Soviet side as ‘ideally situated’ to bring peace in
Southern Africa, as Pieter Nel of Stellenbosch seems to be doing.

[72]

‘The Soviets want Southern Africa,’ warned Richard Nixon in his amazing book,
The Real War.He further warned that the USSR continued to succeed in its penetration
of Africa since its strategic policy to encircle the West and cut off its industrialized
centres from resources

52. Which I consider nonsense born out of ignorance of South African realities
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without which it cannot survive. One single jet aircraft requires more than 3 600
pounds of chrome. Perhaps, US long-term vulnerability in chrome is greater than in
petroleum. The US imports 92 percent of its chrome. Two principal US sources for
chrome are South Africa (33 percent) and the USSR (25 percent). Of the world's
known reserves of chromium, 96 percent are in South Africa and Zimbabwe. Nixon
stated, ‘The Soviet Union seldom acts without purpose, and its purposes are always
strategic, never moral.’ With Mikhail Gorbachev at the helm in the Kremlin, the
communist script for influence and power around the globe might have undergone
a shift in tone and setting, but the basic goal of helping to establish further one-party
Marxist states has not changed. Soviet diplomacy and public relations exercises are
always geared towards discovering new dupes, who will fall into their traps and
naïvely assume that communist purposes are perfectly honourable and acceptable.
Hordes of Africans, and some white Africans as well, continue to fall into this trap.
Richard Nixon underlined that South Africa is Africa's leading economic power.

‘The Republic possesses a tenth of the world's asbestos, three fourths of the world's
chromic ore, more than half of its platinum-group metals, half of its gold, a third of
its manganese ore, a fifth of its uranium, and a third of its diamonds: a mineral treasure
of almost incalculable strategic and economic importance,’ the former President
wrote. ‘South Africa alone produces 40 percent of Africa's industrial production and
25 percent of all of Africa's agricultural production.’ Nixon further warned that the
Soviets already controlled the ports of Mozambique and Angola flanking the Cape
of Good Hope. After all, 70 percent of the strategic materials and 80 percent of the
oil needed by Western Europe and the NATO powers pass the sea lanes around South
Africa.
Richard Nixon underlined that the USSR would like to precipitate a military

confrontation and a race war in South Africa. He spoke of ‘the new slavery’ imposed
by Soviet imperialism, the essence of which is, that Soviets are not to liberate Africa,
but are there to impose minority-rule systems through local puppets that dominate,
control, and exploit. The Soviets are aiming at replacing the former white supremacy
by a newwhite supremacy:Marxism-Leninism as directed from the Kremlin. ‘White
colonial rule,’ Nixon wrote, ‘is white colonial rule, whether exercised from London
or from Moscow.’ I wished some South African
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academics, including those who study Soviet-inspired systems, would take Nixon to
heart. Gorbachev did change the tune, but not the communist theme. Please remember
that.

[73]

I again discussed the developments in the Transvaal with TPAmember, JohnMavuso.
‘We now have in the province, for instance, 400 individual councillors elected by
people of all colours; black, white, coloured and Indian. This is part of the progress
towards a South Africa of tomorrow. So, while lots of people are speculating about
a South Africa of tomorrow, we are busy doing it. They can all go on talking about
it as long as they wish. We do it.’ I asked how many of the 400 councillors were
black. ‘Just over half of them,’ Mavuso replied. ‘The Regional Services Council of
Transvaal has representatives coming from all the various town councils.’ ‘In spite
of some councils having been taken over by right-wingers of the Conservative Party?’
I asked. ‘In spite of these negative developments,’ John said. ‘There are twelve
Regional Services Councils in Transvaal. Their membership is, of course, multiracial.
They meet and decide there on all projects, including the allocation of funds. You
know, Willem, as well as I do, that the heart of politics lies in the decision-making
power of what to do with the economy and how to divide the available money. We
have in Transvaal black people involved in determining the use of these funds, not
tomorrow, but right now. Decisions are being taken jointly on a consensus basis by
people who represent all the colour groups in our country. The Republic of South
Africa of tomorrow is in full progress now. It's no longer in the realm of speculation
any more. It is a reality.’
‘In the meantime,’ I replied, ‘Archbishop Desmond Tutu runs off to the Republic

of Panama to involve himself with politics there.’Mavuso: ‘Yes, in Panama he called
for investment, and advised Washington to end the current boycott. What Tutu does,
he does for Tutu, and much of what he does makes no sense. Of course, the people
who pinned the Nobel Prize on him knew exactly what they were doing.’
‘Scandinavians in general are confused about realities here. All they are doing is
negative instead of helping to build bridges between blacks and whites,’ I said.
‘That is exactly what I am wanting to achieve in my function in the
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TPA,’ replied Mavuso. ‘We cannot spend our lives mourning about omissions in the
past. We think that whatever time is left of our lives, should be spent constructively
and in doing the necessary things in order to contribute to the shaping of a new South
Africa. We have to do this demonstratively. That's why I am so active and involved.
I intend to build bridges wherever possible. That's why I am surprised that there are
still people who feel some embarrassment to be associated with me, such as Chief
Buthelezi.
The South Africa of tomorrow, we are building now. Of course, a new nation will

not come into being tomorrow. This new South Africa is in a process of change.
And, the change we are talking about is what is taking place now. My own
involvement in the governing processes is part of that development.’

[74]

Tom Boya, President of UMSA, further explained his constructive activities to get
blacks involved in governing the country. ‘Presently we count in UMSA, some 60 of
the 250 town councils. Therefore, we are very pleased with this result after we, the
young lions, broke away from UMSA. After the break, we could really move and
began to challenge very seriously some of the issues we were concerned about. We
started to openly challenge some of the outdated laws, like the Group Areas Act, the
Separate Amenities Act, the Population Registration Act, and so forth.We challenged
the policies on political prisoners and detainees and asked why they could not be
released. We opened up the question of blacks still in exile. Why can't they be
pardoned and come back home?Only by exercising democratic opposition to apartheid
will we enjoy true democracy after apartheid. I also believe that whites, and in
particular the white business community, will be watched as to their attitudes prior
to apartheid being scrapped, as this will influence black attitudes towards them after
apartheid. The cost of maintaining apartheid will in the end prove to be greater than
the risks of negotiations for political power sharing.’
I asked how he felt about talks abroad with the ANC by Afrikaners and other groups.

‘When some whites were on their way to talks in Senegal with representatives of the
ANC,’ said Tom, ‘we were constructively busy in Pretoria trying to obtain rights for
black people right here;
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for instance, in Oukasie. Theywere talking about South Africa with extremely relevant
people, because you should not be mistaken - the ANC remains in most instances very
relevant to the South African situation.Wewere even saying toMinister Chris Heunis
at the time, ‘You must unban the ANC, you must release political prisoners and
detainees, you must do away with discriminatory laws, so that we can start genuine
political negotiations!’
Boya: ‘At the time, the government told us, “Here is a National Statutary Council,

here you can come in and discuss your grievances.” We replied that we considered
this the wrong approach. We said, we first want to see your genuine bona fides. Do
something, so that everyone can conclude that you are genuine about reform. Later,
Mr Heunis and I issued a joint statement. I was also interviewed on SABC live, and
actually we were surprised that I was allowed to say the things I said on screen. I
openly called for the unbanning of political organisations and for the cancellation of
discriminatory laws.’
‘One reporter,’ said Tom Boya, ‘the political correspondent of the Sunday Star,

David Breier, phoned me after the dust had settled. He asked me, “Mr Boya, I have
seen all the press reports, but the actual story has not as yet come out. What actually
happened when you met Chris Heunis?” I said, “The first thing the government is
going to do is to release political prisoners.” The next Sunday, there was a front-page
story on what I had said to Breier. Of course, it was a true news story. But in
parliament it raised problems. State President PW Botha was not amused. Chris
Heunis was called in. He had to explain why he told us that the government planned
to release political detainees. The Minister denied he had said it. Therefore, I
telephoned Chris Heunis the same day, and repeated what I had told The Star. I
stressed that if he had read the story carefully, he would have noted, that I had only
expressed my personal opinion. Nevertheless, Mr Heunis issued an official statement
the next day to the effect that we were talking through the backs of our necks. But,
I knew that I was right. Twomonths later GovanMbeki was released, and some other
political prisoners were set free later. So, we did judge the situation correctly. We
wished, of course, that the government had released NelsonMandela long ago. Also,
while some prisoners are being released, the government imposes restrictions on
them. Why? That cannot help in resolving the conflict in South Africa.’
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[75]

For some time I had debated the question of whether Willie Ramoshaba's division
of blacks into two groups - those within and those without the system - should be
extended to include a grey area in between. For instance, I had classified Tom Boya
in Group II, but then as President of UMSA he could easily qualify for Group I as
well. More clarity in this matter brought a visit to the doyen of black lawyers, Mr
Godfrey Mokgonana Pitje (72) in his office in Abbey House in downtown
Johannesburg. Mr Pitje is also a foundingmember of the Black Lawyers' Association.
This group issues the African Law Review,53. a quarterly meeting the highest standards
for a publication of its kind anywhere in the world. Actually, solicitor Pitje is
considered the oldest-practising black attorney in South Africa. He has been described
as ‘a vital cog in the liberation struggle’.54. He is widely considered by blacks as a
true symbol of unity in the black legal fraternity. In the early fifties he consulted the
only firm of black attorneys in the country, run by Nelson Mandela and Charles
Tambo. It was Tambo who suggested to Pitje that he join their firm as an articled
clerk. In 1957, GM Pitje received his Law diploma. He joined the Mandela-Tambo
law firm, but refrained for tactical reasons from political activities, so that he remained
free to travel to areas where his law partners were not allowed to go any more.
Mandela and Tambo's movements were then already restricted by existing security
laws. Meanwhile the legal practice of these gentlemen was thriving. They were at
the time already regarded by blacks as ANC lawyers.
So, more than 30 years later, I was sitting across his desk, face to face with this

genuine black patriot. I happened to mention Willie Ramoshaba's catagorization of
blacks into groups I and II. ‘That, Mr Oltmans,’ said attorney Pitje, ‘is a very very
difficult line to draw. Loosely speaking, Ramoshaba is right, in any case, if you use
a layman's loose language. The difficulty is, however, where to draw the line as to
those who are to some extent operating within the apartheid system, while at the
same time they could be easily grouped with blacks that place themselves outside
the system. If you follow that division strictly, Ramoshaba

53. See African Law Review, Bumper issue, 1988, 40 pages
54. City Press, by ZB Molefe, May 7, 1989
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would also fall under the system and Group I.’ ‘Like Tom Boya,’ I replied, ‘because
in a way, he functions effectively within the system, with one leg, while if one listens
carefully to him, his other leg stands firmly outside the system.’ ‘That's right,’ replied
Pitje; ‘like me, I am in the system in two senses. I am also practising Law, so I am
part of the system. In the meantime, I do wholeheartedly object to the apartheid
system. Actually, we all are in that ambivalent position. The other day, I read an
article in The Sowetan about the African middle-class. The writer was lumping all
of us into the other camp; I mean, of those who operate within the system. The black
middle-class was described as people enjoying big cars and big houses with
middle-class black children at expensive multi-racial schools.’
I happened to mention John Mavuso, at which moment attorney Pitje asked that

the tape recorder be turned off. The remarks that followed, and were not recorded,
had a Buthelezian touch of disapproval for the role of Mavuso, which saddened and
dismayed me. Thus, I brought up the deep cleavages in black opinion in this late
hour of the struggle for liberation. Pitje: ‘I think you must look at black disunity in
South Africa against the background of government policy. If Pretoria's policies were
to be removed, then black unity will be restored. Go back to the days of Chief Uthuli
being President. He was recognized as the national leader. There were no divisions
among blacks. He was the man, irrespective of Zulu, Xhosa, Pedi, Sotho, you name
it. They all looked upon him as their leader.’
I pointed out, with due respect, that what attorney Pitje was saying hardly

corresponded with recent African history. After all, in all developing lands that were
liberated from European colonialism and imperialism, the indigenous peoples lost
no time getting at each other's throats. ‘It is our view,’ said attorney Pitje, ‘that after
liberation from apartheid it would not happen here. Presently divisions are being
encouraged by the government. We may be wrong, but we firmly believe that if
Nelson Mandela came out of jail to lead us, he would lead all South Africans,
irrespective of their ethnic affiliations. All the homeland leaders have also said, as
far as I can remember, that Mandela is our leader.’ ‘And you have known him
personally for many years,’ I said. Pitje: ‘That's right. And even Desmond Tutu, who
seems to be the man of the moment, has said, ‘I am a leader by default. Our leader
is Mandela.’ On our side there is unanimity, but the government is saying,
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‘Mandela is a Xhosa, he can't rule over Buthelezi, he can't rule over Venda, you name
it.’ ‘But isn't what you are saying not understood in Pretoria?’ I asked. ‘It is. They
know that Mandela could be our leader, but it suits them to keep us apart.’

[76]

In the downtown ‘Carlton Hotel’ I met my friend Nelson Botile, former mayor of
Soweto; Chr SM Nkatlo, mayor of Dobsonville; Letsatsi Radebe, for five years
(1983-1988) Chairman of the Soweto City Council, and Alfred Tekwane, Principal
of the Kagiso Secondary School, and also mayor of Mohlakeng. We talked for two
hours. I realized that here I was listening to men in constant touch with the grass-roots
of black society in the hearts of townships. They said most blacks were rather
confused. ‘The people often don't know where to turn to or what to think and whom
to believe. They have lost track,’ I was told. ‘The people really don't seem to know
any more what is right. They don't know what to make of what is happening around
them. How can anyone possibly effectively manage townships, like Soweto, Lekoa,
and so on, because people have not been paying for the services they get. You cannot
really run a TownCouncil Administrationwithout residents paying their bills properly.
But then, the UDF and other radicals pressure people not to pay in order to deliberately
create confusion and make townships ungovernable. Once, people would meet their
civil obligations; they would have become regular, recognized and law-abiding
citizens. But that, of course, is precisely what the revolutionaries do not want to
happen.’
Themayors told me, ‘It is an old story: when leftist revolutionaries are clamouring

for freedom, they mean that it should arrive on their very own leftist terms. Before
anybody realises what has really happened, their socialist or communist coups will
have been completed, turning the euphoria of “liberation” into the traumatic nightmare
of having to live through another authoritarian rule, and this time directed by blacks,
who will have no regard or patience for diverse political opinions or a variety of
political aims.’ I recalled the way Jabulani Patose (27) phrased it: ‘White apartheid
will have been replaced by black apartheid - simple as that.’
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[77]

They both were 23 years old: Wit Wolf Barend Hendrik Strijdom and coloured ANC
bomber Robert McBride. One shot eight people at random in a Pretoria Street. The
other set a bomb off on the Durban beachfront having killed three women at the time
of writing. Both were given the death sentence. They had different reasons and
intentions for killing, because their fathers had indoctrinated them into different ways
of thinking. Father Nicolas Strijdom had taught his son that blacks were animals. He
was also regional leader for the ultra-right AWB55.. Son Barend Hendrik was duly
brainwashed from the cradle upwards into believing that whites in South Africa were
at war with blacks. As a child, he had also learned that when the British ruled South
Africa they handed out permits to shoot Hottentots. For all practical purposes and
the law of averages, why not kill blacks as well? In school, he learned that according
to the Bible white and non-white did not belong to the same church. At the age of
15 he already attended meetings of the Herstigte Nasionale Party together with his
father. He was told of the need to create an all-white Boerestaat in which there would
be no room for blacks. Gradually, Strijdom junior lost contact with reality. Initially
he joined the South African police force, but was asked to leave.
Robert McBride grew up on the other side of the racial spectrum. His father had

been strongly anti-white and he told his boy never, never to trust a white man. He
said during his trial in the Maritzburg Supreme Court that he despised whites. As a
boy he had had to endure racial insults from some of his friends, including teammates
in a white rugby club. He saw apartheid as a sickness that had attacked the nation.
In order to assist in combating this malady he had decided at one point to join the
radical movements. He had received training in explosives in Botswana and became
a member of a special operations unit of the ANC. So, here were two young South
African men, who had virtually become criminals as a direct result of the poisonous
brainwashing they had undergone long before they were able to think independently.
The white boy's intentions were fed with exaggerated national pride and the love of
his own group. The love for the Afrikaner fatherland and the need for an all-white
Volkstaat became basic patterns in young Strij-

55. The ultra-right-wing Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging
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dom's mindscape, similar to that of the Nazi youth organisations. The coloured boy's
traumatic experiences in school and thereafter shaped and coded thought patterns
into his mind that led him straight to his doom. At the time of writing, both have
been sentenced to hang.56.

Law professors and some psychologists protested the verdicts by arguing that the
apartheid system created these monsters and then condemned them to die, while in
fact both young men were products of the very system that now wanted to eliminate
them. Brian Currin, director of Lawyers for Human Rights in South Africa told David
Breier of the Argus, ‘We find it ironic that the very same state that poisoned with
racist policies the minds of millions of South Africans, should reserve for itself the
right to execute one of their own victims. This trial was not a trial of Strijdom and
McBride, but a trial of the whole apartheid strategy and philosophy.’ This argument
is too simplistic. The South African government is not responsible for the structuring
of father Strijdom's mind or father McBride's mind. Nor can any sane person blame
PW Botha, or his immediate predecessors, for the fact that father Strijdom took his
son to meetings of the Herstigte Nasionale Party and that the generation of Strijdom
senior assisted in programming Strijdom junior's mind with fascist political ideas or
perceptions and nonsensical religious racial phantasmagoria.
The Nationalist Party government in South Africa is a reflection of the voting

majority's will. That's what democracy is about. The people voted the Nats into
power, because they supported the Nats' brain power and policies. So the majority
of voting South Africans wanted things in the Republic to be as they presently are.
In 1986, President PWBotha delivered what is now known as his ‘we have outgrown
the outdated concept of apartheid’ speech. So why should some commentators write
in 1989 that the government is at fault for the thinking of Barend Hendrik Strijdom's
brains in relation to apartheid? The State President uttered thoughts in 1986, that
neither the older or younger Strijdom would say. After all, what are the President's
words other than the outcome of National Party thinking in general? In turn, the
majority of the white people of South Africa vote for the NP and so in the view of
this

56. The data here was compiled from a page written by Frans Esterhuyse in the weekend Argus,
May 27, 1989
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observer, there is reason to believe that a modus vivendi with the black population
can and will be worked out in the near future.

[78]

The brain sciences are still lightyears behind compared to what men can do, for
instance, in the areas of modern industry and weaponry. In 1982 author Morton Hunt
estimated the number of cognitive scientists at a mere one thousand for the entire
world. In the meantime, half of all researchers world-wide are directly or indirectly
engaged in military-industrial research. In other words, scientists everywhere are
directing their work primarily towards the perfection of new methods of destruction.
Few seem to realize, that a study of the deus ex machina in our heads is imperative
not only because the brain represents the only instrument in the universe that could
halt a nuclear Armageddon, but because it is the sole place to look for a solution to
society's afflictions.
Each of us is an actor in the chemiconeurological (or chemical-neurological) drama

that is being performed invisibly within the circuit of our minds. Wit Wolf Barend
Hendrik Strijdom, and other clones of apartheid philosophy, offered a dreadful and
disturbing portrait of the psyche of a minority of South African whites. ‘How mad
is a madman whose whole life was spent among crazies?’ asked Richard McNeill in
the Sunday Times.57.

[79]

Homo sapiens is unlikely to survive the technological onslaught on his environment
and mere living space, as long as he remains virtually ignorant of the
neurophysiological processes within the human head. However, a serious beginning
has been made. Modern neurobiology, neurochemistry, psycho-physiology, social
biology, computer simulation and other recently-developed methods of research do
enable scientists to look deeper and deeper into the brain. The mind relates to the
central nervous system as movement to the wheel. Gary Lynch, of the Center for the
Neurobiology of Learning and Memory at the University of Cal-

57. Learning How It Works, by George Johnson, TheNew York Times, Sundaymagazine section,
August 9, 1987
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ifornia concluded that ‘outside information such as the concept of apartheid’ is
translated by the central nervous system into rhythmic electrical impulses. These
impulses in turn cause flashes and a chain of chemical reactions in the brain. Science
is fully concentrating on discovering the neuro-anatomic map of the mind. After
dozens of years of concentrated study, researcher Gary Lynch still calls the human
head ‘a neural wilderness’.
It was correct of Mr Justice Harms to say that Barend Hendrik Strijdom's

cold-blooded deed was ‘worse than the behaviour of a terrorist.’ According to the
judge, Strijdom's background explained his thinking, but did not justify his actions.
Many conservative whites, not only in South Africa, but throughout the world, look
upon blacks as inferior human beings. But they don't march into the streets and start
killing them. Yet, the court was being told by a number of experts, that, yes, there
were perhaps some indications of incipient paranoia here and signs of impending
schizophrenia there, but nevertheless Strijdom did not suffer from a disordered
personality.58. Strijdom's ‘neural wilderness’ was obviously beyond his control. How
could experts tell the court Strijdom was mentally healthy when, as a policeman, he
had had his picture taken with the severed head of a black accident victim?

[80]

Returning to my talk with the four mayors and ex-mayors in the Carlton Hotel, Messrs
Botile, Nkatlo, Radebe and Tekwane, I suggested a national all-black referendum to
elect representatives to the proposed Great Indaba, which should decide on the future
of South Africa. It had become clear to me beyond any doubt that blacks in both
Group I (within the system) and Group II (outside the system), were sick and tired
of the government still selecting and deciding which blacks were suitable to represent
the masses. That is not how the ball bounces in 1989. Blacks are almost unanimous
on this vital point: they, and no-one else, will have to decide who may speak in their
name.
‘Forget about your idea of a referendum,’ I was told by the four black leaders who

could be classified as moderates belonging to Group

58. Also see The Wit Wolf Groupies by Jaap Boekooi and Frans Esterhuyse, The Sunday Star,
May 28, 1989
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I, ‘It won't work. The UDF will never agree to a referendum. They are simply going
to intimidate people once more, that's all. A lot of people in this country are losing
their belief in God, because of what is happening to them. It is quite clear what is
happening. The moment you move away from your own traditions and customs, you
will be encountering difficulties. Technically, man can do whatever he likes. But we
should also have moral codes. When people run amok, as is happening now so often
in our townships, it is because they face lots of problems alien to them. When one
moves away from one's roots and principles, primal and ancestral roots, then the
trouble really begins.’
Mayor Tekwane, also headmaster of a secondary school: ‘Today's children ask

questions that were wholly unthinkable some generations ago. They don't blindly
accept any more what they are being told by their elders. For them, there must be a
valid reason for why things happen or don't happen. They no longer passively accept
their fate, as some of their elders perhaps have done. Of course, there are no easy
answers. They want leaders and they don't really have them. They observe that a
number of black intellectuals want to negotiate with the government. They want to
understand why. Take a closer look at the schools. There you find practical examples
of what is on the minds of black children in this country. Our townships are
educational institutions, or call them schools, within their own rights. Here, you can
truly learn about public opinion in black South Africa. You have got to listen as
headmaster or as mayor to all kinds of people. In my functions you truly meet all
kinds of characters.’
Tekwane: ‘Black youths are very sceptical to expect anything positive fromwhites

outside the townships, because they do not really sit down and truly listen to them.
Nobody seems prepared to take the time to study how blacks in this country deeply
feel and think, or make an effort to understand what is on their minds.’

[81]

I had realized for some time how important it was to listen carefully to black youths.
So, I drove one weekend to Jeppe Reef in KaNgwane homeland near the Swaziland
border to attend a youth rally of the
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Inyandza NationalMovement.59. It was founded on February 12, 1978. ChiefMinister
(also called Comrade), Enos Mabuza paraphrased John F Kennedy, when he told the
gathering that he asked members not what Inyandza had done for them but what they
were doing for Inyandza and KaNgwane. The constitution of the organisation read
that the Movement was engaged in fighting for total liberation of the black masses
of South Africa. ‘Being citizens of this land, we are entitled to have a say in the
decision-making machinery in our country. The coloureds, Indians and whites are
represented in the legislature, whereas we blacks, who form the highest percentage
of the peoples of South Africa, are rendered voiceless when it comes to issues which
affect us. It is high time we speak against this malpractive in our country. Let us join
hands and be vocal. All the other structures to which we are subjected are not the
answer.’ I wondered how many South African whites ever bothered to read the
constitution of Inyandza in KaNgwane. And vocal they were. At a Jeppe Reef school
complex several thousands of KaNgwanians had assembled. They told me the
homeland government had never paid much attention to their region, but this day the
ministers and authorities were honouring them with a visit during the mass rally.
And, there they arrived, a long cortége of cars bringing the KaNgwane
decision-makers to the meeting. I talked to Philip Ngwenya (36), who was connected
with the homeland administration, to Robson Gamede (30) and Kenneth Mosupye
(29), both of whom worked for Inyandza. They were still studying to improve their
skills and knowledge of public relations and communications. I watched the people,
especially the thousands of youths for a while but then I left, because I was the sole
white man on the spot, and I felt out of place, and in a way intruding.
On the way to Jeppe Reef I passed a Teachers' College near Kanyamazane. A tall

black youth stood alongside the highway lifting up his hand. I hesitated, but decided
to stop. He immediately showed me his identification card from the college. He
confirmed that sometimes comrades of the ANC hitchhiked with whites to rob them
of their cars, so the transportation could be used for the revolution. I said, ‘I am on
my way to the Kruger Park, just for five hours or so. Why don't you come along and
then I will drive you to your father's house on the Swazi border.’

59. ‘Inyandza’ means ‘bundle of wood’.
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He had never been into the ‘wildtuin.’ Blacks generally are not interested in watching
animals.
We talked all day, and in the late afternoon, we reached his township atop a hill

near the frontier. His father slept in the shade under a tree. The sight reminded me
of Rembrandt's magnificent painting The Parable of the Lost Son, with the son
kneeling before the forgiving father.We sat in the garden. I could very well understand
how this father, unlike the fathers of Strijdom and McBride, had steered his
22-year-old son towards the teacher's college in Kanyamazane. The son was a patriot,
no doubt, but he harboured neither hatred nor unmitigated disgust for whites in his
psyche. The young black student fromKaNgwane obviously had an intelligent mind.
I encouraged him to continue his studies when he leaves the college in December
1990.60.

[82]

I asked the four mayors and ex-mayors in the Carlton whether they didn't fear for
their lives, since so many blacks considered them to be collaborators with the
government. ‘They have tried to kill us,’ they said, ‘they tried several times even.
After a period of relative calm, we have noticed that the radicals and the street
committees seem to become active again.61. The problem we face now is that the
police and the SADF do not act the way they used to. In the past, troublemakers were
simply picked up, all of them. Now, they don't do that any more and that's why our
problems in the townships are on the increase again. We have already spoken to the
Minister of Law and Order, Adriaan Vlok, about this. We asked for the
street-committee leaders, who are aiming at inciting people, and intimidating them
with all kinds of terrorist methods, to pick these hoodlums up. All they want is to
create chaos and make the townships ungovernable. It was done, but it took a very
long time. The poison has already spread. In the past, the rabble-rousers were put
away immediately, with no delays whatsoever.’
Discussing the incredible fragmentation in black opinion, former

60. It was meetings like these that made me decide to write a second volume later this year
concentrating on what young black people have to say about their lives and expectations for
the future

61. This conversation took place in early May 1989
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mayor Nelson Botile of Soweto remarked, ‘If I differ in opinion from another man,
I must go to him and talk, and not grab a gun and start shooting as some seem to
prefer. Resorting to violence is a primitive, criminal and unintelligent reaction. To
talk face-to-face has always been my policy and this is what I am doing now. What
we are presently achieving in Soweto, and the many things that at last are being done
there, are the end result of talking and negotiating with the government. If you no
longer meet each other, and instead use force, shoot and kill, burn down schools or
municipal property, who in the end is losing out? If opponents to a more reasonable
line of conduct plan to kill me, they are not destroying apartheid. By killing me, or
necklacing a fellow black man, they do not wipe out the oppressor. What they are
really doing is killing their own brothers. And where is it leading our radical
opponents? Nowhere!’ My mayoral friends also wanted me to understand the
following. ‘If you study carefully the entire political situation in Africa, you must
begin with posing the following question: how did the white man manage to come
to Africa? They were at the time using antiquated wooden ships. If the wind blew
the wrong way, they were simply going somewhere else. To them, it was God who
had bequeathed them the mission to go to the dark continent and civilize blacks that
lived there. Isn't that what happened? The same thing occurred in this country. No
man will ever bring the full situation under control without the wisdom of Almighty
God. God has done this thing on purpose. Hewas testing theminds of the intellectuals.
He wanted to see how clever they were. Do they perhaps think that they are cleverer
than God? God said to us, “I am the man. I will tell you what to do.” And He is going
to bring us a man who will unite all the black people of this country and bring them
together.’

[83]

While we in the west think with Gregory Bateson that we should search for ‘a new
ecology of the mind’62. in the townships of South Africa, thoughts still turn to God.
In the West we ask ourselves, ‘What is the mind; how does the brain function? What
is consciousness and what is

62. Steps to an Ecology of Mind, by Gregory Bateson, Ballentine Books, New York (1972)
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soul or psyche? Was there consciousness prior to birth? Is the soul timeless? Will
the soul be able to remember the death of the body? If the universe has a cause, is it
God? What could have existed before God? Did God create cosmic matter out of
nothingness? Was it God who gave us time? Or is God timeless too?’ Einstein
maintained that God wasn't gambling. After him, it was established that subatomic
particles do behave in ways that cannot be predetermined. Therefore, God was
gambling, after all, with creation.
In South African townships blacks often seem to display a faith and a trust in God

that faded long ago from the minds of most people in the advanced world. I flew
down a year after our first encounter to again meet members of the Western Cape
Council of Churches. We sat on the terrace of the De Waal Sun Hotel, this time with
Archbishop S Mhambi, President of the Council, J Yelani, Bishop Thomas Siyolo
and the Reverend TD Bengo. They told me, ‘If only the true Christians in South
Africa would stand up to fight the battle of liberation, there could be a solution to
all the problems of South Africa.We believe that to solve our controversies we should
not use violence as if we are a godless people. We must talk to one another as
Christians. If we are all enemies of each other in this land, there is no future.’ I pointed
out that Christians elsewhere had gained quite a reputation for butchering each other,
from Lebanon to Northern Ireland. I also asked them how they could possibly assume
that blacks would not be at each other's throats after liberation in South Africa as
elsewhere in the continent.
‘In Christianity,’ they assuredme, ‘there are no Zulus, Xhosas, Sothos, or whatever.

We are all creatures of God. We are all sons and daughters of God. If our minds are
telling us that we can liberate this country by force, there will never be a solution. It
must be clear in our minds that this land was created by God. Christianity knows of
no discrimination. We are all children of God. The freedom-fighters have now been
struggling for years, and it is still going on. There is no solution. Nor will there be a
solution without God. That is the truth. We must know that God is our creator. All
that we have achieved is a gift from Him, not from our hands, or from our ability to
think.’
The churchmen continued; ‘For example, the Bible tells the story of Moses and

Pharaoh. When Moses went to Egypt he had faith in his religion and in God. He was
friendly towards Pharaoh because his faith told him that God was going to fight for
him. Moses overpowered the Kings
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of Egypt, because of the hand of God. There is not doubt that if we believe in God,
the liberation of South Africa will come.’ I asked to what extent this faith in
Christianity was in conformity with original African religious concepts. They told
me, ‘It is not so easy to turn back to African religion, because in those days African
kings ruled. Actually African kings were looked upon as gods.’ After referring to
Mandela and Buthelezi as descendants of African royals, I asked how the change-over
had been made from earthly kings to God in Heaven. ‘The tribal religions are very
difficult to understand,’ I was told. ‘The white people that came to our lands are
foreigners. They did not bring their kings with them.Who then would rule the whites?
The Indians came here, but they came as foreigners and did not bring their maharajahs
with them. So who would rule them? But in Christianity these problems do not exist,
because God rules all Christians, whether whites, Indians, or blacks.’ I asked why
African religion was difficult to understand.
‘We know,’ they said. ‘We learned about African religion from our forefathers.

And we also learned about it in history classes.’ ‘Do you mean to say,’ I asked, ‘that
the whites who designed your curriculum included the history of African religion?’
The churchmen said: ‘We can properly say that the whites that came here centuries
ago were true Christians. They didn't hide our history from us. On the contrary, they
explained it to us, and this is still being done. You see, since whites arrived here,
your forefathers, the Dutch, studied how African religion was being practised and
they noted everything down. They translated from Xhosa, and other languages, and
what we blacks possess now in regard to our own faraway history was all written
down by white Christians at the time they first came here. If whites had not done
this, we wouldn't have known anything about it today. Our own forefathers never
wrote anything down. There were no schools in our land. So in that respect everything
has been done by whites, and perhaps some of your Dutch forebears. Therefore we
say, wemust now sit down together and share that knowledge and experience together
as true Christians.’

[84]

Psychologist Nimrod Mkele also touched upon the subject of the white man having
colonised Africa. In his interview with the magazine Black
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Enterprise63., he even traced poverty in Africa primarily to blacks coming into contact
with the West. ‘Before the whites came, we had land and cultivated it. We had cattle.
We grew food, and we constantly moved onwards, because all the land was ours.
Then, the white colonialists arrived and took our land. They even considered it
essential, and said so openly, to reduce our access to the land. We would that way
be forced to work for them. On top of all that, they taxed us. Black people, who
initially did very well, were reduced to dismal poverty. Whites aimed at cheap labour,
especially after 1913. Blacks in this part of the world became very poor indeed. And,
when the National Party came to power, they followed that policy even more
vigorously. And then, as a rabbit out of the hat, they offered us homelands for blacks
exclusively.’
I asked whether blacks had felt as if they were actually being returned their own

soil. ‘Precisely,’ replied Mkele, ‘we were getting back the land that had been taken
from us. These lands are now being called Transkei, Ciskei, Qua Qua, KaNgwane,
Bophuthatswana and all the rest. We possessed those lands before the whites came.
Now things are changing. Blacks are steadily regaining lost ground. You see blacks
moving now, for instance, into the area of small businesses even. But, then you can't
say, that blacks are already moving into the mainstream of South African economy.
This remains a difficulty, because we have no access to skills. Essential skills are
needed, and they are the tools that South African blacks are waiting for.’
Nimrod Mkele concluded our talk as follows, ‘In the meantime, we are trying to

make progress. We now can identify a variety of novel business opportunities for
blacks. Then, blacks actively explore new sources to raise funds.We now concentrate
on the training and development of blacks, and especially on preparing them to run
bigger, more complicated, business operations. In fact, when American companies
began disinvesting over the past years, we spoke of revolving-door disinvestment.
American withdrawals from our economy too often meant in practice seeing them
return here as white South Africans. But, why did the Americans not conclude their
deals with us? Blacks could have bought them out too, if we had been given proper
financial assistance. That, at least, would have meant a rapid way for blacks to enter
the mainstream of the economy. And, surely we do need to get in there.’

63. Black Enterprise, volume 19, 1989
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[85]

NimrodMkele advisedme to go andmeet professor NCManganyi, formerly professor
of psychology and Dean of the Faculty of Arts at the University of Transkei, and
presently Head of the Institute of African Studies at the Witwatersrand University
in Johannesburg. There were some hurdles to overcome before I finally entered his
Wits office. He knew I wanted an interview for this report, but once we were talking,
he made it clear that á laButhelezi, he didn't want his name linked in a book to people
not his kind. I tried various angles to convince him that he could still decide upon
reading the text of our talk to not have it published after all. We even discovered that
we both had spent some time at Yale University, in Hew Haven, Connecticut, and
had both lived in Pierson College out there. But not even that remembrance moved
him. Every person is entirely free in his choice as to whom he grants an interview.
But in the case of Professor Manganyi, I recalled Don Mattera's reminder about
‘people with a hidden agenda’.
JohnMavuso and Nelson Botile had mentioned Gibson Thula, the former member

of the Inkatha Central Committee sacked by Chief Buthelezi because he wanted to
open a liquor business. I approached him too. He replied that he was no longer a
public figure and therefore, ‘it would not be fair on you to interview me’. Probably
it was also an excuse, because he didn't feel like granting a time-consuming
get-together, but in Thula's case, it didn't leave me with an aftertaste.
ProfessorManganyi was nevertheless kind enough to leave me some of his papers,

which convinced me even more that I had lost an interesting personality for this
book. Like Mkele, professor Manganyi speaks of the destruction colonization has
brought, since the 17th century, upon black South Africans and he litters his reflections
with catch-phrases like ‘Caucasian arrogance’, ‘aggressive racial capitalism’,
‘systematic racist ideology’ and so forth. These are the standard epithets of the left.
But I also found a fascinating paper he presented some years ago at a Pugwash
Conference at my former college for the diplomatic service at ‘Nijenrode Castle’ in
the Netherlands, a meeting I attended as well.64.

In this study he wrote, inter alia, ‘I am convinced that Africa's leaders have failed
to grapple meaningfully with the process of definition - what

64. Neither of us was aware of the presence of the other at ‘Nijenrode’ at the time
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it means to be free - and to project this meaning as a quality of life, humanism’. ‘The
beautiful ones have not yet been born,’ an African writer once proclaimed. ‘Indeed,
after colonialism, Africa must still free itself from tyranny and from those of its
leaders who have inherited the physical and psychological instruments of terror. The
face of terror that the Amin's and the Bokassas's represent is the supreme contradiction
of the quality of Africa's independence, of the freedom of its peoples.’ He quotes
Franz Fanon describing Algerians, under French occupation, not breathing freely,
but being engaged in ‘combat breathing’. He next drew a parallel with the racial
doctrine of apartheid and, who knows, perhaps his not wanting to speak to me related
to earlier unfortunate experiences with journalists. I said before and I say again, that
memory is not a weapon. Memory is a cul-de-sac, even for a psychologist or expert.

[86]

The four mayors and ex-mayors in the Carlton coffee shop stressed that it was
impossible to run a community on the basis of ideology. ‘The calibre of the councillors
is still the big question,’ they said. ‘You will not find intellectuals or professors
amongst them.’ For what it is worth, I countered, there are no professors in the
American Congress either. ‘In our townships one often finds local businessmen in
the town councils, who dream of furthering their business interests on the side when
they enter the town council circuit. A lot of councillors are basically traders and do
not represent the quality of people that are necessary to lead us. ‘Do you realize,’ I
was told, ‘that besides intimidating voters, the radicals physically prevent people
from going to the polls? If people were truly left to themselves to do the things that
they consider right, there would be an entirely different result in municipal elections.’
I mentioned that I had heard that only 30 percent of the eligible voters had actually

voted in the 1988municipal elections. ‘That percentage would rise,’ the mayors said,
‘if widespread intimidation as well as physical threats ceased. As it stands, people
are being intimidated long before voting day. Then on election day itself, people are
flatly molested and attacked. A lot of people are also literally petrified that they
would be seen voting, by the wrong people. If political opposition groups are of the
opinion that people should not vote, they should openly campaign against voting and
explain clearly the reasons why people should not
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vote. They should bring arguments forward and set forth their views and leave it up
to the people to make up their minds.’
I countered that most radicals and political opposition groups were operating

underground, because they were banned by the government, so how could they
possibly go on the campaign trail? ‘At the moment they can't. That is correct. But
the reason they can't is that they apply terrorist tactics and are waging a so-called
armed struggle. And they pose, especially in the way their policies are presented
overseas, as the great defenders of democracy. But in reality, the opponents of
township elections force their ways by threatening andmolesting people. They claim
to be the great defenders of the “one man, one vote” system, but in reality they do
not tolerate any opinion but their own. Their ultimate aim is to silence and kill their
most popular and eloquent opponents, to make the townships ungovernable through
violence and terror If a township election could be held in true and real freedom,
without intimidation and violence, we would witness miracles. The radicals would
be in the minority, that's all.’
I played the devil's advocate by suggesting that they were painting a too-rosy

picture as to the majority views of township blacks They seemed incensed at the
mere suggestion. ‘We have been in politics for many years,’ they said. ‘No outside
person can come and tell us what is going on in the townships. We know what is
happening there. We were born and brought up in this country. We know what is
going on at all levels of society. We know why certain things can or cannot be done.
In South Africa today, you must be first of all political realists. That's important to
realise first. Don't try to be a smart politician and try to please this person or that
person. You can't. You must be a political realist in this country. One must understand
the situation as it is. We were there. We are here. Therefore, no man can come and
tell us what is happening in South Africa today. We know the game A to Z. We also
know our politics.’

[87]

I had long wondered what the Soweto Sofasonke Party was about, because lately
this organisation seemed to have branched out towards other townships. I was aware
of trouble in places such as Kwa Thema and Lekoa. ‘The Sofasonke at one time used
to convene meetings in
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churches,’ the mayors told me,’ but they could not fill them up. Today, if Sofasonke
organizes a meeting they fill up an entire stadium. Sofasonke is the opposite of UDF,
Azapo and other radicals. Sofasonke aims at the very young, often even at children,
and the elderly. Now, if someone told us that Desmond Tutu had filled up the Orlando
stadium, we would become seriously worried. All Tutu mobilizes in Soweto is one
single church. Doesn't that tell the story of the man, heralded around the world as
the voice of the black people? Tutu is hardly a chosen leader of the people. He was
appointed by the church and next promoted to world fame by the Nobel committee.
Tutu wasn't ordained by the people of Soweto, or for that matter, the people of the
Cape, his own back yard, where he resides as prelate of the Anglican Church in his
palace in a white area of Cape Town. At times he lives in Soweto, when he is not
crusading overseas against us.’
At this point I informed the mayors of my own experiences in Crossroads, and

other Cape areas, and what black people there had told me about Tutu's behaviour
in foreign lands. I told them that even now, in 1989, the churchmen of the Western
Cape Council of Churches, consisting of some 160 churches in Tutu's region, remained
adamantly opposed to all forms of sanctions, because they directly affect blacks at
the Cape. ‘If anybody is a mentally balanced person,’ the mayors maintained, ‘he
would not make irrational statements about the people being ready to suffer and
undergo even more hardship through sanctions and a boycott overseas. People are
too often already starving as a direct result of sanctions and disinvestment. Blacks
in Cape Town, and even at Jan Smuts, have demonstrated against Tutu with banners
and placards saying, “Give us jobs!”’
By mid-May 1989, Desmond Tutu and company65. once more visited Washington

to whip up support for sanctions. It is their view - and no doubt it carries a grain of
truth - that sanctions are neither a good or a bad idea, but that the boycott is the only
effective strategy to weaken Pretoria's persistence in ignoring the will of the black
majority. Now we all are aware that human history is replete with examples of costly
disasters and harrowing chapters of misery and poverty. The apartheid saga of South
Africa is but one example. However, the professionalising of human intraspecific
aggression - in which the super-powers are true pro-

65. Accompanied by Frank Chikane, Alan Boesak and Beyers Naudé
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fessionals - has a longer history than most human enterprises. The record of
incompetence is perhaps the worst in this sphere. In the case of South Africa this
pertains both to those against sanctions and to the advocates of sanctions. Tutu
managed to stir up so much emotion in Washington in May 1989, again, that ‘even
conservative Democratic Senator David Boren, who until now has been leaning away
from a fresh round of sanctions, enthusiastically endorsed the church leaders' carefully
selected financial sanctions.’66. The travelling religious leaders also made an effort
to change their tune, at least to some extent since they must have become aware that
an increasing number of blacks in South Africa consider them to be engaged in
unreasonably destructive activity.
Of course, most people interpret aggressive behaviour as linked to causing physical

injury or harm to another individual or a group of individuals. But then, there is
aggressive behaviour in the form of imposing sanctions on a weaker party, that causes
hunger, poverty, deprivation and above all, psychological pain and damage on a large
scale to millions of people in other lands. This brings us back to the earlier-discussed
perceptions of intention and intentionality. Perhaps Desmond Tutu and his church
comrades do assume that they contribute to the struggle for liberation by causing
economic hardships for the government of South Africa and thus pressure it into
making concessions to blacks on reform and the elimination of apartheid. Who is
fooling whom? The fool is the man who embraces a far-too-simple explanation for
complex phenomena he doesn't really understand. If the phenomena are unpleasant
and if simple action, any action, proves to be abusive, the bloody fool reasons, ‘so
much the better’.

[88]

Upon his return from the United States, the Archbishop talked to editor Khulu Sibija
of the (black) City Press. I made an effort to understand the way Tutu's brain works.
He blandly stated that he had not been accused as yet by the oppressed, the poor and
the hungry for his political actions. Perhaps Tutu is deaf, blind or both. No wonder
he says these things to the City Press with a piously straight face, because he flatly
refuses to meet the oppressed, the poor and the hungry. The members of

66. David Braun from Washington, in The Star
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the Western Cape Council of Churches who intended to share with him sincere
criticism on his behaviour overseas are simply ignored and brushed aside by the
prelate from Bishopscourt. Perhaps, colleague Khulu Sibiya should venture out to
the Cape and investigate on the spot what black people are thinking and feeling in
regard to the man to whom he offers half a page in his paper to ventilate his one-sided
point of view. Let Sibiya offer the same amount of space to the churchmen from the
heart of the black townships in the Cape, who have not as yet been discovered by a
Nobel Committee in Oslo, Norway.
‘I belong with the oppressed,’ stated the Archbishop to the City Press and the

remark passed by without comment. He further said that the government is doing all
it can ‘to vilify, denigrate and discredit me. In a sense, their attitude is a very good
barometer of the effectiveness of what we are doing.’ I, for one, fail to understand
the endless patience and forbearance of the Pretoria government with the bishop
from Cape Town. Why should he be spared while others who advocate the same
policies in writing or by word of mouth have to reckon with existing security laws?
The government must have sound reasons unknown to the public. However,
sometimes one wishes that the modern Afrikaner would rediscover some of the
courage for which his forebears gained respect and reverence from the entire world.
When Khulu Sibiya asked the Archbishop who gave him a mandate to become

the super salesman of sanctions abroad he innocently replied, ‘I have never said that
I am speaking for other people when I call for sanctions, not even my church. It is
my own opinion. Nor have I ever been repudiated by credible leaders.’ No, because
the credible leaders whom I had the pleasure of meeting, asked me kindly to turn off
my tape recorder the moment the subject of the Archbishop turned up. Of course, I
cannot divulge what was said, but I heard enough from the poor, the man in the street,
the Black Achievers or blacks in general, to know that Desmond Tutu is living in
Fairyland when he says to Khulu Sibiya,67. ‘I know the people are with me.’ One
wonders howTutu processes themessages his senses send to his brain into perceptions
about the outside world. Many close their minds to information, especially when
data contradict already shaped opinions or convictions. First of all, the senses supply
information about ourselves. They monitor the positions of the

67. City Press, May 28, 1989
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limbs, the balance of our bodies and, through pain, signal injury or illness. However,
almost nothing of our day-by-day or second-by-second perceptions, that allow us to
survive in a dangerous world, are actually reaching consciousness. The mind closes
itself off from what we subconsciously prefer not to know and not to be aware of.
Especially those who work in areas of influence tend to collect ‘information’ that

suits their purpose. Tutu and his associates seem to be geniuses at doing just that.
They accummulate and propagate ‘information’ about South Africa that is readily
being accepted by foreign audiences as the gospel truth, because inter alia Tutu is a
man of the cloth representing the dignity and fame of an internationally respected
Church. Who wouldn't be impressed with such a masquerade of the high office of
the Archbishop of Cape Town? The result is just a dialogue of the deaf, where the
programmed minds of overseas audiences68. readily accept an appeal for sanctions
by the self-appointed envoys of some of South Africa's churches.
Academic psychology admits that a person's true intentions comprise one of the

most difficult concepts to understand, as well as to discuss. Most behaviourism is
commonly explained by intentions. An intention seems to characterize themind. The
forming of an intention, like Tutu's intention to assist in the liberation of blacks in
South Africa, seems to imply free will, and even the ability to choose and select,
especially in the case of mature people.

[89]

When people think, what do they think about? How does the brain perform when
the mind thinks? How, for instance, can we add an extra ingredient of fact or truth
to our thinking processes? What impedes our doing this? ‘When we are thinking
about ourselves, what exactly are we thinking about?’ asked Douglas Hofstadter, a
well-known American Mind researcher.69. In essence, we all are creatures that distort
truth and reality. Once the ball of falsification starts rolling, it seems to do so for-

68. The reader will remember the story of the Dutch television audience readily accepting the
lie that a wall was being built around Soweto to keep blacks in

69. Exploring the Labyrinth of the Mind, by James Gleick, The New York Times, Sunday
magazine, section 6, p 21, August 21, 1983
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ever. That's why I described people earlier as mentally operating, not a Kodak or
Canon camera, but rather a camera obscura. So what is really important is what
happens in the mysterous obscurity behind the images and impressions that our minds
register through their information processors, the neurons. Let me just touch upon
one other aspect of recent American mind-research in an effort to illustrate that
science is standing on the threshold of discovering data on brain functioning that
will greatly benefit South Africa.
Benjamin Libet, neuro-scientist in the Department of Physiology at the University

of California, for instance, looked into the question of whether the brain has a mind
of its own.70. Libet established beyond a shadow of doubt that it does. The brain
prepares for action long before the mind has decided on anything. Libet, his
colleagues, and other neurophysiologists further discovered that neurons actually
operate independently of the mind. Neurons, our super-information processors, make
autonomous decisions, which raises the practical question: where do will and active
participation in decision-making end and when precisely do thought-processes in
our lovely think-tanks take over? The mind thinks and even takes action apparently
outside our consciousness and ego. As one American scientist once asked, ‘How
does our conscious control-filter-system work to prevent the mind from being
inundated with a surplus of data?’
Actually, no-one knows exactly what rules and regulations determine in the end

our ideas, opinions and convictions. Or for that matter, how our brains cough up our
often unintended lies and misconceptions. When psychological depth-mechanisms
are indeed controlled by the mind, and when the ‘I’ at times is not involved in
brain-processes, thinking is being reduced to another form of Russian roulette. Or,
as Libet reported in 1986, it is quite possible for the mind to veto a decision that has
been already taken by the brain. Libet demonstrated that there was a timespan of
2/10 of a second between the mind carrying out a decision already taken by the brain.
A decision can still be reversed in between hardly distinguishable flashes.
A colleague of Libet, Emanuel Dochin of the University of Illinois, has calculated

that the mind recognizes a word being sent up from the brain within 150milliseconds.
Another 100 milliseconds are needed in

70. The New York Times, Science section, April 24, 1986
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addition for the particular word to reach consciousness, our state of ‘knowing’. That
is to say, according to professor Dochin, ‘if it ever gets that far’. He described the
number of mental candidates that crowd around to be observed and recognized by
the ‘I’ as simply immense.71. Only a minimal amount of information or data is being
admitted to our thought-processes. And this is where intelligence comes in.
Intelligence is directly linked to the waymind-processes handle data and information.
Intelligence has been described as the capacity to produce appropriate and clever
guesswork. Intelligence could be also likened to the capacity to detect new,
non-chance, associations. Through newly-detected associations the quality of
thinking-processes and decision-making can be largely enhanced. An intelligent man
is not neccessarily the person who has collected vast knowledge concerning past
discoveries and who operates on the basis of that collected data. A bright mind will
have basic knowledge to work with, but instead of relying on collected past facts,
memory, hearsay or the information contained in books, he discovers new associations
and new ideas from direct personal experience. In other words, intelligent minds
refuse to remain stagnant, stationary and immobilized. Intelligent people continue
the ‘trek’ towards new information, new facts, familiarizing themselves with new
scientific discoveries and research, looking constantly for associations in order to
upgrade and enrich their processes. If blacks and whites were to begin practising
more scientific approaches to present psychological, social and economic problems
within their beautiful land, South Africa would not for long continue to find itself in
the precarious position it is in now.

[90]

Although I had raised the matter of Sofasonke with the mayors and ex-mayors in the
Carlton, we ended up discussing sanctions instead. It would actually take a second
round-table meeting with Messrs Botile, Nkatlo, Radebe, Tekwane, joined this time
by Mayor Matilda Mothlaping of Kwa Thema, at the Johannesburg Sun Hotel, to
thrash out their opinions of the role of Sofasonke in black townships. ‘If we blacks
were only properly integrated,’ they continued in our Carlton meeting, ‘this

71. ‘Insights into Self-Deception’ by Daniel Goleman, The New York Times, May 12, 1985, pp
36-44
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country would be such a peaceful and beautiful place. Blacks completely lack
integration into the overall social activies in society on the whole.’ ‘But nobody
seems to agree with anybody else,’ I replied. At this point, my four partners in the
conversation all wanted to reply at once. The tape, as I later discovered, turned into
a veritable cacaphony of sound. ‘People have set up political organisations in this
country and turned them into factories supplying political production. The outcome
is a political propaganda product in its purest form. So, the moment I discover that
the product I am turning out for overseas consumption is bringing me considerable
advantages and profits over a broad front, I won't readily give it up.’ I realized we
were back with Desmond Tutu.
‘While I am making a big profit, and the sailing towards overseas lands is good,

I am not likely to give up these first-class, lavishly-funded junkets, paid for by foreign,
anti-South African organisations. In the meantime, a big profit is harvested while
advocating the kind of propaganda people overseas want to hear, receiving further
confirmation about misconceptions they entertain about this country and about us
blacks, including the nonsense they think is turning in our heads. Why would these
religious preachers not stick at all costs to their line, as long as their business is
flourishing. If Chief Buthelezi were to be mentioned with JohnMavuso in your book,
the people overseas would ask him ‘Why are you all of a sudden in one camp with
Mavuso? You were turning out such a nice product, fully confirming our perceptions
of South Africa. Now we are confused. That's why Chief Buthelezi wrote in his fax
to you about his concern for foreign anti-apartheid movements. It's all a question of
meeting money obligations, that's all.’

[91]

Journalist and assistant editor of The Sowetan, Sam Mabe, knew both professor NC
Manganyi and psychiatrist Solly Rataemane well. He expressed the general view
that they were the type of leaders who have a very important role to play in the
resolution of South Africa's problems. Too many people tend to believe that
ostentatious politicians who catch the headlines are in fact leaders. This is not so.
There are countless black intellectuals and professionals in a variety of fields, who
do not consider themselves as leaders, but are leading already, whether they are aware
of it or not. They are leading by the research or intelligent
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work they are carrying out in their respective fields. They are actually contributing
in their own quiet and modest ways to a future South Africa. They do not recognize
themselves as leaders. They are often not even aware of the important roles they
already play. Suddenly, it seems that ever more people are discovering that South
Africa is indeed producing an authentic wealth in leadership represented in the brains
of theManganyis, Rataemanes and others I have spoken to in this report. From talking
to Sam Mabe, and others, I gathered the distinct impression that moderates who use
their brains do not necessarily want to do away with some non-violent policies
followed by the ANC, PAC, UDP, AZAPO or others. They are saying that these
organisations should buy some of their ideas. ‘We are of the opinion that we should
be grooming and educating future leaders, instead of burning the country down.72.

It's genuine leaders we need in this country. We need people who are intelligent and
can do things properly. There are revolutionaries now who are ready to flatten the
country in order to obtain black feedom. We say to them, ‘If that is the route you
want to follow, fine, but you have got to be aware, that at some stage in the future,
when peace breaks out, you will still need leaders. Somebody will have to lead this
country. When are we going to prepare ourselves for that?’
‘There are people who solemnly believe in revolutionary change,’ they would tell

me. ‘There are equally sincere people who believe in evolutionary change. We say
to both of them, “Okay, but some day you will need negotiators to be empowered
by the people. Future leaders need to be groomed with information and knowledge.
Our future negotiators must develop the strength to know how to negotiate on behalf
of the people. One shouldn't be dispatched to the negotiating table unprepared,
resulting in nothing but shouting empty slogans and hurling insults at people. Future
leaders must be properly supplied with facts, with solid and sound information, so
that they are fully equipped to properly and intelligently support their arguments.
That is the kind of brain power future negotiators need. Only then we can speak of
empowerment of the people all the way. This is what we are saying. This is what we
are preaching. Everybody needs to develop skill to think, to reason, to argue and to
negotiate, whether you are in the ANC, the UDF, Inka-

72. I asked them what they meant by the word ‘we’ and they explained it meant the majority of
the black South African masses and the view they took
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tha, wherever. Once you are in a position of leadership, you need to develop the
necessary skills. And we are saying, let's begin to develop and apply these skills
now”.’
Conscious and unconscious interaction is an inevitable result of all human

encounters. In interacting, people constantly perform, endeavouring to project a
favourable image of themselves while at the same time having to process the
information coming their way. Students of social skills say that all humans are in
need of cognitive and behavioural skills. Each person needs to be able to place himself
in the other's position, be prepared to improvise, and adapt to the circumstances when
necessary, in order to convey the desired image. I guess this is what Sam Mabe and
other serious-minded blacks were talking about: the need to teach the young the art
of communication between individuals, groups and organisations, including those
that are predominantly white. Negotiation is actually an every-day occurrence between
people. All social encounters undergo subtle forms of manipulation or ‘negotiation’.73.

I support the Sam Mabes for training young blacks to negotiate concessions and
compromise. It's what Mayor Mothlaping advocated during the first few lines of this
report. There is no way for South Africa other than to negotiate. However, formal
negotiations between parties are embedded in a complex system of rules and
relationships, and in South Africa, negotiators have an added component to reckon
with: the customary way of performing, which has been determined and firmly
established along racially-oriented lines.

[92]

I asked Tom Boya, President of UMSA, why he had said at a press conference, on
January 5, 1989, to consider the year 19898 ‘The Year of Negotiation’.
‘First of all,’ said Tom, ‘we would want to see PW Botha retire gracefully. He has

done his part. He has been the first Afrikaner nationlist who has been so bold as to
stand up and announce that apartheid had to go. He was the first, let's admit that. He
has also been the first Afrikaner who has changed the Constitution, in order to include
people

73. Some of the information used here was taken from pp 508-510 of The Oxford Companion
of the Mind
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of another colour, which in those days nearly cost him his premiership. A number
of nationalists left the NP in protest, and are now in opposition. However, PW Botha
did not carry out the total aspirations of the people of South Africa, because he still
excluded blacks. This was a grave mistake. He should have taken the chance and
have included blacks at that particular time, because there would have been a better
acceptance of the system.’
‘Today,’ said Tom, ‘the struggle is shifting into a different direction. At that time,

blacks would have still been willing to accept half a loaf. Today, blacks really want
a full loaf. At that time, a quadruple parliamentarian system, a table with four legs
could still have been accepted. But today, we do not want anything short of one man
one vote. This is where the struggle in 1989 is at. In order to negotiate now for a
compromise is going to be a very, very difficult matter. But, if the government can
again move during this year, we at UMSA are actually saying the same thing, as when
Mr FW de Klerk became the NP leader and declared that we must now hold a Great
Indaba - in short negotiations.Therefore, yes this is the year of seeking a compromise,
or of negotiating peace between blacks and whites in this country.’
Boya continued, ‘When Margaret Thatcher was recently here in Southern Africa

she also referred to negotiations. UMSA's position is the same. It is now up to the
government to grab this opportunity and to run with it. The key to the struggle of
liberation i.e. not outside South Africa, nor in the ANC, the UDF, AZAPO or Inkatha.
The key lies with the South African government. It should open its arms genuinely
and say ‘Gentlemen, let's sit around the table of brotherhood and negotiate.’
‘The government must show its bona fides,’ said Tom Boya. ‘The only way to

prove their intentions is by releasing political prisoners and detainees, including
Nelson Mandela. And, not piecemeal. All of them. We know what will happen.
Political refugees will come home. Our compatriots in exile would like to return, but
they have to know what they are going to find and that they are going to be accepted.
This whole issue of a National Statutory Council is a non-starter. If the government
is to negotiate with town councillors, who were elected by the people on a different
mandate, it will lead to nothing, absolutely nothing.’
Again, I introduced the idea of an all-black referendum, to enable blacks to express

themselves about whom they want to represent them at the Great Indaba. Boya ‘That
is the solution. A referendum right
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now for the black people in this country, to choose whom they want to be their leaders
in the forthcoming Great Indaba. Then we will see what happens. At this moment in
our history a national black referendum would be a much-needed breakthrough.
Because we now find that the entire reform process has come to a standstill. Nothing
substantial is happening.’
I asked whether the government problems were not truly herculean in this labyrinth

of rightwing and ultra-right opposition among whites opposed to reform at any price.
‘Oh yes,’ he said, ‘we must acknowledge what has happened in favour of the
government. Good things happened with the scrapping of the Mixed Marriages Act,
and the scrapping of the Pass Laws. Those measures were very positive. Then
followed the scrapping of Influx Control and the Immorality Act. But they were a
case of too little, too late. We cannot but conclude from the present system, that the
South African government is basically reactionary. They constantly react to situations.
They wait for something to happen, before they move. And, after something has
happened, they react very slowly as well. Instead of being bold enough to make the
necessary statements on policy, they stay mum most of the time and seem unable to
act with speed and imagination.’
‘Let me make a final observation,’ said Tom. ‘The Conservative Party won a

number of seats during the municipal elections. Boksburg became an excellent
example of what had happened. After the CP got in at Boksburg with a majority of
council seats, they went to find an old statutory book. They dusted it and discovered
on a certain page an ordinance they quickly applied. This antiquated measure became
an actual reality in 1989. Actually, it was a good thing it happened, since at least we
knew exactly where we stood. “Non-European Toilet” signs went back up.’
I said, ‘I particularly liked the white Boksburg jeweller, who unveiled a time piece

called “The CP Clock”, and it ran backwards.’ ‘Maybe,’ Tom replied, ‘but what all
this nonsense amounted to was, that it clearly demonstrated to us how whites had
been misusing their votes. That is very important to note.’ Tom, and other members
of UMSA went on December 2, 1988 to Boksburg to demonstrate. ‘At the present
moment,’ Boya told me, ‘I am facing charges on the basis of the Internal Security
Act for having urinated in an all-white toilet at the time. The charge is presently
being investigated. I was charged on the basis of sec-
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tion 46 of the Internal Security Act Number 74 of 1982 for having demonstrated in
Boksburg without official permission of the local magistrate and having addressed
an illegal gathering. We went there, of course, out of solidarity with the black people
of Boksburg. There were 40 journalists from all over the world to cover the event.
My urinating in a white toilet was even duly reported in the Irish Times. Now, the
Attorney-General will have to decide whether I will be brought to trial or not. It
would please me no end, if I were prosecuted because the whole mad episode will
come out into the open, and show what this country still is like. If the government
of South Africa is serious about reform, it must call the first shots. All we are asking
for is to call for a Great Indaba after they scrap all the remaining discriminatory Laws
and Regulations. The government would then be surprised to see how many black
people will come and say, “We agree to talk. We are ready to negotiate. We will lay
down our arms. We are prepared for a peaceful transition in South Africa, that will
be free of race, will be free of prejudice and that will be a South Africa for
everybody”.’

[93]

I wondered in the meantime what had further happened in the melodrama in Lekoa
betweenmayor Samuel Kolisang and his dissident VRRP councillors, who had locked
hands with the opposition and the local Sofasonke troublemakers. I discovered that
the beleaguered mayor had scolded his opportunistic colleagues, ‘Gentlemen, since
we promised during the election campaign to meet the people from time to time, and
since this is now happening with you deserting the party and voting against our own
election promises, we have to go back to the community and discuss the situation
with the people.’
Mayor Kolisang called a mass rally at the Georgetown Stadium in Sharpeville.

An estimated 19,000 to 22,000 residents of Lekoa city showed up to hear him.
Kolisang explained what had happened and obviously the people understood what
dirty games were being played for personal gain. The people wanted to know who
the 18 deserters from the VRRP were, but the mayor said that he would deal with the
matter in an appropriate way and was not prepared to divulge their names for security
reasons. He clearly seemed to fear a mob scene, so he cautioned the residents not to
take the law into their own hands. But, Mr Kolisang al-
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so warned, matters in Lekoa had become a lot more complicated since the VRRP had
scored a landslide victory.
Mayor Kolisang said also to the residents, ‘We will talk with them. We will try

to convince them with sound arguments that they were wrong. We must at all times
apply common sense, reason and logic. First of all, all parties involved in this
controversy will have to familiarise themselves with the issues before us. The dissident
councillors created a schism in our party and organisation. Their minds ran off with
fantasies. They intended to use the Lekoa Town Council at random. They mistakenly
considered Town-Hall motor-vehicles their private property. Official cars are not.
People are paying for them. If I were to approve Town Hall cars for private use, I
would have to offer 44 automobiles to all town councillors. These cars must be fuelled
and serviced. That would cost too much money. People have already stopped their
service charges to the council for four long years. Now, you are paying for the first
time again, and we are not prepared to start misusing public funds.’
Service charges in Lekoa amount to 38 Rand per unit, per house, per month. This

pays for refuse removal, seweragemaintenance, welfare, health care, clinics, in short
for the general services communities need. Yet owing to escalating prices throughout
the country, service charges rise, while town councils are continuously in financial
trouble, even while in some places residents have begun to pay up again. Then there
is the matter of large sums in arrears from the days when radicals were succesful in
pressuring people not to pay their service charges and dues.
Soweto, for instance, is in debt to the tune of R1 billion and keeps slipping deeper

in to debt as time goes by. The major problems of the largest township in the country
are overcrowding, with an estimated 10 people living in each house; a shortage of
some 66 000 housing units; an unacceptably low level of service provision, that
constitutes a potential health hazard to residents: in particular children, the aged and
the weak and infirm. Many Sowetans are unable to pay the current level of rent and
service charges, even if they wanted to; therefore Soweto remains in the foreseeable
future a seriously bankrupt township. Pretoria would like to see Soweto become
self-financing and independent, but the all-black town has no real tax base, so this
goal remains nothing but wishful thinking. There must be similar figures available
for Lekoa and other townships.
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Mayor Samuel Kolisang realizes that these matters need urgently to be attended to.
But, barely had he entered office when he was faced with a coup of sorts within his
very own VRRP. As a practical politician, he faced these irregularities with outstanding
courage and dealt decisively with them. It all goes to show once more to what extent
South African blacks are ill-prepared to run their own affairs. Kolisang became
severely handicapped and could not devote his time to the goals he had set for himself
and his Party to serve the interests of the residents. The dissident apprentice politicians
simply demonstrated that they never understood the true meaning of democratic
government nor the context of the multiple tasks of a township councillor.
Intellectually, they had obviously been insufficiently equipped properly to perform
their tasks.
I wondered whether the residents of Lekoa city were aware of how fortunate they

were to have voted into office a man with sound principles. Samuel Kolisang firmly
believed that given the power structures in South Africa anno 1989, the only way he
would be able to further the interests of blacks was by applying and following existing
legal structures, and on this basis only could he negotiate with the government and
its officials. Therefore, he strongly urged the electorate which had voted him into
office, to start paying service charges again. ‘If you want me to settle the town council
arrears,’ he told the residents, ‘you have got to begin paying us again. If you want
me to settle the question of home ownership, you will first have to move away from
the rent boycott. After this is done, we will join hands with you and work towards
an acceptable solution. Once the service charges are paid up, we can enter into
negotiation about your grievances with the authorities in Pretoria.’
Apparently, this was exactly what most people understood and accepted as

reasonable, and so they voted Kolisang into office. People actually began to pay their
service charges, but then the Sofasonke Party from Soweto, which had been behind
the trouble in Lekoa in the first place, caused further disruption and confusion, as
we will see in due course.

[94]

To illustrate the financial plight of town councils I asked Jabulani Patose, the political
young troubleshooter of Mayor Samuel Kolisang, how
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he was being paid for the around-the-clock job he was doing for the VRRP, the town
council and the mayor personally. ‘No-one pays us a salary,’ said Jabu. ‘I am not
being paid either for what I do for the Lekoa Town Council or for assisting the mayor.
I am simply working for my people and my country.’ I asked him how he could live
under those circumstances. ‘We still can depend on some petty cash in the coffers
of the VRRP. The Party is also trying to talk to people, trying to canvass people and
raise some funds,’ he told me. Was the VRRP perhaps supported by black business
interests? To some extent they were.
‘We are also approaching the white business community,’ said Jabulani. ‘Because

we believe the white community also has a responsibility to assist us to uphold the
Party's structures. You have read the VRRP Constitution yourself as well as the ends
and objectives of our Party. We operate in the Vaal region. Lekoa is the Sotho name
for the Vaal. So, we are definitely trying also to raise money in white towns like
Vanderbijlpark and Vereeniging. In coming weeks I will mainly work there.’
I asked Patose whether he really expected a positive response fromwhites in those

towns to the black VRRP. Jabulani replied, ‘Everything I do, I do in faith. Our very
lives depend on faith, really. I also believe that whites do want to help and that they
do support orderly and legitimate substructures. We are a peaceful organisation that
wants to see, and that promotes, peace and justice in South Africa. We intend to
defend the civil rights of every individual, be he black, white, red or pink. Isn't that
what democracy is all about?’

[95]

My research into events in Lekoa led to another somewhat disheartening discovery.
Relations between the Lekoa Town Council and the Transvaal Provincial
Administration, and in particular with JohnMavuso, had become somewhat turbulent.
This surprised me, since my own contacts with John Mavuso had been positive and
businesslike. Mayor Kolisang had, following his predicament as a result of the
rebellion by his own party members, appealed for urgent assistance from the TPA.
The help was given. Mr Olaus van Zyl dashed down to Lekoa, addressed the council,
and as reported before, a kind of cold war armistice between the feuding parties was
established. But Mayor Kolisang moved resolutely and asked a law firm in
Vereeniging to bring the case be-
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fore the Johannesburg Supreme Court. It ruled in Kolisang's favour and of course,
the dissident councillors' vote to oust the mayor was declared null and void.
Further research brought to light that the disidents from the VRRP in collaboration

with local Sofasonke politicians, were continuing their sabotage of the mayor in spite
of the Supreme Court ruling, and in spite of Mr Olaus van Zyl's ‘dressing down’ the
council. Once more, Kolisang had appealed to the TPA this time directly to John
Mavuso, to please intervene on their behalf. But to the surprise of the mayor and the
remaining VRRP Councillors, John Mavuso refused to meet with the mayor and his
associates seperately. Knowing Mavuso by now rather well, I telephoned him,
intending to double check some of the information I had collected.
Rather to my surprise, Mavuso reacted with irritation to my telephone call. He

seemed clearly annoyed that as a foreign journalist I had come across some of the
methods and practices of the TPA. At least, this is what I assumed, noting his emotional
reaction to my question as to whether it was true that he refused to have further
meetings with Mayor Kolisang and associates. ‘Obviously, you have heard but one
side of the story,’ he said, which was quite correct, which was why I was calling him
then. ‘They are not giving you all the facts,’ he continued. ‘In fact, they are not telling
you the truth, so my advice to you, Mr Oltmans, is to stay out of this matter
altogether.’ I replied that I was aware there were two sides to every story and that I
was equally aware of not having uncovered all the facts. ‘I met last week for an entire
day with both parties, the dissident councillors and Mayor Samuel Kolisang and the
members of the VRRP,’ said JohnMavuso, ‘and there is no use mymeeting with them
again. I have a signed agreement by both parties, including the signature of Kolisang
and the members of the VRRP.’
I asked VRRP circles whether the meeting Mavuso had referred to had taken place

indeed. ‘Yes,’ I was told. ‘But Mavuso had come to meet and talk. He brought with
him from TPA headquarters in Pretoria a fully-prepared statement, to be signed by
both parties to the conflict on a take-it-or-leave-it basis!’ The text had represented a
virtual ultimatum, I was assured. ‘All the TPA demanded from us was compliance
with their wishes, drawn up prior to ever talking to us.’ I asked, of course, why the
mayor had signed it if he disagreed with the method and contents. ‘Well, the mayor
was practically forced to sign that document,’
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my informant stated, ‘but upon further careful study the next day, we concluded it
to be without value at all, since it did not take into account, for instance, the existing
laws in townships. That's why we wanted to meet again with John Mavuso, because
we had discovered that the document we had signed had an unlawful basis. We
wanted bothMavuso and Olaus van Zyl to return to Lekoa and meet the entire Lekoa
Town Council. But they avoided this. The TPA, I was assured, did not approach
matters of concern for the black residents by sitting down with us, and explaining
how the TPA sees things. No. They simply handed us this prepared statement written
in Pretoria's TPA offices and demanded our signatures. They apparently overlooked
two paragraphs in their document which totally destroyed the executive powers of
the mayor of Lekoa. Firt of all, paragraph II said, “The mayor and the deputy mayor
will refrain from debating issues tabled in the Council meeting”.’74.

‘According to parliamentary Laws and Regulations,’ my informant said, ‘if you
preside over a meeting of democratically-elected members, as after all the Lekoa
Council is, and you intend to table a motion, you must automatically relinquish your
seat and give it to your deputy. That way, you, as chairman, can propose a motion
and get it passed. For the TPA to announce that there was to be from now on a set of
new standing orders regulating town council proceedings, is hardly acceptable. The
same goes, of course, for the deputy mayor of Lekoa, also under siege from the
dissidents of the VRRP. If she wants to table a motion, she has likewise to relinquish
her seat. The TPA conveniently overlooked these facts of normal parliamentary
procedures.’
Apparently the Lekoa Town Council had elected three committees. The First

Committee was removed through amotion of no-confidence, after 18 VRRP councilors
crossed to the other side. The Second Committee was removed the sameway, through
a motion of no-confidence. The Third Committee got into trouble, because the
councillors who served on it had been suspended. The council therefore had to vote
for a new Third Committee (on Management) representing all the townships that
make up Lekoa city. ‘Next arrivedMrOlaus van Zyl and JohnMavuso,’ my informant
said, ‘who simply announced to us that the de facto

74. This TPA specification was curious, since the dissident and illegal action taken by some of
the council members had been expressly aimed at the mayor and deputy mayor
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councillors should be immediately reinstated into the First Committee (Executive),
and the 1988 freely-elected members should be removed from power. You must
remember,’ I was told, ‘that he first batch of members of the Executive First
Committee had been suspended following their unlawful behaviour, which included
physically attacking the mayor and some of his aides in the mayor's office, stealing
his official and private papers, and even taking his car keys with them. The coup
against the mayor backfired, even in the Supreme Court, and here, the TPA was
defiantly reinstating the subversive elements as if nothing had ever happened. But,
what Mavuso and van Zyl overlooked was that, in order to remove the Executive
First Committee, a motion of no confidence must be passed first. That is the law.
Therefore, upon further study of the ultimatum type of TPA document, actually
presented by these two gentlemen as a fait accompli, we telephoned John Mavuso,
after further reflection, for his help. We mistakenly assumed that he would render
this help and stay rigorously on the side of the existing law. We urgently pleaded
with him for another, this time informal meeting to discuss our apprehensions and
doubts. But he simply refused.’ I knewwhat my informant was talking about, because
I had experienced a similar incomprehensible reaction from Mr John Mavuso.
Jabulani Patose, themayor's troubleshooter: ‘No blackman or womanwas involved

when the TPA drew up its rules and regulations for our townships. We were indeed
simply presented with a well-baked cake, called the Black Local Authorities Act.
Only much later were we to find out that some parts of this so-called beautiful cake
were hardly well done. Of course, we were told and assured that what was precooked
in Pretoria was excellent for the people. Okay, we accepted their proposals. So we
were indeed earnestly trying here in Lekoa to share these structures and proposals
with our people in the townships. The information you received is indeed correct
because all of a sudden two people came from the TPA, John Mavuso and Olaus van
Zyl, who flatly undermined our frenzied efforts to make it all work. All of a sudden
these two TPA officials sided with the dissidents, who had behaved illegally and
damaged the entire system. Then we were also sabotaged by the Soweto Sofasonke
Party, which is disrupting everything within sight with their radical approach in
Lekoa and other townships. They do so even in Kwa Thema, where your friend
Matilda Mothlaping is mayor.’
My 27-year-old friend Patose continued, ‘So we reported all these il-
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legal and subversive proceedings in the townships to John Mavuso in the TPA asking
his support. What do we find? A closed door. First of all, Mr John Mavuso should
have been aware, before he sided with the rebels and Sofasonke, what actually had
happened in Lekoa, and what the troublemakers had done here. Because, let's face
it, these dissidents staged an outright coup in the council of Lekoa offices by removing
the mayor and the deputy mayor by force, and try to run the town council in a wholly
unlawful manner. It might look at first sight like a minor incident to some people in
Pretoria, but such unlawful behaviour, when officially condoned, could very well
grow into something much bigger and much more serious. The type of councillors
involved in the coup attempt should have been removed from power completely.
They are renegades. I don't think they have the brain power to lead our people. What
they did was actually a form of terrorism. It should not have been condoned by the
TPA. If such actions are allowed at local levels, it will spread to national levels as
well. John Mavuso and the TPA should have immediately removed these councillors
from office, or at least, he should have suspended them until the courts could have
decided the case, which is now pending. In the meantime, why should these people
be allowed to go on taking part in council work?’
‘What is Pretoria expecting from us?’ asked Jabulani Patose. ‘As it stands, the TPA

is now turning a fragile democratic process, begun by the VRRP on October 26, 1988,
into a mere yoke. The town council structures, designed in Pretoria, were opposed
by some of us. As a matter of fact, at first we did not want to have anything to do
with them. Now, a 71-year-old-man, Samuel Kolisang, came into power with the
overwhelming support of the residents, just because he used his brains, and we were
using the existing power structures to the letter. We were keeping our election
promises to the letter as well. We analysed the struggle of our people carefully. We
offered them a precise and concrete program, as contained in our constitution, in
order to serve the people well.We all, includingmyself, want to learn, and are learning
within the framework of existing political structures. I myself would like some day
to become a public administrator, in order to contribute to the future of our country
and our people. That's why I do want to become more knowledgeable. I intend to
become a capable person. I decided I have to begin here in Lekoa Town Council.
Perhaps, after 5 years, I can stand as a councillor here, or somewhere else. Some
day, I could probably
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manage a township. Local authorities are like guidelines to familiarise ourselves with
government.’

[96]

The story of Lekoa seemed to fit a column by SamMabe of The Sowetan like a glove.
Under the caption ‘Hypocrites running black politics?’75. he wrote, ‘During the past
few years, I have seen a disturbing emergence of cadres bent on criticising the status
quo while seeking glory for themselves. They have no visible constituencies and
they spend their lives jumping from one political meeting to another where they
manufacture flowery political jargon which they use in condemning the system or
“irrelevant” people. They have doubtful political credentials and one wonders where
they get powers to ordain people as relevant or irrelevant and what criteria they use.
Some are liars and hypocrites whose involvement in the struggle is motivated more
by prospects of lining their political pockets than by concern for the interests of the
masses. They say only those things they believe their audiences would like to hear,
or which will enhance their images.’
I askedMabe whether he was aware what recently had happenend in nearby Lekoa,

less than an hour by car from Johannesburg. He seemed vaguely conscious of some
disturbing events there, but really didn't know the story itself. I told him about Jabulani
Patose and suggested the two should meet. From talking to both of them I concluded
that an exercise in cross-fertilization between these two black minds would have a
good effect on both of them. I could just imagine how Jabulani would share his
experiences in the field, working in the townships themselves, with Sam, who was
fighting a battle from behind his typewriter in his Sowetan office. Each was playing
his own valuable role in the struggle of liberation.

[97]

Sam Mabe wrote, for instance, ‘My belief is that strategies, including our struggle
for freedom, should be reviewed from time to time. Strategies must be adopted to
new realities. For instance, when we adopted at

75. The Sowetan,May 10, 1989
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The Sowetan our concept for nation building in 1988, it meant to look at other angles
of the struggle of liberation. We wanted another approach. We said to ourselves,
while we are involved in the struggle to liberate this country, the cardinal question
still is, how are we going to handle the power that we presently want to get? Do we
have sufficient trained cadres? So, our general idea was: let's prepare ourselves for
post-apartheid and liberation.’
I asked him what he meant by writing about traditional methods of struggle. He

seemed to believe that people do not want to shift away from the way things have
always been done. It is not that traditional methods are wrong; but, in the opinion of
moderates one has got to look from time to time at current realities. You have
constantly to adapt yourself to these. This is the tactic thinking blacks advocate. In
our conversation, I quoted from psychiatrist AlexanderMitscherlich's book, ‘Society
without Father,’76. in which he states that traditions, and traditional thinking for that
matter, should be always reviewed as to whether they maintained their meaning in
relation to changed realities in this world. Several of my interviewees, however,
believed people are becoming very conservative. They want things done as they have
always been done, even when some of them realize that that will not yet get us
anywhere. ‘Do you mean to say,’ I replied ‘that most people are inclined to be against
the use of violence?’ Sam gave me a most illuminating and straight answer on this
question, which I taped, but am not allowed to reproduce here. I do not feel, from
talking to him, that Sam is against violence in principle. I got the impression from
our talk, that in a most reasonable way, he, and interviewees that think as he does,
want to review strategies and to approach the struggle of liberation from different
angles. In other words, to study additional options to attain the ultimate goal of
liberation.

[98]

Sam Mabe is a journalist who is sincerely interested in the youth of his country, as
he has written on various occasions in The Sowetan. On May 28, 1989, the Student
Sociology Society at Vista University in Soweto arranged for an Africa Day program.
The students invited professor

76. Harcourt, Brace & Company, New York (1963)
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Es'kia Mpahlele and Sam as speakers. Towards noon I drove out to Soweto to attend
the meeting.
At first, the audience consisted of about 50 students. But gradually, more young

people and a few parents trickled in and bymid-afternoon the amphitheatre-like room
was filled to capacity with some 200 people, mostly students. For me, that afternoon
turned into a unique event. I listened and watched faces, reactions, laughter, humour,
in short, I sat as the sole white man - and, of course, as the only journalist from
overseas - in an inconspicuous spot amongst genuine African youths and learned
more in a few hours about black people in general than from all the books or movies
I had seen and read abroad.
Fortunately, the language that was being used was English, except for some

passages during the reading of revolutionary poetry. There was lots and lots of music,
some of it absolutely beautiful. For instance, there were at one point six players with
cymbals of a dozen or more brass plates performing. What these six guys managed
to perform in musical sound was stunning. In a way, it reminded me of the gamelan
music of the island of Java. There also was an elaborate fashion show and, of course,
there was a speech by Sam Mabe, after which I had to leave. Once, there was a
reference to apartheid by the student entertainer, who filled the gaps between
performances by presenting information, comments and an occasional joke. He said
that during a summit between Robert Mugabe, Kenneth Kaunda and PW Botha is
was decided the three leaders should call each other by their first name. Mugabe said,
‘Call me Bob.’ Kaunda suggested, they call him ‘KK’. Then, the State President
thought a long time and finally said, ‘Call me “baas”.’ It goes to show the
good-naturedness of the atmosphere. There was one single reference to the fact that
since the national emergency was continuing it was hoped that the Soweto Police
would not come and close the more-or-less unauthorised meeting.
After a while an absolutely beautiful girl came to fetch me. She wanted me to sit

in the first row among the invited guests. I objected at first since I liked the general
view my position gave me. But, she took my hand and firmly escorted me to the
special seat. The general feeling that had moved me during that afternoon was one
of strong attachment to these young people, seeing them in action. Perhaps I was
also asking myself whether whites did not grossly underestimate the thinking power
and creative expression in word, music and the arts of black people, par-
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ticularly black students. I enjoyed every minute I was there amongst them. It was
like inhaling a breath of genuine African ‘air’. As a matter of fact, I wrote to Sam
Mabe afterwards and asked if he knew perhaps of a way for me to lecture one evening
a week on international affairs or international reporting at Vista University. He did
not bother to reply.

[99]

The subject of training South African youth for a post-apartheid nation regularly
surfaced in almost all the conversations I had with blacks. The general secretary of
the Western Cape Council of Churches told me that they had set up a Youth Office
because of the importance of youth to the Church of God. Bishop Siyolo: ‘Jesus
himself said, “Let the children come tome and do not stop them, because the Kingdom
of Heaven belongs to such as these,” a text you will find in Matthew 19:14. We
established several goals,’ he said. ‘We want to teach children the correct way of
receiving God as Lord of their lives. Our office intends teaching children why it is
important to obey their parents. We see the Lord's commandments in Exodus 20:12
as still valid for the youth of today: “Respect your father and your mother, so that
you may live a long time in the land that I am giving to you.” The youth must know
that they will be very important for the future of South Africa. They must be taught
how to build, how to handle things and not take part in destroying their own and their
parents' futures by taking part in senseless violence. Therefore, they must be taught
how to live in the spirit of God and not allow the evil spirit of destruction and violence
to control their lives. The council considers education as vitally important for children.
The council is trying to establish a high school in Crossroads. We will encourage
children not to leave school before they have completed their courses. A child that
attends school up to matric will more easily find work and will also be able to teach
fellow students in lower classes. The council also believes that well-educated young
people will have better-developed minds and therefore will be better equipped to
recognize bad influences and people with bad intentions. There are many evil people
in South Africa today who try to influence the minds of youths towards violence,
really only using young people for their own revolutionary purposes. The better our
youths are educated, the less they will be influenced by those with bad and destructive
purposes.’
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[100]

This accent on proper education turned up everywhere. Godfrey Mokgogane, Pitje,
the doyen of black lawyers, spoke of it in extenso. I asked himwhether it was difficult
for black students to become lawyers. ‘It used to be,’ said attorney Pitje. ‘It's better
now. Today, it's more a question of finance, whereas there was a time when there
were restrictions on blacks entering the universities. Now, it's easier, in the sense
that there are now also black universities that are especially for them. There has also
been a relaxation on entering requirements for black students into white universities.
I think, at present, most of the white universities in South Africa would accommodate
black students.’
I asked him whether he had children. ‘Yes, my son Legwai Pitje has been now at

the Bar for eight years and thus is the longest-serving of black advocates. The
Johannesburg Bar is the largest in the country and has 381 practising members. Six
of these are blacks. The number will soon double, because another 6 pupil advocates
are in training. So, my son is the oldest black advocate in Johannesburg,’ he said
with pride in his voice. ‘Are you worried about your children's future?’ I asked Pitje:
‘Yes, naturally I am worried, with things as they are. But, at the same time, when I
look back at the past, when I was young, I have to be optimistic and feel that freedom
is at last perhaps around the corner.’ ‘And not by means of a bloody war?’ I asked.
‘Hopefully not. Nevertheless a bloody confrontation between blacks and whites
should not be excluded as a possibility. As much as our government attacks outside
interference by the United States, Great Britain or Holland, and so on, I do think that
it makes a difference what the outside world thinks and does. I also think that the
government is going to release Nelson Mandela, and in part they will do this as a
result of pressures from the outside.’
‘Are you then also in favour of the boycott and disinvestment?’ was my next query.

‘Yes, I am,’ said attorney Pitje. ‘Do you feel also that Royal Dutch Shell should leave
South Africa?’ ‘Yes, I do,’ answered this one-time colleague and friend of Nelson
Mandela and Oliver Tambo. ‘For a long time,’ he said, ‘Holland was closely
associated with South Africa, because our original settlers were from your country.
But, the South African government, by its own actions, caused the present rift between
this country and Holland.’
I do not often make a speech when I am interviewing, but here I inter-
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vened of sorts. I said to Mr Pitje that I was in agreement with the argument that
redundant and unforgivablemistakes had beenmade by the South African government
over the past decades. ‘But, I am far from convinced that the rift with the Dutch,
once upon a time perhaps your closest friends in the world, is solely and entirely the
fault of the South African side. In a way, South Africa is not only the last former
colony in the world, it is the last overseas territory with which Dutchmen had much
to do. Holland hardly withdrew gracefully from the Dutch East Indies. The Dutch
fought two bloody so-called ‘post-wars’ until they had to give up under international
pressure, mainly from Washington, that threatened to withdraw postwar Marshall
Plan financial assistance unless Indonesia was liberated and Sukarno installed.
Remember: Sukarno was ourMandela at the time. Now, the Dutch, who have nothing
to lose any more in the world, at least as far as overseas territories are concerned,
clamour for freedom for South African blacks. Holland is even in the forefront of
the anti-apartheid movement. The Dutch have short memories indeed. They
themselves tried every trick in the book to withhold freedom from Indonesians, after
Sukarno declared independence on August 17, 1945. In the Republic of Surinam,
the Dutch didn't fare much better. Relations between the Hague and Paramaribo are,
in 1989, at their lowest ebb for many years. NowHolland displays a holier-than-thou
attitude towards similar problems in South Africa. Dutch politicians of various
persuasions advocate the boycotting of South African coal for the entire European
Economic Community. How does this assist blacks in obtaining their freedom? The
Afrikaner is basically a stubborn man, who vividly reminds me in more than one
way of some of the full-bred Dutchmen I know, or have known, in my lifetime. How
would the withdrawal of Shell possibly advance the rightful cause of blacks in South
Africa in order to get their basic rights honoured by the white establishment? Frankly,
in my view, the rift between Dutchmen and Afrikaners in the seventies and eighties
is essentially a temporary, and rather ordinary and vulgar, family quarrel, the way
they occur in the very best of families as well. Some Afrikaner mindsets towards
blacks in 1990 are where the Dutch found themselves in 1945 vis-à-vis Indonesians.
We had our signs in segregated swimming-pools in Jakarta in the forties: ‘Forbidden
for dogs and Javanese. Now, the time has come for intelligent South Africans to
work these problems out between themselves, that's all.’
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Attorney Pitje: ‘Its interesting, what you have just said, but then, one argument runs,
sanctions increase black unemployment...’ I replied. ‘They do, don't they?’ Pitje:
‘Yes, but blacks have always been out of jobs.’ ‘All the more reason, I would say,
not to make the matter worse. Because you and I are only talking about black
suffering. Listen to what the black bishops and churchmen in Crossroads have to say
about that.’ ‘In all the talk about sanctions,’ maintained attorney Pitje, ‘people
deliberately overplay the angle of unemployment. A few years ago, when influx
controls and regulations were still in operation, you just needed to walk in certain
Johannesburg streets, and you saw for yourself, on a daily basis, how many people
were unemployed. There were literally thousands of blacks without jobs and nobody
worried about them then. But, today, it's being presented as an urgent issue. There
has always been this kind of unemployment, you mentioned.’
I reflected ‘Desmond Tutu said recently, “the people are with me”, but I found in

black townships, when I was filming in them in 1988, as well as during my current
investigation, strong opposition to disinvestment,’ and I recounted some of my
experiences, amongst others in Crossroads. ‘The people of Crossroads are entitled
to be against sanctions,’ replied attorney Pitje. ‘You see, I am not as much in favour
of the boycott as an economic weapon, but as a political tool to pressure the
government towards more speedy reform. That the government now does move on
hastening the legitimate rights of our people under the threat of further sanctions and
disinvestment directly follows the increased and stepped-up measures all over the
world against this country. When hundreds of American companies withdrew from
South Africa, the government felt it. There is no other way. That is why Royal Dutch
Shell should leave too.’ That the government needed prodding and pressure to move
on reforms obviously was an argument with a strong and valid component. Attorney
Pitje further stressed, ‘The companies that have stayed, like Shell, Philips, BMW,
Mercedes, Sony, Toyota and somany others overemphasise unemployment of blacks
and say nothing about the huge profits they are making or how their companies would
be affected by even more sanctions. Why don't they say honestly, “Sanctions will
bring unemployment, and it will also bring a further shrinking of our business, and
it will therefore directly have adverse effect on our operations, and last but not least,
on our company profits”?’
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[101]

In Britain, The Economist reviewed the present state of affairs in South Africa as
follows, ‘Whatever the military power of the white state, it is doomed by demography
and economics. Most whites know in their hearts that black majority rule is coming,
but they cannot yet face up to it. In 1980 blacks accounted for just over half of South
Africa's urban population. By the year 2000 blacks will outnumber whites by nearly
five to one. Blacks hold already nowmore than half of the country's spending power.
But blacks also make up half of its secondary school leavers. Whites still hold a
near-monopoly on top jobs in industry. Still, one third of middle-managers are now
non-white. Sanctions and disinvestment imposed a ceiling of growth in the official
economy of less than 3 per cent a year. To absorb the increasing black workforce 5
per cent is needed. One study suggests that by 1990 black unemployment will be
half a million higher, and the average South African more than 10 per cent poorer,
than would have been the case without sanctions and disinvestment.’ The Economist
speaks of a mixture of fear and resignation amongst South African whites in view
of the black ‘flood’. ‘Few will accept the idea of a black government until they have
one.’ But also, ‘Some brave and thoughtful whites avoid such self-delusion, and their
group is getting gradually bigger.’ The Economist identifies with this group the
newly-founded Democratic Party.77.

Reading this Economist overview in a Hillbrow apartment during the fifth month
of 1989 - by the way, Hillbrow, close to the centre of Johannesburg, is now commonly
accepted as a multiracial living area - my own view is that negotiation and the search
for compromise and consensus is the only way out of the current racial quagmire
and multiple cross-signals between South African minds. The ‘Battle of the Brains’
will be shortly put to the test. Mr FW de Klerk has said as much - the Great Indaba
of the mindscapes of all South Africans is approaching. And, if it does, I am
considerably more optimistic about the outcome of an acceptable solution andmodus
vivendi for all, regardless of ethnic origin or skin pigmentation, than the above
summing-up in The Economist suggests.

77. The Economist,May 20, 1989
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[102]

I shared with Moeketsi Shai, director of the Black Management Forum, some of the
incredible turmoil taking place in Lekoa. ‘You see,’ he replied, ‘blacks are now
looking for structures of their own making. These structures must reflect their
mandates. Presently, most blacks still look upon Community Councils as the making
of the government, and that's why many blacks reject them.’ I told Moeketsie some
of the recent events around mayor Samuel Kolosang personally. ‘I don't know him,’
he replied, ‘but I must admit, what I just told you hardly explains why the mayor
managed to assemble 19 000 or 20 000 people in the stadium of Sharpeville. I don't
know what support Kolisang enjoys. I do not know what he has done for his people
either. Look at EnosMabuza, a homeland leader and the ChiefMinister of KaNgwane.
He was recently even invited to Moscow. He spoke about that trip to the Financial
Mail.’78. Mabuza enjoys massive support by young people. He is apparently polular
in KaNgwane, but also in the rest of Africa and internationally as well. Here is a man
who also might have joined the system, but his actions, and the support he has given
to his people, indicated to the people his sincerity and desire to support them. So,
Enos Mabuza is in the eyes of the people truly working for them, even while at the
same time he is operating within official South African structures.’
I asked Moeketsi Shai whether he believed that blacks, both as individuals and as

members of the various organisations, communicated sufficiently with each other.
‘You yourself are telling me,’ I added, ‘that you have never met for instance, Willie
Ramoshaba, President of the Black Achievers Foundation, in person.’
Shai: ‘You are right. There is definitely not enough direct communication. There

is, however, a movement to do something about it. For a long time, black life in
South Africa used to be very much disintegrated, but a definite change is taking
place. Increasingly, black organisations are talking to each other. For instance, we
recently organised a Black Management Forum Conference. We invited speakers
from black unions, from COSATU and from NACTU. This was unthinkable in the past.
But we now need to rise above the level of petty politicians. We need to rise above
the forms of petty apartheid. We must communicate

78. The Financial Mail, April 28, 1989
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more as blacks. I myself have studied computers very carefully. As you know, I am
now selling them. So, I am aware, when youmention the programming and structuring
of brains, of what happens more or less in people's heads. A computer programmer
has to think logically by learning to use computer language. Learning means, i.e. to
learn to think logically. One cannot possibly write a computer program without
thinking systematically and methodologically. We have got to hand these tools to
our young people, because they are the ones who will shape the future of this land.’

[103]

KaNgwane homeland stretches across some 750 000 hectares land in the northern
part of Transvaal along the borders of Mozambique and Swaziland. The population
consists of approximately 800 000 people divided over three regions, Nsikazi,
Mkomazi, Mswati and Mlondozi. The territory received self-governing status on
August 31, 1984. The Legislative Assembly meets in Matsulu. The KaNgwane
government is based upon both the traditional authority of the chiefs and their tribal
councils. The Assembly has 55 members, 22 of whom are designated Chiefs, while
the other 33 members are elected citizens from the four constituent Regional
Authorities. The Assembly elects a Chief Minister, who in turn appoints 7 Cabinet
Ministers.
As reported earlier, I visited KaNgwane and witnessed at first hand how this

homeland is situated in one of the most prosperous and intensively developed areas
of South Africa. Anti-Pretoria propaganda presents the case of homelands too often
as a case where whites handed the most backward and uninhabitable pieces of real
estate to blacks for their use as homelands. In the case of KaNgwane this is blatant
nonsense. They have everything: agriculture, cattle breeding, industry and mining.
To name a few. The Tonga and Ukukhanya Rice projects, the Ngogola sugar project,
967 hectares of fig tree and Shinyokana plantations, the Schoemansdal coffee project,
the Mzinti and Sikwahlane farmers' pro-
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jects, the LouwCreek Suger and subtropical fruits project and the Honingklip tobacco
project.79.

I met Chief Minister Enos Mabuza in his modern office in a Randburg banking
complex. He had immediately felt at home in Moscow, he told me. ‘I had always
believed that the USSRwas a very oppressive country, and that the KGPwould follow
youwherever you went. But wewere warmly received. It showedme that the situation
in the Soviet Union has changed. People in the streets didn't look at all oppressed.
The new initiatives as developed by Mikhail Gorbachev are really penetrating.’ I
pointed out that his words reminded me of my first voyage to South Africa in 1986.
I had expected to see blacks treated inhumanely, and poverty and beggars everywhere,
whereas, on the contrary, I witnessed a South Africa quite the opposite of what I had
imagined it to be.
‘Yes, I tend to agree with you,’ said the Chief Minister. ‘People living abroad

develop stereotyped images about us in South Africa. But when they come here in
person, they quickly discover this stereotype is unfounded. Of course, the separation
of the races cannot be justified. But you also find that the black South African who
works hard can reap the fruits of his efforts, whereas in socialist countries in general,
there is no opportunity to excel in private initiatives or to achieve personal results in
a free way of life. There might well be a form of equality and social security in
socialist lands, but individuals are not really free to advance and make the progress
that perhaps they would have achieved in a free society. The same thing happens in
South Africa in regard to black people. Blacks would be able to achieve much more,
if they were not being hampered and limited by the policies of the government.’
I pointed out another aspect in comparing the fate of citizens in the USSR to that

of black citizens in South Africa. ‘The people of Soweto can in any case buy almost
anything they want inMrsMarinaMaponya's supermarket. Those quantities and that
variety in Moscow is available only to Party ‘Nomenklatura’ and foreign diplomats
in their apartheidshops. The Chief Minister remained diplomatic and non-committal
in his carefully-worded reply. ‘I did not have a chance to visit many shops

79. I am also aware that large corporations in KaNgwane and elsewhere practice a form of
colonialism, making huge profits renting out land and at the same time paying labourers very
low salaries.
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while in Moscow,’ he said. ‘I was in one big department store, where I was told that
there were certain sections reserved for the people you mentioned. But, what indeed
is amazing, is that free enterprise is coming off the ground in the USSR. I walked on
a Sunday in a Moscow Park. There were thousands of people there. Everybody was
selling and buying all kinds of things; paintings, curios, sandwiches and barbecued
food. And, they were setting their own prices too. Obviously, the State has no longer
anything to do with such initiatives.’ I particularly liked, in this respect, a recent
report in the Sunday Times by Tertius Myburgh, who apparently recently ventured
into the USSR. He wrote, ‘An average middle-market South African shop like, say,
a Pep Store, is like Harrods compared with the average Russian department store.
Food shops contain little more than cucumbers, wilted cabbage, potatoes and a few
inferior pastries and candies. Rarely is there any butter, and sugar and soap powder
are rationed. One genuinely wonders what people eat.’ Myburgh reminds readers
that to order the cheapest automobile takes seven years, while he saw one personal
computer in two weeks. ‘Quite simply,’ he wrote further, ‘Russia today is a place
that, without reform, is doomed to become little more than the largest of the world's
underdeveloped countries.’80.

The most remarkable of all is, perhaps, that had Tertius Myburgh gone toMoscow
in 1970 for the first time, as I did, he could have written exactly the same lines.
Grosso Modo, the USSR is a totally paralysed society with their ‘one man, one vote,
one single party’ system. Consequently, Soviet brains are in a constant coma -
completely incapacited since there is such control. Consequently, the mass of Soviet
society is at a stage of mental development that the rest of the industrialised world
had reached in the thirties, prior to World War II. Having known the Soviet Union
for some twenty years, I always wonder how theMugabes, Kaundas andDos Santoses
of this world can even consider importing one-party Marxist governmental systems
into their homelands, because they should have become aware long ago that adopting
the Soviet or Chinese Communist solutions to solving the problems of their emerging
nations means in practice a short cut to absolute disaster.

80. The Sunday Times, June 11, 1989
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[104]

I asked Chief Minister Enos Mabuza of KaNgwane whether he envisaged in the
future a socialist-oriented economy or a free-market system. ‘We in the homelands,’
he replied, ‘envisage a democratic system of government, by which a new constitution
for South Africa will have to be negotiated by all of us together, including the white
population. The new constitution should not be imposed on anyone, and should be
agreed upon by all South Africans. And, as far as the economy is concerned, I think
we will have to opt for a mixed economy. We will have to work out a way to adjust
the historical injustices in our economy. Because, through political separation, free
enterprise in South Africa has not been as free as it should have been. Opportunities
were not granted to black people. In a way, blacks, both culturally and traditionally,
will share their assets. But, not in the classical socialist sense. My contention is that
we would have to seek a happy medium between classical capitalism and socialism
andmarry the two. I am sure we can do so. It will be a delicate management problem.
We should avoid a development by which the rich get richer and the poor get poorer.
We should open up the informal sector of small businesses, so that the small black
entrepreneur can work effectively within the confines of entrepreneurship. This will
create jobs.’
I asked the Chief Minister: ‘You have said that Moscow is for negotiation, but

will not abondon support for liberation movements.81. Did you note an ambivalence
in Soviet policy towards South Africa?’ ‘First of all, the USSR would prefer
negotiation, rather than a violent end to apartheid,’ he replied. ‘They also told us that
they would not prescribe to the liberation movement what tactics they are to use.
That seems to be a very diplomatic approach to our current problem. Now, dealing
with the question of terrorism: to its credit, the ANC now eschews the use of violence.
Oliver Thambo as well as some of his top officials, have said that placing limpet
mines at sport arenas is against official ANC policy. I am prepared to believe the ANC
understands that South Africa in the future has to be governed by blacks and whites
living side by side. It doesn't make any sense to kill a white or black child in a
restaurant or on a road or anywhere. I am convinced we are moving away from this

81. The Financial Mail, April 28, 1989
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type of strategy. The ANC is focusing on peaceful means. And, if they still wage the
armed struggle, it should be directed to the South African Army and the security
establishment and not towards civilians. The ANC has said it is prepared to negotiate.
And, in fact, a statement was made that they were prepared to suspend violence. I
think our task is to get the top leadership together and remove suspicion. The South
African government suspects everything the ANC says or does and the ANC suspects
everything Pretoria does and says. So we as South Africans have a duty to try to
remove that negative atmosphere of suspicion.We should bring both parties together,
because once they sit down to talk, the rest will fall into place fast enough.’
‘Could Mr FW de Klerk and Oliver Thambo actually be brought together at the

White House by George Bush?’ I asked. ‘I know it sounds rather fantastic, but didn't
President Lucas Mangope of Bophuthatswana propose a similar meeting at
Mmabatho?’82. Chief Minister Enos Mabuza: ‘That would truly be a revolutionary
move. I do think that people who sincerely take an interest in South African affairs,
should strive towards a move as suggested. You will remember Menachem Begin
and Anwar Sadat were brought together by Jimmy Carter at Camp David. And,
relations between Egypt and Israel survived all tribulations, in spite of the Arabs
castigating Egypt. A move, as you suggest, by President Bush would be far more
important than any moves to be undertaken here.’ However, in discussing the matter
somemore, we realised that Sadat and Begin were Head of State and PrimeMinister.
Oliver Tambo ranks more in the class of Yasser Arafat and will not easily be accorded
the honours of a Prime Minister.

[105]

While I was making an all-out effort to gauge the mindsets of South African blacks
duringApril 1989,Minister Chris Heunis of Constitutional Development and Planning
sprang a surprise on everyone when he presented a new ‘vision’ for the National
Party to speed up reforms. With another general election announced for September
6, 1989 the Nats seemed to be in a hurry to make sensible progress. Numbers of
people would not make up a decisive element in a future South Africa, accord-

82. The Johannesburg Star,May 9, 1989
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ing to Heunis' new concept. The new proposals entailed the following points, as
reported in the City Press.

• To prevent domination, decisions will have to be taken according to one or other
consensus formula;

• All political entities must be able to participate in the election of the head of
state. The terms of reference of this office are to be determined through
negotiation between all parties participating in the new constitution;

• The composition and appointment of an executive authority at the highest level
of government in which all entities will be represented - a Cabinet or Council
of Cabinets - must be determined by negotiation;

• The composition, powers and functioning of one legislative body with legislative
powers on matters of common and national interest - a Congress or Parliament
- in which all population groups will participate must be determined in the
negotiation process;

• Elected political entities can have legislative and executive institutions on various
levels for decision-making on own affairs; and

• The development of regional and local systems, such as regional services
councils, which can expand participation in decision-making, must be continued;

• The completed plan would be based on federal principles but would not be a
complete geographical federation, Heunis said;

• A commitment to the legal protection of groups through participation in national
decision-making and own decisions on matters affecting a group's own interests;

• A balance between individual and group rights in accordance with Christian
norms, supported by an independent judiciary, and equality before the law;

• A realisation that compulsory group classification and group participation in
politicial institutions are stumbling blocks in the way of negotiations and the
search for solutions;

• Freedom of choice regarding group protection, but the government will continue
to support those who demand it;

• All political entities in South African communities to have the right of
participation in democratic institutions and processes at the highest level - the
executive authority;
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• The achievement of this will be based on responsibility for own affairs for those
demanding it and power-sharing on matters of general interest for all;

• The required legislative and executive institutions will be created on all levels
to allow for decision-making based on consensus.

The fall-out from the Heunis surprise move was nationwide. ‘It's a bold vision,’
commented The Citizen, a compelling vision, and one that should end once and for
all any doubt about the government's commitment to major reform.’ ‘Strange, but
true - the government has finally seen the light - realising the need to establish an
authentic cabinet and a national parliament that will represent all South African
communities,’ wrote the black weekly City Press in an editorial. There were, of
course, also the usual cynical and critical comments, but Heunis seemed to keep his
cool.

[106]

Next came another surprise. A National Forum of black leaders was announced on
May 6, 1989,83. in Johannesburg, to negotiate further details in preparation for an
all-South African Great Indaba to map the future of the country and the so-called
‘post-apartheid era’. The National Executive Committee consisted of the following
blacks:

: Mr PDM NhlapoChairman

: Mr BZ Ndlazi (Transvaal)Vice-Chairmen

: Mr S Msibi (OFS)

: Mr NN Juqu (Natal)

: Mr M Sili (Cape Province)

: Mr DM BodibaSecretary

: Mr LB MehlomakuluTreasurer

: Mr JSA MavusoMECs (ex officio)

: Mr RJ Mokotjo

: Mr TW Nyati

: Mr EK Motebang (Daveyton)Publicity Secretary

83. The Economist called it, inMavuso's Forum (May 27, 1989) - ‘one of the silliest remarks
ever made in this outstanding magazine’: Mavuso is linked to it, ‘ex officio’
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As additional members were to serve:

: Mr HT BosvarkCape Province

: Mr JEG Mqina

: Mr TD Gxalaba

: Mr Myataya

: Mr RZ MasondoNatal

: Mr J Mthetwa

: Mr Mlangeni

: Mr SE MpholoOFS

: Mr MC Koekoe

: Mrs R Mohale

: Mr SSR Makate

: Mr EG MoloisaneTransvaal

: Mr MT Botile

: Mr AP Khumalo

: Mr FL (Lucky) Mahlangu

Five hundred black delegates, including 206 mayors from all-black communities
had assembled to reach this important decision and agreed upon the following
guidelines: to further the process of negotiation in South Africa under the guidance
of God Almighty; to foster the concept and the practice of evolutionary reform in
South Africa; to represent, as a nationwide forum, the interests and aspirations of
black communities in a broad process of negotiations; to help promote and encourage
the development of the black people, spiritually, economically, educationally, socially
and politically; to strive and work initially for the unity and scientific co-operation
of black people in every possible way in preparation for the greater unity and
co-operation of all the peoples of South Africa; to attain the freedom of the black
people from all discriminatory laws; to strive and to work for the full participation
of the black people in the government of South Africa; to encourage further sound
human relations amongst all the people of our country; to establish contact and liaison
periodically with all the people and communities or their representative organisations
at local level in order to foster and secure the spirit of unity and legitimacy in dealings
and participation in the broad national process of negotiations.
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[107]

Reading the names of the members of the National Forum of Black Leaders (NFBL),
I wondered whether the classic mistake that characterised all government efforts to
get reform off the ground was not being repeated; namely, that the authorities once
more heavily leaned on the trusted old guard of black moderates instead of building
as broad as possible a base for future negotiation teams of black leaders.
For instance, two organisations which would normally have enthusiastically joined,

MSA with leader Tom Boya, and FIDA with leader John Gogotya, declined to join in.
Boya listed a range of pre-conditions. All political prisoners and detainees had to be
released first. Outlawed organisations had to be unbanned first. The State of
Emergency had to be lifted first. And all discriminatory laws had to be scrapped first.
Tom Boya was upping the ante, exactly as he had informed me earlier he would do.

FIDA issued on May 8, 1989 a similar critical statement saying the organisation
was not prepared to join the NFBL ‘since it is undemocratically constituted’. John
Gogotya assured me, when I discussed this development with him, that the way the
Executive Committee and corresponding members of the regions had been selected
was reminiscent of the old power game and was in no way acceptable to FIDA.
I wondered how Mr FW de Klerk, the new Nationalist Party leader, would look

upon the latest Heunis initiative and interpret the refusals of some important black
organisations to even come near the NFBL. I knew that when the TPA and especially
John Mavuso - now again one of the stars in the National Forum - had deliberately
refused to lend further support to the beleaguered Mayor Samuel Kolisang and his
VRRP in Lekoa, that this energetic black leader had asked for a meeting with Mr FW
de Klerk in Vereeniging and was given an audience on May 28, 1989. At 8.30 am,
Kolisang took a full delegation of ten blacks to the office of the new NP leader. The
talks lasted two hours. The reactions from the black participants to this exchange of
ideas ranged from enthusiastic to jubilant. They found Mr de Klerk to be a man fully
prepared to listen to what the black community wanted him to know. They were also
amazed at the interest and detailed questionsMr de Klerk asked in order to familiarise
himself with the situation in Lekoa. The roles of the
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TPA in this matter, and that of John Mavuso in particular, were amply discussed.
Therefore, as an observer of these events, I was not surprised shortly afterwards

to see Mr Chris Heunis withdraw from these matters altogether. I knew more
developments could be expected, especially when one takes into account the sheer
lawlessness that developed in Lekoa with the Transvaal authorities failing to back
up those who were desperately trying to uphold the law. After all, Mr FW de Klerk
himself is an experienced lawyer.

[108]

Godfrey Pitje, the doyen of Black Lawyers in South Africa commented to me on the
National Forum initiative. ‘Chris Heunis' Black Forum is not only too little, too late,
it's a project that's been set up the wrong way. If Heunis and the present government
are sincere, the very first thing they should do is scrap the present constitution, which
is radicalistic from A to Z, because if they would do that, they would open the doors
for other people to come in than the figures they have managed to get for the NFBL
so far. Why is there still a tri-cameral parliament when there are 28 million blacks
in this country? Precisely because whites did not want to sit side by side with
coloureds and Indians. That's why the Reverend Allan Hendrickse of the Labour
Party had a problem the other day in Port Elizabeth, when he tried to swim at a white
beach. He had to endure shock waves, even from the State President himself. He
was, believe it or not, called upon to apologise for his behaviour.’
I replied, ‘All these matters are a problem of mind. The mind is always inundated

with concepts that clash with the times.’ Lawyer Pitje: ‘You put it beautifully. That
indeed is the trouble.’ ‘But the Hendrickse affair,’ I said, ‘is now behind us.’ Pitje:
‘I wish it were, I am talking of the present, not the past. Take the Group Areas Act:
it's still on the statute books. So, you marry a man or a woman, only to find out later
that you cannot live as husband and wife. That is, unless there is a reclassification.
If the white man is prepared to be reclassified as a non-white, then he can go and
stay elsewhere. But under present legislation, it is not possible for a coloured or a
black person to be re-classified. But a white man can move into another racial
classification.’
‘Are you hopeful,’ I asked, ‘that Mr FW de Klerk will give a new im-
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petus to reform?’ Mr Pitje: ‘I am essentially an optimist. For that reason, I do see a
ray of hope, that the present logjam might be broken. September 6, 1989 is election
day. It may bring a flood of new thinking to our land, and finally things may begin
to move.’

[109]

I discussed the NFBL with Nelson Botile, former mayor of Soweto and member of
the Transvaal delegation to the National Forum. ‘It is open to all blacks,’ he said.
‘Any leader who wants to contribute to the process of negotiation can come in. We
are not going to allow anybody to interfere with this development. We cannot take
into consideration statements by certain black leaders who say they will not come
in if so and so is in or unless first this or that is done. We will be negotiating, and
are doing so already, as I am talking to you now, for the unbanning of all banned
political organisations.Wewill continue our Forum negotiations with the government.
We told the leader of the NP, Mr FW de Klerk, and Minister Chris Heunis that we
would like also other ministers to give us a hearing so that we could discuss other
matters pertaining to their department: for instance, with theMinister of Justice, with
whom we will discuss the release of political prisoners and detainees. And not only
NelsonMandela either. Theymust be released and somewill participate in the Forum.’
‘We are representatives of urban blacks, who have not had a chance of

representation with the government,’ continued Botile. ‘We are bringing our case to
the government. We are going to discuss this National Statutary Council, but we will
not join it. There will be discussions first prior to consider our joining.What we want
is to negotiate full political participation for blacks. The NFBL is not going to be
disbanded, because certain black leaders are against us. No.’

[110]

I went to meet Mr Ephraim Tshabalala, President of the Sowetan ‘Sofasonke Party’.
The name stands for ‘we shall live together and we shall die together’. Willie
Ramoshaba opened his list of 100 Black Achievers with this prominent 80-year-old
businessman of Swazi extraction. Author Don Mattera told me he recalled the days
when Mr Tshabalala
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drove a bus for his father.84. Today, the president, a founding member in 1944 of
‘Sofasonke’, runs dozens of companies, all listed on his writing paper. The son of a
farm herdsman, he received no formal education beyond the third grade. His success
in life was obvious. He received me in his plush offices on Loveday Street in
downtown Johannesburg. He took me from the board room into his private office
solely to showme pictures of his grandchildren, since his son, Vusi, married Princess
Dlalisile, daughter of King Sobhuza II of Swaziland. Today, his business empire
comprises several garages, a string of butcheries, bottle stores, cinemas, supermarkets
and dry-cleaning depots, among other things. In 1968, he was listed as a millionaire.
In 1976, when all communication between the government and the people of

Soweto had broken down following the student riots, Ephraim Tshabalala decided
the time had arrived to revive and reorganise his political organisation. He wanted,
he said, to give the people of Soweto a new platform to express themselves. He
estimated the present membership of Sofasonke at 2,4 million, most of whom are
Zulus, Swazis and Xhosas in the Soweto township and Reef region.
The Constitution of 15 pages is a solid and well-thought-out document. As early

as the second paragraph it says that Sofasonke was established to represent bona fide
residents of Soweto on the City Council or any other administrative authority for
Soweto which may be established in the future. And, the second part of paragraph
2 reads, ‘The Sofasonke Party shall further establish branches of the Party in other
urban areas to represent the interests of the residents in such areas. It shall, however,
not operate in the homelands.’ While talking to Mr Tshabalala, I did not as yet
understand the importance of this paragraph and the consequences it carried for other
townships in the Vaal region. I knew of problems in Lekoa city and KwaThema
townships, but I had not, as yet, related the trouble mainly to the branching out of
Sofasonke into neighbouring towns. So far, I harboured only suspicions. I gently
brought Mr Tshabalala round to the subject when I asked him whether his party was
perhaps causing problems in the region and why. ‘We Swazis were the original
traders and businessmen,’ replied the President of Sofasonke. ‘In Basutuland you'll
find also one of the oldest

84. When I reminded him of this, Mr Tshabalala began recounting stories of the days when he
was a bus driver with Mattera's father.
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groups. The Venda is a new group coming into our area. Bophuthatswana is another
new group entering the urban areas. They used to be working in the mines all the
time. They are being replaced there now by migrant labour from Mozambique and
other regional states. So, we have many different peoples flocking into this region.’
Obviously he evaded a direct answer so I flatly came out with the news that I had

heard disturbing sounds from townships around the Vaal, that Sofasonke, as originally
a Sowetan political party, was stirring up trouble elsewhere, while having no business
there. At that point, Mr Tshabalala pointed to the second paragraph, sub 2, of his
party's constitution and added, ‘Some of themayors and councillors in these townships
don't want to have an outside party coming in. They only want their own supporters
and organisations operating there. So, I told them, now, please, yours is an
old-fashioned approach. It is the Party that must tell you what to do when you are
serving in the town council. Sometimes, mayors and councillors come into the town
council unopposed, as was the case with mayor Samuel Kolisang in Lekoa. He used
to be with me, in Sofasonke, you know!’
I asked if they were still friends. ‘No, he is no friend anymore. When Kolisang

started his VRRP in 1988, he stole his Constitution from me. You see what kind of
a man he is to copy my Constitution and starts his own party?’ He continued to my
surprise, ‘What can you do? Can you trust Samuel Kolisang? At present, I have with
Sofasonke even the majority of councillors in the Lekoa City Council. Kolisang has
only 9 councillors left.’
This amazing claim sent me back later to question the VRRP about it. In the first

place, Sofasonke president Tshabalala apparently was being told by his associates
that Kolisang had been left in the cold altogether by his own VRRP with a mere 9
councillors. The VRRP assured me they still had 18 councillors on the town council,
which seemed more likely, since they began a year ago with 40 seats. But, I could
hardly go in there and start counting the membership myself. Furthermore, the people
that had drafted the VRRP Constitution were incensed with Tshabalala's accusation
of their having blindly copied the Sofasonke Constitution. I compared the two, and,
of course, there were similarities, as is the case with all constitutions, but I came
away doubting Mr Tshabalala's claims. I wondered what homunculus, or ‘manikin’
operated within his brain proper. It's the ancient theory of a brain within a brain that
accounts for
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vacuous or circular psychological processes taking place outside awareness leading
us into inpenetrable swamps of fantasy and untruth.
I proceeded to tell Mr Tshabalala that after his proxies caused so much trouble in

Lekoa and used coup methods, bodily attacking the mayor, stealing documents, and
so forth. Samuel Kolisang called a mass-meeting in the Sharpeville stadium and 19
000 or 22 000 people came to hear their mayor. The people even wanted the names
of the Sofasonke troublemakers, which he didn't supply in order not to endanger their
lives. It was more than obvious that this information tookMr Tshabalala by complete
surprise. His associates weren't informing him properly.
I asked the President of the Party, ‘is Sofasonke against overthrowing apartheid

by violence’? ‘Yes, of course,’ he replied. ‘But then, you should be in the National
Forum of Black Leaders to negotiate,’ I continued. ‘No,’ he said againmost decisively.
‘The NFBL was not established by the people. That Forum is only meant for the
people who are presently represented in it, it is being imposed from the top downward
and not from the bottom upwards. It should come from the people themselves. The
present National Forum is not representative for black people at all. Sofasonke will
not join. Remember. Tom Boya was a mayor who was joining the system. He
immediately lost his next election. Every one of them who joins this organisation
will lose in the next election. These blacks only joined for themselves, not on behalf
of the people. So, all those people who are now talking to the government in the
NFBLwill be out the next time the people vote.’ I said to myself that if his prediction
were to come true, it would mean in practice that even fewer trained minds would
be available to serve the interests of black people in the townships than there were
at the moment.
I asked Mr Tshabalala if, with the sudden departure of Minister Chris Heunis,

perhaps a new Nats leadership was prepared to broaden the base of the National
Forum of Black leaders. Tshabalala: ‘It is in the end the people who will have to
decide. They will have to vote. Take, for instance, John Mavuso. Who put John
Mavuso into the NFBL? All those people who are now taking part in the National
Forum were not properly voted in. They never even had political parties. They got
in unopposed. Many of these so-called politicians went to their brothers and sisters
and asked them, will you vote for me? You see, in Soweto, no-one can get these days
into political office, without having been voted into power.’
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On the subject of membership of the NFBL I sympathized with the criticisms of
UMSA, FIDA and as I discovered now, Sofasonke. It was a perfect example of old
thinking versus new thinking. Black brains no longer accepted the heavy-handed
methods of the past, so that those blacks who had co-operated with the government
all along would automatically shift into leading positions once the time had arrived
for all-round negotiations. As Tom Boya had warned when PW Botha had declared
apartheid had to go, blacks in South Africa would have settled for half a loaf. Now,
they wanted nothing short of full recognition of their basic civil and human rights.
Eighty-year-old Ephraim Tshabalala joined hands in the matter of the NFBL with
Boya's ‘young lions’.

[111]

The Chief Minister of KaNgwane also expressed serious reservations about the
National Forum to me. ‘Real leaders,’ he said, ‘do not have to use controlled news
media to reach their constituants. Real leaders should have a solid base among the
people themselves.With due respect, if you look at the black leaders who have joined
the Black Forum engineered by Mr Chris Heunis and evaluate the authenticity of
their leadership, you will realise they hardly represent the black people at all.’
From all the conversations I held in South Africa over the past three years with

blacks and whites alike, I have concluded that the collision between black and white
mindsets centres in the fact that any move the government makes that smacks of
colonial exclusivity, where only those blacks who have co-operated with it are
included, will not do in the decade ahead. Mr FW de Klerk has already described
the coming ten years as crucial for determining the future of South Africa. They
obviously are.
In a flurry of statements De Klerk most energetically set forth his ideas for a new

South Africa. ‘There is a new dynamic in the negotiation process,’ he told parliament
onMay 12, 1989. ‘The NP is on course to build a new South Africa with a reasonable
dispensation and safe way of life for all. What is necessary is a real breakthrough
towards a workable and just system offering fair opportunities, meaningful
participation and security to all people of this country. That is what we are work-
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ing for. It is for the building of such a South Africa that we will ask a mandate.’85.

FW de Klerk: ‘Excluding the majority from full participation, as the Conservative
Party wants to do, is unjust. It will inevitably lead to conflict and finally to revolution.
Including all South Africans on the basis of one man, one vote on a common voters'
roll at all levels, in a unitary type of state, in the terms of a Democratic Party policy,
will inevitably lead to majority rule and domination. That is unjust towards the
electorate of this House of Assembly86. and certain other groups, and therefore totally
unacceptable.’ The NP leader apparently feels that the mere protection of language,
cultural and religious rights, is insufficient. ‘It offers no safeguards against domination
in all other spheres.’ The Nationalist Party, in short, stands for:

... Everyone participating in decision-making.

... Where decisions have to be made jointly within the same institutions, the
basis has got to be consensus. A mere majority decision would be domination
and failure of consensus should be settle by fair referee.
... The diversity of the population demands the recognition of distinctive interests
for which power bases should be createdwithin which control over these interests
could be exercised.

‘The contrast is clear,’ said Mr de Klerk. ‘The CP stands for a minority government
in a South Africa that will, by their own admission, in perpetuity be populated by a
majority of people of colour. It is unfair and does not pass the test of justice. The DP
stands for a majority government (by blacks). In a country with such a massive and
wide diversity as ours, this is unfair towards the smaller peoples and population
groups. The DP policy too fails the test of justice.’ The NP leader stressed that his
party stood for co-government on matters of common interest in a manner which
eliminated domination. ‘We also stand for self-government on matters of intimate
interest for the individual groups.’ Together this is just because it ensures a fair say
and security for all.87.

85. He was obviously referring to the September 6, 1989 elections
86. Here Mr de Klerk meant, of course, the whites, coloureds and Indians
87. These notes were deduced from an extensive report on Mr FW de Klerk's speech reported

in The Citizen, May 13, 1989
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[112]

I asked former mayor Nelson Botile, a member of NFBL whether criticisms that the
Forum was not broadly based were perhaps justified. Botile: ‘If you form an
organisation like the National Forum and you open it up to everyone, it's up to the
people to respond. It was left up to anyone to come in, participate and join. And, if
in retrospect, they disagree with certain organisational procedures or whatever, they
will be able through debate to correct possible imperfections from within. That is
simple. That is how democratic procedures work. So, for some black leaders or
organisations to stay outside and call us names, like collaborators that work inside
the system, makes no sense. What put a leader like Tom Boya off was the fact that
he did not get a prominent position in the NFBL. That is all. Because, when we
started this thing, Tom Boya was there. I saw him during our first two meetings. He
contributed to our discussions. He did not oppose anything.’
‘Too often the level of people's thinking demonstrates to everyone the level of

people's maturity. Petty jealousies and unintelligent behaviour continue to turn the
background of political events in South Africa too often in a circus,’ I said. ‘Well,’
replied Botile, ‘Philip Nhlapo, who is President of UCASA is now the President of
the Black Forum. He is a serious politician and an able negotiator. Remember, the
invitation from the government was not dispatched to UCASA or to UMSA. The
invitation by Minister Chris Heunis was sent to all black South Africans that were
prepared to join. I am not in the Soweto Council at this moment, but I was invited
as a black leader within my own right.88. Now, Tom Boya was not elected to become
co-chairman of the ad-hoc committee which drafted the Constitution of NFBL. Then
he concluded that the whole enterprise was no good and he withdrew. But, as far as
I am concerned, that is a childish attitude. We are dealing here with serious matters
concerning all black people in South Africa.’

88. Critics of the NFBL argue, wanting to knowwhat an ex-mayor is doing in the National Forum
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[113]

I went to meet Mr Philip Nhlapo (64), Mayor of Mhluzi, the Black Township of
Middelburg in the Vaal, some 150 kilometres east of Johannesburg. He is President
of UCASA and lately became Chairman of the National Forum of Black Leaders to
negotiate a rightful place for blacks in South African society. We met in his spacious
office at the Civic Centre in the heart of the township, a colour photograph of State
President PW botha on the wall. Mr Nhlapo, who also spoke fluent Afrikaans, had
been mayor for seven years. During the last municipal elections in 1988 his People's
Progressive Party gained 8 of the 11 seats in the Mhluzi Town Council.
I asked him why, across the board, blacks in South Africa seemed to have but

limited communication with each other. ‘That's why we founded the Urban Council
Association of South Africa (UCASA),’ he replied: ‘I was acting President until I
became President on February 22, 1989 by unanimous vote. From that moment, we
decided in our Executive to send a memorandum to Minister Chris Heunis to bring
together blacks from the townships in urban areas and from all other pertinent
organisations in the country.’ I asked the mayor why not everyone was joining. He
replied that most blacks and their organisations had come in. This I knew to be untrue,
but I listened. ‘You see, the black leaders we have momentarily in our urban areas,’
said Mr Nhlapo, ‘are often blamed [to be] collaborators, but in reality they are the
people who are actively looking after the interests of the black communities. Now,
they serve in the National Forum, of which some black leaders are critical. But
remember who were the leaders that resisted the unrest amongst blacks that was
being perpetrated by Bishop Desmond Tutu and his clergy? We mayors in black
townships have witnessed some of the results of these irresponsible actions. Blacks
are today suffering, and some are even starving to death, because of Tutu's
disinvestment crusades. These clergymen are now even talking to international banks,
not to assist South Africans financially any more. We mayors all over the country
resisted all that, and in fact, some of our colleagues were mercilessly murdered by
criminal gangs. There was bloodshed. But we, the so-called collaborators, resisted
all that.’
Mayor Nhlapo continued, ‘Today it is very important that we should be prepared

to live and let live. That is what we are praying for. We are
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asking the entire country, and overseas countries, to consider the souls that are
suffering of starvation, because of the teachings of some South African clergyman.’

[114]

‘This is a curious country,’ commented The Citizen in an editorial recently. In four
days in June the ANC attacked four so-called police targets, injuring a 14-year-old
boy. A Russian-made F1 grenade was hurled at a police vehicle, another 1 kg limpet
mine wrecked another police car, and a mini-limpet mine destroyed a police vehicle
in Sandton. The ANC feels - obviously supported by Moscow - that attacks on law
and order institutions are justified. Now, another bunch of no less than 120 people,
(funded by the US, Canadian, Dutch and Danish Governments, mind you), were
about to leave for Lusaka to meet some 40 ANC delegates, ‘as if they are a jolly decent
lot’, commented The Citizen.89. The paper feels it to be ‘curious’ that in a fit of
masochism, the Pretoria government lets all these developments take place without
the slightest hindrance by way of cutting off funds for foreign-funded junkets.
When I think of all the conversations with blacks throughout this country, some

of which were reproduced here that consider the ANC ‘one voice’ in the liberation
process, but certainly not ‘the only voice’, I am curious to understand what Pretoria's
policy vis-à-vis terrorist organisations is. Why are so many South Africans allowed
to conspire with the ANC abroad against this country, and can come and go without
restrictions of any sort, while for instance Archie Gumede was first restricted inside
the country. Archbishop Desmond Tutu screamed. Minister of Law and Order,
Adriaan Vlok released a letter stating that he lifted some of the restrictions on
Gumede, because Tutu whipped up noisy trouble. How can a government minister
put out a document reversing a decision ‘because Tutu intervened’? Apparently the
modification of the restrictions by Mr Vlok was a move aimed at achieving peace in
Natal between Inkatha and the COSATU - UDF alliance. But, why underline Tutu's
role in the matter as if the Bishop possessed better brains than the government
minister? Let's never forget that Mr Tutu was a teacher who turned to the Church
because the Bantu Education Act of

89. The Citizen, June 16, 1989
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1953 denied him the advancement he sought in his first profession. The Economist
underlined, ‘this natural conformist has become famous - even a bit of a bore - for
instant comments to reporters and commentators of all stripes. He is happy with the
English upper classes, who treat him like something of a pet. Lavish with other
people's money,90. he raises funds even faster than he can spend them. Yet, he has
the gift that matters, of words of loving-kindness.91. Why would Mr Adriaan Vlok
refer to Tutu as if he all of a sudden emerged as an honest broker between warring
factions in South Africa? Many of my interlocutors, some on record, have
more-than-serious doubts about the man's mental abilities, so to present him as a
silent partner to a serious government minister seems rather unusual. This was the
very reason for The Citizen commenting: ‘This is a curious country’. If the editors
of this paper can't follow what is happening, how could I explain this behaviour to
my readers overseas?

[115]

The day I met Philip Nhalpo in Mhluzi, The Sowetan carried an emotional editorial
on Archbishop Desmond Tutu. The black paper reacted to Tutu's call to save the life
of mass murderer Barend Hendrik Strijdom in tandem with sparing the lives of 14
blacks condemned in the Upington trial for killing a black policeman. Unlike their
usually professional journalism, The Sowetan didn't even mention the fact that Tutu
actually proposed an exchange for the lives of 14 blacks together with the life of one
white man. They took off on a purely emotional plea to sing the praise of the
Archbishop, which seemed particularly hard to swallow, since it lacked every
ingredient of calm reflection and reasoned analysis, which ought to be the basis for
any editorial. ‘We have seen the courage by this cleric,’ editorialised The Sowetan,
‘in the terrible days of the countrywide unrest, we have seen him risk his life to save
people who were believed to be traitors to their own folk.’92.

Like everyone else, The Sowetan is entitled to its opinions. Except in

90. After a recent visit to Birmingham, England, by Desmond Tutu, the city found itself landed
with a debt of 800,000 Rand - a bill the Church had to foot

91. The Economist, April 23, 1988
92. The Sowetan, June 3, 1989
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the face of the fact that when an editorial flies this folksy Archbishop Desmond Tutu
is a self-appointed political priest, and quite dangerous in the light of the imperative
interests of South Africa, including those of blacks. ‘Tutu is the man who set off the
disinvestment sanctions campaign,’ editorialised The Citizen correctly,93. ‘that has
brought unemployment to so many blacks - and now he is calling for a diplomatic
boycott of South Africa as well, with our ambassadors to be sent packing.’
Tutu is the priest who likened South Africa to Hitler's Germany, accusing the

Pretoria government of seeking a final solution to the black problem as Adolf Hitler
invented for the Jews. Tutu spoke as if the SADF had the gas chambers working
around the clock. He coolly suggested that blacks should poison their employers
some day, in the way Winnie Mandela used to advocate that the only way to obtain
freedom would be to necklace South Africa into liberation. When Mrs Mandela was
banned for some time from Soweto the Dutch ambassador to South Africa would
visit her at her home, whenever he was on his way to Cape Town by car, in the name,
of course, of the Queen and the people of Holland. Now, all of a sudden in 1989,
after Moeketsie Stompie Seipei was killed and the notorious Mandela football team
affair, even the University of Utrecht reconsidered whether the honorary Doctorate
of Law, bestowed on Mrs Winnie Mandela for her actions and behaviour in the
struggle for freedom, should be withdrawn.
In 1989, State President PW Botha publicly asked Bishop Tutu whether he was

aware of the ANC - South African Communist Party alliance and that these forces
had but one goal: to turn South Africa into a one-party Marxist state. ‘You owe all
Christians an explanation of your exact standpoint,’ said Mr Botha, ‘for we are all
adults and the time for bluffing and games are long past. The question must be asked
whether you are acting on behalf of the Kingdom of God or the kingdom as promised
by the ANC or the SACP. If it is one of the latter, say so, but do not hide behind the
structures and the cloth of the Christian Church, because Christianity and Marxism
are irreconcilable opposites.’
Gradually, opposition against the overseas campaigns of Tutu, Chikane, Boesak

and Beyers Naudé increased during 1988. The UnitedWorkers Union of South Africa
demonstrated with placards at Jan Smuts against the Bishop. Simon Magagula, the
Union's President,

93. The Citizen editorial, March 21, 1988
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said, ‘We want to show Tutu that we are against his actions. We feel that sanctions
and disinvestment will increase unemployment in South Africa. People will suffer
more if additional sanctions are imposed.’ Even white members of the National
Student Federation met Tutu at Cape Town airport with signs of protest and banners.
Bishop Mzilikazi Masiya, spokesman for the United Aspostolic Ministers Council
in Africa, claiming a membership of 3,5 million amongst black Christians spread
over 850 churches in South Africa organised a demonstration in the centre of Pretoria
protesting sanctions by Tutu and company. Chief Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi
of KwaZulu strongly opposes sanctions and openly stated that Tutu and his fellow
clergymen ‘represent nobody and are answerable to nobody, posture as our saviours
and speak as if on our behalf’.
Now, for The Sowetan to write, ‘We are indeed proud to know Archbishop Tutu’

is weird and also dishonest. It totally ignores the true nature of this Nobel laureate
for Peace who did embarrassingly little to promote peace within his own land, and
instead urged the world, as a professional agitator, to help stir up ever more unrest,
discord, plain suffering and hardship in his own country. It shows that memory is
not a weapon, as Don Mattera believes. The editors of The Sowetan will regret this
emotional editorial which failed to depict the life of Archbishop Desmond Tutu in
its proper perspective.

[116]

In 1988, I attended a South African Council of Churches meeting in St. George's
Cathedral in Johannesburg. There were some 250 clergyman present, of whom quite
a large number were white. I heard Tutu, Boesak and Chikane speak. Beyers Naudé
was present, but didn't say a word while I was there. Boesak, who is President of the
World Alliance of Reformed Churches, and maintains close ties with an
ultra-conservative religious centre in the Netherlands, at Kampen,94. was perhaps the
most aggressive of the trio in his utterances. Boesak takes the position that he has
received a mandate from the Lord to do the work he is doing, including advocating
sanctions against South Africa. He considers

94. ... although Kampen is also a hotbed for leftist political notions that doesn't reflect a realistic
understanding of the issues
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the Pretoria government simply ‘illegitimate’, ‘that deserves no authority and does
not have it... that deserves no obedience and must not get it. The Church must show
another way.’ Boesak believes that the people should be obedient to the voice of
God, and he clearly implies that God is for sanctions against South Africa. It goes
to show that all brains function quite independently and differently.
At the entrance to the St. George's conference hall was a table with publicity

material of the SACC. There was also a large poster in yellow and red letters for
participants of the Council of Churches meeting to take home, distribute or hang on
walls. It showed a coloured picture of the above clergymen and some others being
surrounded bymembers of the SADF and police. It said in huge letters: ‘A government
that restricts the Church is a government of bandits.’ I couldn't believe what I read.
The SACC circulating a poster calling PWBotha, FW de Klerk, Chris Heunis, Gerrit
Viljoen and others, ‘bandits’? I could not understand such a puerile and criminally
tainted text being published by God-fearing, mature clergymen. So, I went to the
Reverend Beyers Naudé, and asked him how any civilised person could sanction the
publication of such a ridiculous text on an SACC poster. One can have serious
differences of opinion with some of the thinking of Messrs Botha, De Klerk, Heunis
or Viljoen, but to slander these leaders as bandits reveals more of the minds of the
leading figures in the Council of Churches, than of those in the Union Buildings.
The appointment with Beyers Naudé in his Braamfontein office was for a few

days later. I had witnessed, of course, how the man was telling Dutch television
audiences that the South African government was torturing, and even killing,
thousands of South African children, and I knew that the University of Maastricht
was about to bestow upon him an honorary degree in Law, but all this disturbing
information beforehand did not deter me from trying to meet himwith an open mind.
Just as I entered the office of his secretary, my eye caught on the wall the infamous
poster I had first seen at St. George's Cathedral. It caused me to enter his study in a
less suitable state of mind than planned. Our 45-minute meeting turned more into a
confrontation than a meeting of minds. This I still regret. On the other hand, I flatly
asked him how he could lend his name in good conscience to a text that portrayed
the leaders of this country as bandits. Of course, he had no explanation for
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this criminal connotation, but he also believed I had been talking to the wrong people
in South Africa.95.

[117]

On continuing my talk with Mayor Philip Nhlapo in Mhluzi township, he said, ‘We
are trying to bring all blacks together in the National Forum. All those we can reach,
from different organisations and persuasions, will come together to discuss the future
of South Africa.’ ‘That's the theory,’ I replied, ‘since in practice far too few leaders
and organisations are actually joining. Many blacks feel that some of the people in
the NFBL now do not have a proper mandate to speak on behalf of the black masses,
since they received a mandate to represent them at local levels, in town councils: not
at national levels.’ I proposed to Mr Nhlapo that a national black referendum could
be a solution to some of the legitimate objections against his organisation, and let
people freely decide whom they want to represent them in the National Forum.
Philip Nhlapo: ‘If we were to ask the government for a referendum, it would show

that we fear the government.’ ‘Why?’ I asked. ‘Well, if we would ask for a
referendum, it simply would show fear for the government,’ Mr Nhlapo replied,
‘Well then, don't ask for a referendum publicly. Whisper it into Mr Chris Heunis'
ear,’ I suggested. ‘What I fear,’ said Mr Nhlapo, ‘is that we would be regarded as
people who are still begging the government. I think we should develop an initiative,
as we have done, and we engineered this National Forum and are coming now
together.’ He handed me a copy of the NFBL Constitution. ‘UCASA handed a
memorandum to Mr Chris Heunis in which we stated in no uncertain terms, that the
South African government was still only formed of the white, Indian and coloured
chambers, while we blacks continued to be excluded,’ the mayor told me. Philip
Nhlapo continued, ‘the coloureds and Indians didn't hold a referendum, either. Do
you know what happened? All of us, the blacks, Indians and coloureds, used to have
what we called a Black Alliance, of which Gatsha Buthelezi, the

95. I am sure I have not been able to reflect all the opinions among the 28 million blacks in South
Africa, but the reader can judge that I tried to find as great a variety of opinion as possible
in the limited time and with the limited funds at my disposal
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leader of Inkatha, was the President. What the government then said was, come to
us and let's talk. The black Alliance first refused. But then, some Indians and the
Reverend Allan Hendrickse of the Labour Party defected and split. They said, “We
are going in. We are going to fight from within.” Now, what did they achieve over
the past five years, as members of the tri-cameral parliament? Absolutely nothing.’96.

‘Now, the blacks have said,’ stressed Mr Nhlapo, ‘Let's come together, for the
forthcoming Great Indaba. We will then break the present system from within and
will have one multiracial parliament for South Africa. That precisely is what we are
doing now in the National Forum of Black Leaders. So, for other blacks to stand
outside and complain that they are not represented in the NFBL makes no sense
whatsoever. We here in South Africa must come together with the government to
hammer out a new constitution for South Africa. It is right here that we will break
the walls of apartheid and, those people who are not as yet released will eventually
be represented, because we will be demanding their release, once we are in. That is
the true meaning of negotiations. To negotiate is an exchange of give and take. That
we are going to do, or rather, we are already doing right now.’
Mr Nhlapo: ‘The people that are outside, and especially the blacks in the

homelands, are already in constant touch with the government. If they have a problem
or want to discuss matters of mutual concern, they deal with the government directly.
They don't have to walk roundabout ways. But, we blacks in the Republic of South
Africa, are not represented in the central government. We are at the very base of the
nation and have nobody up there. Everybody is dealing with their “own affairs”,
except us. How can we negotiate with the government, if we are not represented
anywhere? We must, for instance, have black ministers in the central government,
so that proper representation is there right at the top.’97.

96. I must let this statement stand, although I am aware that the Rev Hendrickse would probably
disagree, because I will not, at the end of my trip be able to add more interviews, as I would
like to

97. ChiefMagosuthu Buthelezi, according to The Economist ofMay 27, 1989, has already called
Mr Nhlapo ‘a political novice’, which seems to me rather unjustified
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[118]

The bishops at Crossroads were also expressing their doubts about the effectiveness
of the present format of the NFBL: Archbishop S Mhambi told me, ‘We hear via the
news much about reform. But we do not see much progress in the townships here at
the Cape where we work and live. Our daily encounters cause us rather to have doubts
about meaningful reforms. If the National Forum of black leaders is indeed going to
discuss the future of our land, we feel it is not representative enough for the black
population on the whole.’
‘Are there Church people in the National Forum?’ I asked.98. ArchbishopMhambi:

‘I don't know, because we are not present. If someone would inform us where the
meetings of the NFBL are being held, we could be there and try to express our opinions
as well. The organisations that are setting up the NFBL are perhaps somewhat
apprehensive towards us, in case we are members of the South African Council of
Churches. But we from the Western Cape Council of Churches, are definitely not
members of the SACC.’
Bishop Thomas Siyolo, ArchbishopMhambi's deputy, explained that in November

1988 more than 200 church leaders from the Cape and the Karee region had held a
meeting in Graafrand. ‘We wanted to discover the feelings of the assembled
churchmen on the use of violence in overthrowing apartheid and on the subject of
sanctions. They unanimously shared our view of non-violence and they opposed the
boycott as strongly as we do.’

[119]

During a second meeting, this time at the Johannesburg Sun Hotel, of the mayors of
Dobsonville, (CSN Nkatlo), Mohlakeng (CA Tekwane) and the former mayor of
Soweto, Nelson Botile, and Letsatsi Radebe, former Chairman of the Sowetan Council,
this time joined by the mayor of KwaThema, Matilda Mothlaping, I was discovering
some disturbing activities of the Sofasonke Party of millionaire Ephraim Tshabalala
in

98. According to Nelson Botile, no churchmen are at present in the NFBL
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various townships around the Vaal, while apparently the Transvaal Provincial
Authority refused to act against Sofasonke.99.

I mentioned to the five assembled mayors and former mayors, that Mr Tshabalala
had replied, when I asked him about some of Sofasonke's machinations in, for
instance, Lekoa, that in modern politics all political parties should share in free
competition in gaining the favour of the public. Mayor Matilda Mothlaping of
KwaThema angrily retorted, ‘What free democratic competition is Tshabalala talking
about? This man is truly playing with people's emotions. He says to people, without
houses and living in shacks, that he will get them lodgings. Of course, he doesn't,
but in the meantime, when you are desperate to get a proper house, you are liable to
believe anything. The followers of Sofasonke are too often people without houses
or jobs, who are opposed to paying the town councils the contribution for the council's
services. They are the ones who hope to remain free of all obligations towards the
community.’
I replied ‘How can Tshabalala as a private businessman become involved in all

this?’ Matilda: ‘I doubt whether he actually is a millionaire, because he was not
re-elected mayor of Soweto, because of the hundreds of thousands he owed the
government in arrears. He himself refuses to pay rent for services to the council. So,
how can he encourage his followers to do so? On the contrary, he tells the members
of Sofasonke not to pay for town council services at all.’ ‘But, then, if that is true he
is behaving as Party leader in a wholly illegal manner,’ I observed.100.

MayorMothlaping: ‘That is exactly what it is. Therefore, I am very surprised, that
the TPA is not calling a halt to these intrigues and stopping this man. In the Songhwe
Township, for instance, Sofasonke told its followers to pay their contribution to
services by the town council directly to the local Sofasonke Party representatives.
Mr Tshabalala proudly calls himself the leader of the poorest people in the black
townships. But, in fact, he is simply exploiting them. He makes them pay in addition
12 Rand for Sofasonke membership. Why, may I ask, does

99. One trustworthy black town council official suggested that the TPA deliberately sowed
confusion and allowed all the lawlessness in order to prove that blacks were not at all ready
to govern themselves.

100. In a later conversation with Ephraim Tshabalala, some of these accusations were refuted in
a convincing manner.
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Sofasonke say that the Party employs over 30 lawyers to defend themselves? Defend
themselves for what, against what?’ mayor Matilda Mothlaping asked.
‘Actually,’ said the mayor of Dobsonville, ‘it is much worse than Matilda says.

People pay 15 Rand for electricity, 15 Rand for rent, 5 Rand as contribution for legal
services to be rendered by Sofasonke, plus 12 Rand donation to the Party. Nobody
accounts, to begin with, for this 12 Rand.’
‘Then it also goes into the pocket of Mr Ephraim Tshabalala?’ I asked. ‘Where

else can it go?’ askedmayor Nkatlo. ‘For what is all this moneymeant? It's supposedly
in part a donation. But where does the 12 Rand per person really go?’ ‘Do you have
problems with Sofasonke in Dobsonville too?’ I asked the mayor. Mr Nkatlo, ‘Yes,
we most certainly do. The worst thing is that Sofasonke takes the rent that should be
paid to the town council for the services that are rendered, directly from the people.
Members of Sofasonke go to their offices and pay their rent there.’
‘But, that is plain lawlessness. What is the Transvaal Provincial Administration

doing about it?’ I asked. ‘Nothing, absolutely nothing,’ said mayor Nkatlo, andmayor
MatildaMothlaping and the others present unanimously confirmed this. Nkatlo: ‘The
TPA knows exactly what is happening. Sofasonke members that pay town council
dues for services into the coffers of the Party duly receive proof of payment from
Sofasonke offices. They then show it to our people, that they met their obligations
and paid already. We, of course, tell them, that they should go back to Sofasonke,
have their money returned and pay us. But, that in practice is not what is happening.
Sofasonke apparently has plenty of people working for them in all these offices to
maintain expensive separate administrations for receiving illegal payments from the
people. Where does Sofasonke get the money from to pay for all this? What is
Sofasonke really up to? You can safely say, Sofasonke is engaged in mysterious
operations in our townships, and they get away with it, not even using professionals.’
I failed to understand why the TPA condoned all this lawlessness right under their
noses, if that is indeed what happened. For that reason, I telephonedMr JohnMavuso,
because I very much wanted to hear his version of the developments since I had last
spoken to him. But, as earlier reported, he reacted to my call with considerable
irritation and advised met to ‘stay out of the matter entirely’.
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Nelson Botile: ‘Yes, the government takes no measures at all against Sofasonke. On
the contrary, Sofasonke seems to receive all the time the full glare of publicity, but
none of this we are telling you now, is coming out, of course. Ephraim Tshabalala
is even allowed to say on television that people should be paying their rent to him.
Now how can the mayors of townships administer their communities, when such
chaos is allowed to persist and we as mayors get no assistance from anybody? So,
in the meantime, the debts of town councils further accumulate, while the people
expect us to negotiate with the government to have the debts written off. They expect
us to do all this, and if we don't deliver, because we simply are unable to extract
concessions from the government, they'll vote against us next time.’
Mayor Matilda Mothlaping took over, ‘How could we have these debts written

off? If we were to do this, we would be ripping off those law-abiding citizens who
did pay their service charges to the council. That would be very unfair. If one is going
to write off town council debts, citizens who did pay their dues should be refunded
as well.’
While listening to my black mayoral friends in the coffee shop of the Sun Hotel,

I realised that never at any time during these three years in South Africa had problems
of this nature surfaced during conversations with white South Africans. Apartheid
questions do come up also at social occasions, but always in general terms and never
in any detail. I think it is justified to say that the majority of whites in South Africa
wouldn't be able to write three-page survey on the dilemmaswith which town councils
and black mayors are faced. When I come across a 78-page booklet, ‘The Struggle
and the Future’, with the sub-title, ‘What black South Africans really think’, byMark
Orken, Director of the Community Agency for Social Enquiry in association with
the Institute for Black Research,101. and see what is being offered under the misleading
caption of ‘black thinking’, I asked myself whether researchers like Orkin ever really
sat down with a single black person. If they did, then this study, aimed at proving
that a decisive majority of urban blacks support ‘some form of disinvestment’ as a
means of ending apartheid, does not offer a single quote of one black man or woman,
reflecting accurately what he or she was thinking. Orkin, and his learned friends, set
out to produce a pamphlet to convince the reader that whatever an en-

101. Ravan Press, Johannesburg (1986)
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tire range of public opinion polls were saying was completely wrong. His finding
was that 73 percent of metropolitan blacks favoured one or the other form of
disinvestment. I for one don't believe a word of it, regardless of what pseudo-scientific
source this overview has.
It is sad, though, that relatively few South Africans care. They are ignorant of the

conditions in townships. It is foreigners that are loaded into touring-cars to be driven
through ‘back door’ Soweto. South Africans look on townships as places to be
avoided, as enclaves alien and exotic to them. When I telephoned a friend in Cape
Town from the office of bishop Thomas Siyolo in Crossroads, he, who had come to
the Cape forty years ago, confessed he had never visited a township in his life. I am,
of course, against turning townships into places of attraction for anyone but after all,
they are there. Townships are likely to be there for some time to come. No doubt, I
have seen all over the world slums like parts of Soweto. Take a taxi from the airport
to Caracas in the mountains and you will see kilometers of dismal slums. Bombay,
Calcutta, Jakarta,Manila, the world is littered with sad places that supply sub-standard
living conditions. But the time has come for white South Africans to take an interest
in these matters and begin to observe at first hand, not only how the majority of
blacks actually live, but take the time to sit with blacks, drink tea with them and
listen to them. It will take many more years before all population groups in South
Africa will truly communicate with each other. They might as well make a start,
since they are most likely going to share this piece of real estate during the coming
century as well.

[120]

One mayor told me that he met with representatives of the Sofasonke Party in his
town.102. ‘They wanted to see our so-called master plan. According to rumours spread
by Sofasonke itself, in five years nobody would have to pay a service charge to the
town council any more. Where did they exactly get this fairy-tale from? That was
the question. We knew the Sofasonke leadership was making up stories, but how to
trace the source? ‘There will be nothing of the kind, except in your dreams,’ we

102. Here I was continuing my conversation with the mayors and former mayors at the
Johannesburg Sun Hotel
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assured these misled people. They replied that they would take us to court to obtain
the ‘master-plan’. I said, ‘Do so, by all means, but with whose money are you going
to take us to court?’ The mayor: ‘We had received approval from the TPA to move
on a loan by the town council. Although we are an autonomous town council and a
local authority, we are still subject to such approvals from the TPA. Sofasonke might
have caught some information about this loan, which they simply equated with dreams
for some future Utopian state of affairs, in which in the post-apartheid era nobody
needed to pay anything anymore to anyone. They, the Sofasonke people, were telling
the community already that they now had a case against the mayor and the council.
They were assuring them that their lawyers were going to take care of everything.
That is the typical way, in which Sofasonke tries to curry favour with the public and
the innocent voters who don't know what is going on. In the meantime, they are very
much aware that they have no case against us, but in the eyes of the people, Sofasonke
is fighting for them. If that isn't wasting the people's money, I don't know what is,’
said the angry mayor.
He continued, ‘Then we presented Sofasonke with a breakdown of the township

rentals. They wanted us to cut down on services rendered by the council. We asked
them, you tell us, what services should we cut down? Every penny we pay out covers
only the minimum needs anyway. There's nothing we can cut down. Electricity? It's
the way you whites consume electricity. How can we, as a town council influence
or teach residents to use less electricity and save the energy? Dy you understand how
difficult it is to administer a township?’
‘But then,’ said one of his colleagues, ‘we don't get the proper backing from the

TPA. We actually feel that all mayors in the Vaal region should collectively approach
the TPA and table our problems, because we are all very dissatisfied with the present
situation. The TPA simply says that it cannot get more deeply involved with the affairs
of the various municipalities. But they are involved. And they are deeply involved
as well.’
I asked, ‘Has there ever been an Indaba-type meeting between all the Vaal Region

mayors and the TPA?’ ‘No, it never has happened,’ was the unanimous reply of the
five mayors and former mayors. ‘But we think it's high time this is now organised,
because this lawlessness should be thrashed out, including the unacceptable
undermining actions of Sofasonke.’ But one mayor suggested, ‘The question is
whether the
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TPA is properly geared up to bring together all the mayors in Transvaal to discuss
vital issues concerning the townships.’ I asked: ‘But that's ridiculous. That's what
they are there for, aren't they?’ One mayor, dropping his voice, ‘I simply think they
don't want to arrange for an Indaba by all the mayors.’ I repeated ‘Why not, it is in
everybody's vital interest?’ ‘It should be,’ said the mayors, ‘but they are not going
to do it. At one time, last year, the TPA called a meeting of town councillors in Albert
Street. Instead of turning it into a meeting of receiving suggestions from these town
councillors, they made it into a completely one-sided affair, by which the
Administrator and the Chairman of the MEC's103. were simply dictating their views to
us.’ ‘I was one of the people present,’ said one mayor, ‘and I was even taken to task
for raising certain issues, which concerned the townships directly. This former
Chairman flatly scolded me. That was also the last meeting of that type ever to be
held.’
I then had a discussion with the group of five, as to what would be the best way

of suggesting an Indaba of mayors in the Transvaal, which they all considered a
matter of some urgency. The discussion ended with the proposal that mayor Philip
Nhlapo of Mhluzi, President of UCASA should bring such a proposal in their name
to the TPA. I did pose some questions on this matter toMr Nhlapo, when I interviewed
him and he seemed agreeable to the idea, provided the Transvaal mayors presented
him with a request of this nature, to arrange an Indaba of mayors with the TPA.

[121]

It gradually dawned onme - and practically all interviewees touched upon this subject
sooner or later - how serious the housing problems in townships are and what home
ownership means to blacks in practice. The government and TPA on one side and
town councils on the other are caught in this vicious circle of continued apartheid
problems, to arrange for orderly urbanisation and the dream of home ownership for
all. Influx Control was abolished in 1986, but at the same time provisions of the
Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act were sharpened up. The mayors stressed that the
government did no longer control urban hous-

103. Member of the Executive Committee of the TPA
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ing and development. Access to land and housing had now moved into the realm of
private enterprise and private developers, with the most dire consequences for the
lowest income groups and the poor. Those at the bottom of the social ladder are
finding themselves in a permanent quandary as to how to get acceptable living
quarters. Squatters can no longer be removed and shipped off to Bantustans, but slum
areas are too often cleared for private developers, which means in practice people
are then removed and their huts destroyed. ‘The poor are not on the peripheries of
the housing market, the job market and the transport market,’ observed Georgina
Hamilton in the Sunday Tribune104. ‘Pavements and back yards have become a refuge
from the high costs of transport and housing. Informal economic activity is their bid
for survival.’
According to some papers - The Star, The Sunday Times, or The City Press and

of course The Weekly Mail, which excels in condemning literally everything that's
happening in South Africa - developments in the housing sector are anti-black, all
misguided and unacceptable. The South African Institute of Race Relations, another
outfit which, of course, only finds fault with this country, supplied a flood of negative
data quickly picked up by Paul Hendler to fill virtually an entire page of the City
Press.105. Fortunately there also is Black Enterprise magazine, which published in
Volume 22, 1989 a 36-page survey on what really is going on in housing for blacks
in South Africa. While the naysayers of the abovementioned institutions moan over
black builders, who are unable to compete with the powerful white-owned
development companies, black enterprise talks of ‘Challenging new housing
developments’. FHA Homes, the housing utility company and the Urban Foundation
in Transvaal are developing 6 000 sites for black and coloured families, with 3 000
housing units. Developers also aim to provide 3 093 stands in Kathlehong township;
1 400 stands in Moleleki; 2 177 stands in Tokoza. Marimba Gardens was developed
by a consortium of developers, 2 446 stands; at Vosloorus, 1 500 stands; KwaThema,
400 houses; Tsakane, 1 100; Phola Ext, 1 421 stands; Mhluzi, the township of Philip
Nhlapo, 350 houses; Mamelodi, 1 300 stands; Atteridgeville, 366

104. The Sunday Tribune, June 4, 1989
105. City Press, June 4, 1989
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stands; in Protea and Dobsonville, 5 000 stands; Mohlakeng, 505 stands; Khutsong,
85 houses and 400 stands; and so on.106.

There are more articles in Black Enterprise. One page (29) tells about employer
housing packages. The following page speaks of high-quality housing for high and
low cost houses, illustrated with coloured pictures. There is a page on the Steyn
Housing System whereby unskilled workers being trained on the site can put prefab
housing together. There is an article on the recently established PBF (Professional
Builders Federation) which assists small black builders and merchants to overcome
problems and get small black builders into the building industry. The Board is presided
over by President L Neyembe and further consists of seven black members and one
white member.107.

The Urban Foundation has set up the Contractor Development Agency to offer
managements skills to black building contractors and assists further in that adequate
loan capital is being raised to finance their activities. Next, there is an article about
BIFSA (Building Industry Federation of South Africa) which has begun programmes
to train small builders in the informal sector. Then we learn that IBM, South Africa
Projects Fund, First National Bank and the African Bank have over the past 4 years
helped 194 black builders in financing their respective constructions projects. Over
the past 5 years; the Everton Town Council has trained construction entrepreneurs
and bricklayers. This township council simply awarded housing contracts only to
independent black building contractors. Then, there is an article on the Vaal Triangle
Blacks Business Association. Or, an article about 70 000 trainees having taken courses
in basic building skills, steel fixing, concreting, welding and other areas of skills at
the Western Cape Training Centre set up for this purpose in 1985. Do I have to say
more? I will never understand what the South African media expect to gain from
presenting such bleak and one-sided negative images of their own country. It's one
thing to be critical or be against government policy, but why do so many publications
deliberately paint the worst possible picture of what is happening in South African
society? Virtually all daily newspapers print a bar-

106. Black Enterprise, volume 22, June 1989
107. In the Transvaal alone, live 6,1 million blacks. The TPA, in collaboration with private-sector

groups, is making sites available to settle 70 000 families in the next few months
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rage of biased reports that do not hold up against present realities. Didn't the
Foundation for Community Development (FCD) announce at the end of May 1989,
that the Soweto Town Council had approved a 560-million Rand highrise residential
complex of 8 000 apartments for 40 000 residents? The apartment towers will have
20 and 25 floors, with 24 new schools in the vicinity, sports fields and recreational
facilities.

[122]

The subject of racial integration of South African schools should be an important
subject in my next report, when I will zoom in on black youths. As late as 1989, the
South African authorities apparently still feel that there are historical, cultural,
educational and practical reasons for retaining schools for white pupils only. The
majority of white voters want this, so according to Piet Clase, Minister of Education
and Culture, that is just what the government is doing; full stop. The reasons given
are endless. The geographic position of schools is one reason; transport and mother
tongue education are two other arguments. And then the minister maintains that the
character of schools would change with the admission to white schools of other
groups, and that social tensions and personnel problemswould emerge. This is another
frontal collision between ‘old thinking’ versus ‘new thinking’ in the minds of whites,
because what else are schools than a reflection of society on the whole? The character
of the South African nation has been changing for decades and, like a steamroller,
is changing ever faster every day that God allows South Africans to live. Where has
Mr Piet Clase been lately? Change ought to be encouraged and stimulated, not only
at schools, but among the young in general, because they will have to live in South
Africa untill the middle of the 21st century and beyond.108.

Piet Clase: ‘A school,’ he says, ‘is not a knowledge factory... a community is a
network of relationships.’ He continued on May 15, 1989 in the House of Assembly
during the budget vote on Whites' Own Affairs, ‘Black-board jungles are created
quite easily. They develop in

108. The Sowetan pointed out (April 27, 1989) that 250 000 black pupils could be given school
accomodation, if only 278 526 empty places in white schools were opened up to them. (But
would the black children be able to follow the white-oriented curriculae?)
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schools where there are substantial groups of alienated pupils.’ But what about
oversized groups of alienated citizens among 28million South Africans? Does no-one
in the Ministry of Education and Culture understand that if children, especially in
urban areas, can't be taught to communicate and study together, how does the
government ever expect to be handling a population that feels alienated and
misunderstood? I said it before, and I say it again; where is the courage of the
Afrikaner who once was admired and respected by the entire world for his endurance
against the odds? Now the time has come to share more of this wealth and prosperity
created together with all residents of the Republic. If this revolution of thinking is
to start anywhere, it must begin in schools.
The minister lists all the things that could go wrong. He speaks of alienation

through subject offerings, representing a poor compromise to please all. He speaks
of different value systems between teachers and pupils. Hemight have added, between
black and white pupils, and between black pupils among themselves. He speaks of
isolation from communities, black and white, and he expresses the fear, mark you,
that ‘the school's ethos and character would change’. A remark like this by the
Minister of Education in any country is absolutely shocking, but in South Africa, at
this crucial moment in its history, is simply not acceptable. The ethos and character
everywhere changed with the revolution of rising expectations of the formerly
subjugated peoples of Asia, Africa andmost of Latin America. The ethos and character
of the United States changed with the gradual increase of equal rights for blacks and
whites, mostly after 1960. The ethos and character of most of Africa also changed
with the nationalist liberation movement in this continent beginning in 1960. Only
South Africa remained relatively untouched behind massive racially-oriented
legislation backed up bymilitary might and police forces. How do the minds of South
African whites function? Can they not see that they will have to integrate?
As pointed out in the beginning of this report, brains of children are first structured

by what parents tell their kids andmake them accept as being right or wrong, followed
by the school, the teachers and fellow pupils, while by the age of twelve most children
are in the possession of an independently-operating mind. Their opinions and
judgements are based too often upon the values and priorities the parents have set
for themselves. In practice this means, for a majority of white children, that
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they were brought up in racially-segrated schools. This is not necessarily a short-cut
to creating a society in which blacks and whites learn to accept each other's equal
right to a place in the sun on the same piece of land they have to share. To make
South Africa livable for all races in the future, a step by step integration109. of all
schools is unavoidable and a must. Old concepts die slowly; very slowly. To expect
that separate black and white schools could be maintained for ever is another myth
that replaced a simple truth and fact of life.
In Soweto the shortage of schools is causing concern. Children often have to

commute from one corner of the township to another to follow classes. Presently,
Soweto has 63 515 secondary school pupils. Next year it will be 79 399. In primary
schools there are now 143 614 pupils and next year the number will have risen to
152 552. It costs 3,5 million rand to build a school, excluding furniture and other
facilities. Then, a lot of schools have been burned down by radical elements
encouraged by the ANC and other red-oriented forces from outside South Africa.
Vandalism is another problem Soweto and all other townships have to deal with. The
young in South Africa are exposed to the same television series and videos as
anywhere else in the world. In the United States, by the age of sixteen, the average
child has witnessed 200 000 acts of violence, including 33 000murders through their
television screen.110. As anywhere else, the entertainment media in South Africa play
a powerful role in the formation of values. The abuse that blacks have been exposed
to in South Africa over the past century, at least, has left both parents and children
often angry and alienated, while large numbers of blacks grow up as self-centered
and as emotional cripples. And here comes the Minister for Education and Culture,
who outlines a strategy for the future, that is wholly and completely out of touch
with South African reality.
Most papers screamed against his presentation on May 5, 1989 in the House of

Assembly. ‘The air may sometimes be alive with the sounds of verligtheid,’
editorialised the Johannesburg Star,111. ‘but clearly it is still charged with racism. Mr
Clase's statement demonstrates very clearly,

109. At most South African universities integration has begun, but experts are of the opinion that
too few blacks are presently studying at university level

110. TimeMagazine, ‘Violent Kids’ pp 56-63, June 12, 1989
111. Samkelo Khumalo City Press,May 28, 1989
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that in areas such as education, the National Party intends clinging to recist structures
quite regardless of reason or cost.’ I expect, however, that an NP under the leadership
of Mr FW de Klerk will initiate an entirely new policy also in the realm of Education
and Culture.

[123]

My friend at the teachers' college in KaNgwane did not breathe a word to me about
prevailing racism or nepotism in his school. However, from a report by Mathatha
Tsedu in The Sowetan, I was shocked to learn that teacher training colleges in the
Northern Transvaal still have plenty of problems of this nature. At the end of May
1989 at least five teachers' colleges in the region were involved in boycotts accusing
white lecturers of racism and accusing black lecturers of nepotism. In the homeland
of Venda, three out of four teachers' colleges had also come to a standstill. All the
colleges in Venda are still headed by white rectors. In the homeland of Leboa two
colleges, Modjadji andMokopane, were being boycotted. They both are led by black
rectors. Mr SR Makhuvha, Director-general for Education in Lebowa told Tsedu,
‘You are dealing with a situation where whites have been brought up in a particular
way and they expect blacks to react to them in a particular way. When this does not
happen there is conflict.’ MrMakhuva stressed that black youths were no longer able
to accept white superiority.112.

Minister Piet Clase and his associates seem to react to these unavoidable realities
by trying to circumvent problems, controversies and perhaps even racial strife, and
advocating by unabated segregation in all schools and keeping, wherever possible,
white and black pupils apart, most certainly up to university levels. This is a
counter-productive and unrealistic strategy. The white leadership in education should
display the courage to fill forthwith those 278 526 empty seats in white schools
throughout South Africa with blacks and see what happens. After initial problems,
including perhaps even violence, the dust would settle and in five years from now,
no-one in South Africa would even remember how integrated schools were a serious
problem in the minds of people. I have seen it happen during the past 35 years I lived
in the United States where life moves even faster. Memory is not a weapon but a
deadly trap.

112. The Sowetan,May 30, 1989
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Memory is perforated with as many holes as an ordinary kitchen sieve. South Africa
should dare to take a quantum jump into the future and show some of the courage
and daring of their forebears. The kind of thinking displayed by minister Clase
suffered from a Verwoerdian touch. In other words: the man in charge of education
as late as 1989 was clearly out of tune with the times, both in Africa and the world,
and therefore no asset to South Africa's interests.

[124]

Ephraim Tshabalala, President of the Sofasonke Party, responded when I asked him
whether freedom would be possible for blacks in South Africa without further
bloodshed: ‘Violence is one way to freedom. Most blacks in South Africa now are
free, although they don't see that they are free. There are certain places in which you
could say that people are still oppressed. But now I can go to any hotel in the country.
If I want to take a white woman, nobody will be in my way. When you work, you
are free to spend your money where you want. Blacks can shop in Soweto, but nobody
will stop them from shopping in Sandton. What can stop me in South Africa from
doing what I want?’
Mr Tshabalala (80) continued, ‘The only thing I am unhappy about is that blacks

still receive a different education from whites. And the other sad thing is that blacks
have no free-holding land rights. If I should want to invest in land, I cannot. Why
should I have a 99-year lease? In old times under presidents Hertzog and Smuts,
when the Union Jack was still flying, only Indians and Asians could not invest in
99-year-leased land. All blacks and whites could purchase land without a lease. You
could buy whatever you wanted. Then the Nats came in and said no, we blacks could
no longer buy land without a lease. The same for education. Under Hertzog and
Smuts, education was organized from one department, still under the Union Jack.
Our real troubles in South Africa began when the Afrikaners got into power. They
also pulled the “nannas” (nuns) away from the reserves, the townships and the
homelands. Next, they put more police forces in the townships and the homelands.
“Nannas” fulfilled many tasks in the old days. They assisted when babies were born
in the townships. When kids were growing up during those days, there was no fear
from blacks for whites. But then, Afrikaners began to enforce apartheid. Before, our
children sometimes be-
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came 18 years old prior to ever having seen a white man. Today, when black children
see a white man, they project the face of a white policeman. That is what they have
now in their heads. Everywhere else, in Swaziland, Botswana and so on, a white man
in the minds of blacks is just like you and me.’113.

Tshabalala continued, ‘It would be better to go back to the old system and bring
the churches back into the townships instead of the police. Then people will get
accustomed again to whites in a normal way, like before. This is how I see it. Of
course, I was born under the Union Jack. Since then, up to now I have seen what
happened in this country. Young blacks who want to go to university are presently
being sent back to school for one or two years, to properly qualify for entry to the
university. This delays progress, not only of the black community, but of the country
as a whole.’

[125]

Khehla Shubane (33) was arrested in 1976, as he told me, for recruiting young blacks
for the armed wing of the ANC. ‘I went from 1977 to 1982 on Robben Island, to serve
my term of imprisonment. I was placed in a communal cell of 20 people. There were
three such cells. During certain hours there was a fair amount of mixing among the
prisoners. We would often work outside, mostly on road repairs. At first, we could
only get screened books, but as time passed, there was some improvement. Gradually
we could read newspapers and there were certain magazines we could subscribe to,
but everything had still to pass the censor.Wemainly relied on news from the outside
world through the arrival of new prisoners. In 1978 there were some improvements.
We were allowed TIME magazine. We also were getting SABC radio broadcasts.’
Khehla made many friends in prison. A number of them have also been released

by now. ‘I was not allowed to take up studies beyond matric. But the Red Cross,’
said Khehla, ‘has been instrumental in changing that. After 1981 post-matric studies
were admitted at Robben Island. But in 1982 I was released. I realised’ he said, ‘that
I had lost a normal sense of relating to people. I used to be with 16 or 18 other

113. I doubted this statement, but accepted that Mr Tshabalala was expressing his personal opinion
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people, always strictly guarded, and all of a sudden you find yourself in a situation
with no wall around you any more. It feels funny. You step out into the night and
there is no-one watching over you any more. It feels strange even. For two weeks I
enjoyed just being at home, talking to people, watching television, reading
newspapers, without them being censored by anyone any more, speaking to people
over the phone.’
First, he couldn't find a job at all, but eventually, he held a clerical job with an

insurance company, which he lost after a strike five months later. The rest of 1983
he worked for the Soweto Civic Association. ‘But in 1984, I began studying Political
Science at the Witwatersrand University. I received a scholarship from the African
Scholarship Program sponsored by some churches with headquarters in Braamfontein.
I have now applied for a Fulbright scholarship to go to America and get my Masters
degree in Political Science.’ I asked himwhat area of international relations interested
himmost. ‘Africa,’ he replied without hesitation, ‘super-power politics would interest
me as far as it relates to Africa. I also want to understand precisely what policy means.
Recently I travelled four weeks on a Walter Levy Fellowship to the United States.
Coming from South Africa, I realized that America has just not yet resolved its racial
problems. I saw this with my own eyes. Also, the image some Americans have of
our country is incredible. I would run up the question, “How are the elephants doing
in South Africa?” They often think we are still living in the bush. But then, I wasn't
there long enough to really meet all kinds of people. We also were escorted, so we
didn't visit places where we might have met racial problems. What was confusing to
me as a South African was the free availability of information all around. I went into
a large bookshop in New York. The abundance of books on the shelves was
perplexing. I got confused.What to choose? In spite of all the problems the Americans
might still have, the freedom of information is just incredible. They have the best,
absolutely.’
What struckmewas that Khehla Shubane, now an assistant-researcher at the Centre

of Policy Studies at the University of theWitwatersrand, takes the position - keeping
in mind that he once recruited ANC guerillas - ‘there is no point for blacks to wait
for a post-apartheid South Africa. All this violence should stop. It has cost us so
much in terms of suffering, human lives, and loss of property. I hope the lessons we
paid will register in peoples minds. I no longer hold any
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quarrel with people who have different opinions and look for different solutions to
our struggle for liberation.’
The former prisoner of Robben Island now researches with a Wits team on how

black local authorities are functioning, with an accent on black local public facilities.
Of course I asked him whether he was aware of recent events in Lekoa city. ‘Yes, I
know,’ he said. I asked, ‘Why don't we find a letter about it in the papers?’ Shubane:
‘I don't really know. Maybe the press feels these events are not newsworthy!’
‘How can this not be newsworthy?’ I asked. ‘The TPA is said not to be on the side

of legality, and condones the subversive moves of the Sofasonke irregulars. Now,
why's that?’
‘I know,’ said Shubane. ‘Over the past six months of my research here, I have

been busy collecting information. I have been in Lekoa. Next month, I will go there
again, just to speak with them and find out what has been going on since I was there
last. Fairly soon, all our researchers will turn in their various reports and we will
compile them into a full-scale document to be published by our Centre for Policy
Studies.’ ‘Fine, and will it be simply added to the many books and reports in the
Library and disappear?’ I asked ‘We usually do send these studies around to the
media.’

[126]

It was my intention, initially, to include the views of black journalists in this report.
But I came up against some peculiar experiences. Somewere quite cordial and willing
to talk, as sam Mabe of The Sowetan and Jon Qwelane of The Star had been. Others
hid behind rude behaviour like Eric Mafuna of Africa Now, or simply turned down
my invitation like Maud Montanyane of Tribute magazine. Jumping to conclusions
about strangers, also when they are white foreigners, and suspect that they are siding
with Pretoria is a typical error which balanced journalists should have mastered. Not
so, in some of these cases.
Sam Mabe belatedly withdrew permission to be quoted verbatim, as I reported

before. I wondered whether black journalists often hesitate to grant interviews to
whites because of hidden suspicions.
Jon Qwelane agreed to an interview quite readily and was most accommodating

to begin with. Then I sent him a copy of my book, Apartheid USA 1988, in preparation
for meeting him, and received an extraor-
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dinary reply. Qwelane wrote: ‘As I knocked off work rather early, yesterday, I went
straight home and began reading. Having read some excerpts, and particularly, having
read the preface you have written, I doubt very much if anything I might say to you
would in any way alter your stance which - if you allow me the liberty to say so - I
feel is a subtle argument for patience with the perpetrators of apartheid.’ He intimated
further, that a discussion between him, a black journalist from South Africa, and me,
a white journalist from Holland, ‘would not serve any purpose, other than just a talk
session’.114.

Projection is most commonly regarded as a defence mechanism. It is a means of
protecting oneself from anxiety, by attributing problems to others. All I had suggested
to colleagueQwelane was an interviewwith him on his views, not mine. The objective
of my interviews was always to obtain, and perhaps interpret information the
interviewee give in order to add to the diversity of opinions presented in this volume.
I found his reaction to my book paranoid, and silly. The foreword to my book covered
three pages. To conclude from those 750 words, mainly geared towards exposing
apartheid as it is practised today in America, that I advocated a ‘go-slow’ approach
on eradicating apartheid in South Africa, was a defensive projection based on
prejudice against a white colleague. It's in my view the worst that can happen to the
state of mind of a journalist, because he must master the ability to listen carefully,
not jump to conclusions and only after recording relevant information he actually
can begin to analyse it. Jon Qwelane, a Star reporter, was already analysing without
basic information.
I asked to interview Jon Qwelane because I had carefully read his columns in the

Star over a period of three years. I always wondered why it was that, within the
narrow limits of a single 1 000-word commentary, he would zigzag from perfectly
sound arguments to a point clouded with emotion. How are our thoughts formed and
shaped? How do we reach our convictions in proper ways? Are our judgements,
especially when we express them on paper, based on knowledge and knowing? Is a
judgement, when we express it, grounded in verified information? Do we obtain our
‘facts’ from our own data bank or do we rely on data banks in the heads of others?
Does our consciousness release sufficient reliable information which is absolutely
trustworthy, so that we can just-

114. Letter dated April 28, 1989, from Windhoek, South West Africa - Namibia
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ifiably speak of ‘a healthy and accurate self-awareness?’ I thought Jon Qwelane's
reaction to my invitation lacked these ingredients entirely. His projection about my
‘stance’, as he called it, on apartheid, had no relation to what I think on the subject.
My actual words, in the preface of the book he referred to, ask the reader to take a
more sober view, taking into account the continuing racial mess in the United States
after forty years of efforts to eliminate ‘apartheid’. I also mentioned the ‘wholly
unjust system of apartheid in South Africa’.115. It must be clear to colleague Qwelane,
that one can't shoot apartheid down, because racial notions dwell in the neural circuits
of the mind. To ‘kill’ them will mean having to decode them. If Qwelane thinks this
can be speeded up by placing limpet mines, I am afraid he should attend an elementary
course in one of the Mind Sciences and observe what little positive results violence
has achieved so far anywhere in Africa.

[127]

Marvin Minsky compared the creation of conscious thought-processes to the driver
of a car, who steps on the gas in order to increase speed. Without anyone knowing
exactly what processes are taking place, signals are being passed on from the brain
to the mind. The push on our mental button starts an unimaginable number of
signal-signs.

[128]

Jon Qwelane paged through my book, pushed a mental button, and got lost in a
labyrinth of crossed signals and runaway emotions, precisely the way it seems to
happen at times in his columns. He also objected in his letter to my view that the
travelling churchmen, Tutu, Boesak, Chikane and Beyers Naudé, do not represent
the views of the majority of blacks in South Africa, for instance on the subject of
sanctions.116. Who should I believe? Qwelane or the dozen mayors and councillors
in black town-

115. In June 1989, Ronald Reagan pointed out in his ‘Winston Churchill’ lecture, in reference to
students in Beijing demonstrating for democratic rights, that Chinese leaders should
understand, ‘You cannot massacre an idea’

116. Also, The Sowetan of May 12, 1989, reported that ‘an overwhelming majority of South
Africans were saying that sanctions should not be applied to end apartheid’
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ships? Qwelane or the bishops and reverends from the Western Cape Council of
Churches? Qwelane or the recent survey commissioned by the Chamber of Mines
of South Africa as carried out by the South African branch of the Callup organisation
in which figures showed that out of thirty-minute interviews with 1 600 black
interviewees: 82 per cent were against sanctions and 85 per cent against
disinvestment.117.Qwelanemay believe that blacks against sanctions and disinvestment
are mad and that the perpetrators of apartheid should be eliminated in a hurry.
Therefore Tutu and Co. are his heroes. But in my understanding a journalist never
avoids meeting a person with whom one may disagree. On the contrary, sharing
views with a stranger often leads to unexpected enrichment.
Jon Qwelane ended his letter as follows: ‘I have been here all my life. I will never

argue for apartheid to be given time to sort itself out. I know the evils of apartheid.
I live them.’ I do understand what colleague Qwelane is saying. I lived five years of
Nazi occupation of the Netherlands. From the age of 15 to 20 (1940-1945) I harboured
similar feelings. Our country was occupied by warmongering Germans. The black
majority in South Africa must have parallel feelings after being for generations
subjugated by a white minority. The Sowetan expressed these feelings of frustration
in a recent editorial most eloquently. I suspect the words were Sam Mabe's. The
paper spoke of the forthcoming election, September 6, 1989. ‘We blacks have to
look on as silent, and perhaps unhappy spectators, as serious matters are being decided
about our country and our lives... We who are in the majority in the country, have
to look on helplessly as these events are being played out around us. It makes us feel
silly and sometimes even angry. Every positive event that takes place here and in
Namibia will be used by the crazy right-wingers to instill fear in white voters. Who
knows, they can create such panic that there might be a total swing their way when
the elections are held. We are only hoping white South Africans are not that
short-sighted.’118.

I wrote Jon Qwelane a letter and asked him to reconsider. But he didn't bother to
reply. A closed mind is perhaps the worst that can befall a journalist. A closed mind,
in addition to runaway emotions.

117. The Citizen,May 17, 1989
118. The Sowetan, June 9, 1989
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[129]

Ephraim Tshabalala told me, that he felt that the NFBL was not at all representative
of black South Africa. ‘Maybe in two or three years we will be ripe for such a
development,’ he told me. Sam Mabe, of The Sowetan, likewise said to me that the
National Forum was hardly a reflection of the black masses.
On the NFBL Gogotya told me, ‘It is unfortunate that the whole thing is dirty play

by some people, either intentionally or unintentionally. Because I believe that if such
a Forum has to have some credibility, the groups serving in the Forum must have a
constituency. They must have been elected by a constituency that chooses them to
serve in the Forum. The present councillors from town councils cannot be said to be
representative of the black community at large. The government cannot fool us.
These people have no mandate from anyone to negotiate on our behalf. They were
elected to provide houses, roads and infrastructure. The government should play this
matter openly. Just as much as town councillors in Cape Town cannot serve in the
national parliament, a town councillor of Pretoria or Heildelberg, cannot serve on a
national body. He has no mandate for this purpose. That's why FIDA rejects what's
going on.’
Once more I suggested a referendum for all blacks in South Africa, on the basis

of one man, one vote, to choose whom they want to represent them at the National
Forum and the Great Indaba. John Gogotya: ‘This is what we have been saying time
and again. Let there be some form of democratic representation. If it can't be a
referendum, than let the government recognise the organisations that already exist,
and let them appoint one representative each, or whatever. Just as much as the
government has recognised the existence of the ANC and has said they will sit down
with them and talk if Nelson Mandela renounces violence, then a referendum would
become unnecessary. If violence is renounced, banned political organisations would
be unbanned andwewould have all the legitimate representatives we need, to organise
a Great Indaba to solve the problems of this country.’
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[130]

Philip Nhlapo, mayor ofMhluzi and chairman of the NFBL told me he was optimistic.
‘We are moving. Even today I read an item in the paper, that the Reverend Allan
Hendrickse said, that the NFBL did not truly represent blacks. But what is Hendrickse
doing? Was he using or misusing his vote and his constituency? The Labour Party
forgot all along to look after the interests of the coloureds. Today, they are not
governing themselves, as we blacks are doing. Decisions are made for them by white
town councillors. That is not the case with us. Black communities are autonomous.
We are making our own decisions. We are local authorities. Coloureds only act as
advisors to white councils. I sit with them in Regional Services Councils. They don't
seem to want to accept direct governmental responsibility. So, here comes Allan
Hendrickse, who now says, ‘Blacks do not want the NFBL. I find it difficult to discuss
these matters with people who reason that way. They are simply not fully sufficient
here upstairs’ (and he pointed with his finger to his head).
‘Do you expect the NFBL to continue?’ I asked. ‘It is continuing,’ said mayor

Nhlapo, ‘and we are about to meet the Minister of Justice, Kobie Coetsee, to discuss
the state of emergency. We are the people that want to crack the walls of apartheid
and get inside.We are not saying that we want to get in there, in order to be appointed
as ministers later or clamour for governmental posts. We are simply paving the way
for the right people. Remember what happened in Kenya? Tom Boya was holding
the bridge for Jomo Kenyatta to come out.’
‘And he was killed,’ I replied. ‘Yes, he was,’ said Philip Nhlapo, ‘but when

Kenyatta came out, he was the man. What we now want is a different type of
government in South Africa, a multi-racial one, with no longer one group dominating
the other. One thing we definitely do not want, and that is a one-party state. That
possibility is out.’

[131]

My friend, Jabulani Patose from Boipatong township also confirmed that blacks do
not accept the NFBL. ‘Most unfortunately,’ he told me, ‘the NFBL is now even being
criticized by black moderates. So, the radicals are looking at this situation and they
are enjoying themselves, be-
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cause they are liable to use this situation later on, by pointing fingers and saying:
‘You see, we told you so, these people in the NFBL are only collaborators.’
‘For us to have a democratic National Forum, we do not have to ignore any black

person, or group, including the ANC, PAC and all the rest, including those South
Africans who are in exile, or in detention. The ANC is certainly not the voice of black
South Africa, as I explained to you before. It's one of the voices of blacks in this
country and cannot be ignored. Yet, we do not want the ANC or anyone else to come
with a list of pre-conditions before they are willing to join the Forum and negotiate.
There should be an open agenda and no conditions. Some of the overseas opponents
of apartheid are also afraid of losing some of the fringe benefits they receive by living
abroad. That's one reason we have so much disunity.’
‘The present NFBL is by far not democratic enough,’ maintained Jabulani, ‘because

it consists mostly of elected councillors. They were only elected and voted into office
to represent people at local levels, not at national level. They have no mandate for
the Forum. That's wrong. No referendum was held and I agree with you - such a
referendum should be held, to gauge the feelings of the people on this vital matter.
I am telling you, there are, especially in the Vaal region, a lot of young people who
are moderates, and who are ready to stand up and speak out on behalf of the people.
I assure you, I could myself beat some of the people you have spoken to in your book
as the so-called black leaders of blacks. Some of them, I am sure, could easily be
beaten at the polls. You should realise that South African blacks are now being
blessed by an entirely new generation of young people, who cannot be intimidated
any more. Let some people in high places lend an ear to what we, the young, are
saying, or to what we are thinking, and let us try to bury our differences. If we can
all be in the same camp, the struggle would be so different.
‘for instance we differ in the way things should be done. Even, at times, in the

moderate camp, such differences exist. But now, what we, young South Africans are
interested in is to attend to the program of liberalisation. What we should be aware
of is that our freedom is a white man's freedom. Because as long as we are not really
free, and have all these differences amongst ourselves, while a lot of intimidation
continues from the left and radical groups, I do not think it will be easy for
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those white leaders, who sincerely do want change and political reform in South
Africa, to convey a message of negotiation to their constituencies. Because, they will
be immediately asked, and rightfully so, ‘if you want us to share our power with
blacks, do you think we can live together with blacks, who are utterly divided? We
are, from our side, trying to create conditions, to cancel the whites' fear, and the
blacks' hatred.’
It reminded me of King Goodwill Zwelitshini of the Zulus who some time ago

appealed to western Christians to support and love white South Africans in what he
called ‘their traumas of transition from racist oppressors to true democrats’. ‘Now,’
the young Xhosa from Transvaal said, ‘you know, blacks must start to love whites
again, and have confidence that they can still share this country with whites. But
they should be reasonably assured that reconciliation is a livable reality. Unlike this
spirit, that after liberation, blacks will take over, and wipe out white interests and
white domination, we don't need apartheid in reverse. We don't need another wave
of oppression, the other way around. We have seen howMozambique was liberated.
Within a fewmonths all Portugese were gone andMozambique was destroyed. Some
of the people, who are aiming at such a situation here, have already opened side gates
for themselves. They know when it gets hot, it will be easy for them to move out.’

[132]

I kept thinking about the various critical sounds I had heard about Sofasonke and the
grand old man of the party, Ephraim Tshabalala. In 1947 he had began his business
empire with eleven pounds and in 1951, after much hard work with his wife, he held
2 million pounds in the bank. Now, he conducts some 30 companies and heads a
fast-growing organisation in the realm of politics, called Sofasonke, at the same time.
I put it bluntly to him. Did he or did he not accept money from residents directly,

instead of people paying their dues to town councils? ‘That's not true at all,’ he
replied, being surprised at my question.119. ‘You must go back to the time that people
refused to pay services to town councils. At that time, we advised our members to
pay, under pro-

119. This is what the five mayors had told me in the Carlton Hotel before
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test, 15 Rand for services, until elections could be held, after which we would
negotiate new rates with the TPA and the town councils.’
Former Mayor Nelson Botile had stressed that Sofasonke promised in the election

campaign to make sure that people would never have to pay more than 15 Rand for
services. ‘Therefore’, said Botile, ‘the people followed Tshabalala on the basis of
simple lies. Of course, he could not offer them 15 Rand for service dues after the
election. Soweto recently announced that the service rates were going to be 50 Rand
for electricity and 22,50 for services, which is 72,50 Rand in total. Tshabalala
proposed 15 Rand which was really mad to begin with. He might be a great
businessman but one wonders whether he is quite normal up here,’ (and he pointed
to his forehead).
Listening toMr Tshabalala, I concluded that the many complaints about Sofasonke,

from Botile and other mayors in the Vaal region, did have a basis of fact, Tshabalala
told me, ‘The Sowetan Town Council proposed service charges from 56 Rand to 100
Rand up to 150 Rand. Therefore I said, “let's protest, we are only going to pay 15
Rand.” That was the 15 Rand Botile was talking about.’ Tshabalala: ‘After this
proposal, many people in the townships joined Sofasonke. We said, old people, who
often have to live on 250 Rand in 8 weeks, how can they pay 56 Rand for services?
They also have to eat. Of course, there were complaints from sitting town councils
when I proposed the 15 Rand payment instead. But whose fault is it? I have in this
building alone some 16 offices divided over a number of floors. We pay 12 Rand
for electricity. How come people in Soweto pay so much more? I then suggested that
the poor and elderly pay no more than 20 Rand for electricity. This was accepted,
because old people and poor people do not watch television. They use coal stoves
to stay warm, not electricity. Now the other people pay 50 Rand for electricity plus
R22,50 for services. Mind you, since May of this year all the people are paying up
their service charges again in Soweto.’
To make sure, I rephrased my question: ‘And Sofasonke is not asking anybody to

pay service charges to your Party?’
‘No, not at all,’ said President Tshabalala. ‘Everybody pays to the town council.

They are also getting new forms by way of receipts. We are operating strictly legally.
We do not take money from anybody. The only money I take is for memberships
and we get donations for lawyer costs.’
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I also wanted once more to know Mr Tshabalala's view on developments in Lekoa
city, where I had gained the impression that Sofasonke councillors had been instigating
illegal acts against mayor Samuel Kolisang, because the mayor refused to meet a
number of their demands.
‘Samuel Kolisang was with me in Sofasonke,’ said Ephraim Tshabalala. ‘He was

supposed to enter the Lekoa elections in 1988 on our behalf. As I told you, he founded
his own Party instead, copied our constitution120. and people voted him into office
not understanding why the Party was called VRRP and not Sofasonke. That's where
his troubles started. Kolisang will be voted out of office before the end of the year.
You can only vote a mayor out of office after 12 months.’ There are obviously two
sides to every story which perhaps was what John Mavusa had meant when he
cautioned that the Lekoa city affair was a complicated one.What these conversations
do underline, however, is that the Transvaal Provincial Administration is faced with
an entanglement of problems of which most citizens in this country seem to be
completely unaware.
Sofasonke also said ‘no’ to the National Forum of Black Leaders. Ephraim

Tshabalala, too, feels that the members of the NFBL should be voted for by the people,
as should be the future representatives to the Great Indaba. I asked him for an opinion
on a possible referendum for the black representatives to the great conference of all
the people to decide on the future of South Africa. ‘That is the only way to do it,’ he
replied.
‘But, that would mean letting scores of radicals and brainwashed communists back

into the country,’ I said. Tshabalala, ‘It's true, we don't know these people, who are
now outside. Some of them went away when Soweto was about to begin. These
refugees don't know what happened here and what is happening now. How could we
ever accept leaders we do not know? We don't know Oliver Tambo. He was just an
ordinary man when he left us. To portray him now as the hero of our people is plain
nonsense. Tambo must come back here and he will discover how many friends he
will have. Even Nelson Mandela, we do not know him. He is just a big name. There
is one man we respect and that

120. As reported before, an inside VRRP source had strongly denied that the movement had copied
the Sofasonke Constitution
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is Gatsha Mangosutu Buthelezi. That's a man who was in the congress. He is a man
from a royal family. He never talked from the stomach, as some of these so-called
leaders do. Buthelezi has been talking all the time from his head. Most of these
“leaders” don't talk from the head. They don't use their brains, or they do not have
brains at all.’
Mr Ephraim Tshabalala rejected the idea of a one-party Marxist State. ‘We don't

want communism. We want freedom for everybody,’ he said. ‘We want to be able
to choose where we will live and where we want to go. Communist laws are not
acceptable to us. Before the white man came here, we were also free to move and to
dance and to enjoy life. There is not better system for people than to live under
democracy and a democratic system of government. We black people, we believe in
our King. We believe in leadership from the King. We again must have our King.
The King will not tell us lies. We cannot believe an ordinary person. When you own
nothing, you can't stand in front of people and tell them what to do. We must first
know how many cattle he has, or that the leader is an established man. Someone,
who owns nothing, who has no cattle, he cannot stand up and speak in the “kraal”.
You cannot. All people who accept responsibility for their country, must also be able
to stand up in the “kraal”.’
The Sofasonke Party is becoming a national organisation lately. Sofasonke is now

also active in the Orange Free State. Ephraim Tshabalala leads the Party through an
Executive Committee, but has on top of that formed a six-man presidential cabinet
consisting of his closest advisors. ‘We send our people in cars to town councils and
when the councillors don't want to listen to us, we go directly to the people and
convince them and show them what to do. We tell them, for instance, that whites
have unity in their Nationalist Party, why should not blacks in the urban areas unite
and be one? Not in the homelands, because they have their own autonomous
governments. We must have one voice in the urban areas, that is what we are striving
for.’

[133]

Sam Mabe also spoke to me about black leadership, as he saw it. He was as critical
of the membership of Inkatha as he had been of FIDA He was of the opinion that
membership of Inkatha was in many instances not even voluntary, that people in
Natal were practically forced to join
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Buthelezi's political organisation.Without being an Inkathamember, one is, according
to SamMabe, excluded in Natal from housing, from business and even frommarrying
the person one loves. Mabe feels people in black South Africa lie too often to
themselves. He advocates scrupulous honesty. Too many so-called leaders are more
interested in their own political image, aimed at impressing the public and gaining
votes,121. than truly serving the people. A true leader should have the strength of
character to tell the people the truth, even if he has to give them bad news. But even
Mabe will discover some day, that all politicians in the world say one thing to get
into power, and do something else once they have got the power. Why should black
leaders in South Africa be an exception to the universal rule?
I suggested to SamMabe, that he would think about the feasibility and usefulness

of arranging a referendum for all blacks in the country, to choose their representatives
to go to the Great Indaba in the future and negotiate their future on their behalf. He
immediately made some notes in a writing block on his desk. After all, a host of
black leaders I had in the meantime spoken to agreed that a referendum was the
ultimate solution to the problem of black representation in the NFBL as well as the
Great Indaba. However, until I left South Africa for Holland in July, I never saw the
idea pop up in any of his columns or editorials. He had probably discarded the
suggestion.

[134]

Much of how the saga of apartheid in South Africa will end depends upon the
strategies of Mr FW de Klerk. I asked many prominent black citizens what they
expected from the new NP leader. Those who had already spoken with him in recent
weeks were outstandingly optimistic and positive about what they heard and felt.
Those who had not, like Ephraim Tshabalala, reserved judgement and assumed a
‘wait-and-see’ attitude. Mr de Klerk spent most of April and May in 1989 testing
the parameters of black thinking in South Africa. He picked the brains of homeland
leaders, like Gatsha Buthelezi, Enos Mabuza and others. He thoroughly updated and
double-checked his information about what was motivating black thinking in this
late hour. There is no other way in

121. A characteristic of politicians world-wide
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forming a judgement without first collecting accurate and solid data. He has already
indicated that ‘things must change drastically and quickly’. He said ‘the NP does not
seek a disguised form of permanent white domination over majorities’. The Nats
were ‘not as ideologically obsessed with the group concept as has been suggested
by critics’. He added, ‘Our strong emphasis on group rights, alongside individual
rights, is based on the reality of South Africa and not on an ideological obsession or
racial prejudice.’ He stressed that a non-racial society in a multiracial land was an
ordinary pipe-dream. Nevertheless, ‘My party strives for a non-racial country, a
country free of racism, and of racial hatred.’
Of course, the Soviets think they already know everything about Mr de Klerk.

Borias Asoyan, once Soviet envoy to Lesotho, now is considered ‘a top expert’ on
South Africa in the Kremlin. ‘In het land der blinden is een oog koning.’ Dr Philip
Nel allowed Asoyan in his magazine of the Stellenbosch Institute of Soviet Studies
to circulate unfounded information about Mr FW de Klerk.122. Glasnost or openness
apparently means in Moscow these days that even minor government officials are
free to ventilate their expertise in the area of foreign policy, whether their theories
are in conformity with official policy or not. As indicated earlier, spokesmen on
South Africa in the Kremlin are now all telling different fairy tales about this country.
As duly-trained card-carrying communists they stick to the ANC as their staunch and
loyal partner in their relentless efforts to destabilise this country and replace the
current political all-white leadership - aided and abetted by Indians and coloureds,
as seen in Moscow - with a one-party Marxist clan under the leadership of the
Mandela-Tambo team. Well, this report should contain some news for one-track
minds in the Kremlin. Listen to what Ephraim Tshabalala said here, moments ago,
about the feasibility of Oliver Tambo ever becoming an acceptable leader to blacks
in South Africa. All ANC legends are the creations of minds separated by distance
from the characters. The world can rest assured that South African blacks will make
up their own minds as to what men they want to administer them and lead them to
freedom.
Frans Esterhuyse likewise pointed to Boris Asoyan's Stellenboschmagazine article,

by highlighting that this Soviet expert feels that Mr de Klerk displays ‘pathos and
eloquence, which is not enough in the cur-

122. The Sowetan,May 23, 1989
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rent political conditions’. Asoyan: ‘The continued replacement of positive actions
with loud but empty verbiage may prove catastrophic for South Africa. There are
ever fewer chances for peaceful settlement of the conflict.’123. Mr Asoyan, a trained
Marxist-Leninist, seems shocked at the fact that ‘Mr FW de Klerk has so far refrained
from rushing into a huddle with the ANC to create conditions for a dialogue between
the two main political forces in the country’. Probably, the Russians really feel that
the communist-infiltrated ANC on which they counted all along, (money-wise,
arms-wise and ideologically), is the leading antiapartheid force inside South Africa.
The Soviet experts will be in for a rude awakening. They seem unable to test their
own pro-communist support inside the various communist empires, so they probably
have a very scant idea of how the minds of blacks in South Africa function. Chinese
communists shoot their peacefully-demonstrating students in droves, while Soviet
communists have to deploy thousands of heavily-armed soldiers to put down uprisings
for freedom and democracy from Georgia, and Uzbekistan to Estonia and Lithuania.
They simply do not know in Moscow what they are talking about, when they dream
of a future ANC-ruled one-party Marxist South Africa. Next comes dr Philip Nel,
director of Stellenbosch's Institute of Soviet Studies, naming the Soviets as the ideal
mediators on the South African political scene! I consider him a friend, but I beg to
differ most fundamentally with this South African expert on Soviet affairs. It was
most reassuring to me at least, when minister Chris Heunis emphatically stated on
May 9, 1989, that peace and change in South Africa would most certainly not come
via Moscow.124. Communism is a dying political concept whose influence is rapidly
waning on the international horizon. The less anyone has to do with it the better.

[135]

Let me end this report by returning to a conversation with my friend Jabulani Patose
in Boipatong. To me, Patose and his kind, not the ANC, are the wave of the future.
‘I am interested in helping to build a better South Africa, not only for me and my
children, but for everyone. I

123. The Sunday Tribune, June 4, 1989
124. The Citizen,May 9, 1989
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cannot run away from this country as some plan to do. I have nowhere else to go. I
might visit Holland but I cannot stay there. I have to come back here. Nor am I
interested in staying anywhere else. I might some day study in America, but I have
to come back and serve my community.’
He continued, ‘At this point, we still need to go back to the drawing board of the

National Forum for Black Leaders. As it is now, it meets a lot of dissension and
dissatisfaction. In its present form the NFBL is useless. Is the National Forum going
to be comprised of Black Town Councils only? Because our records are actually
showing that 83 per cent of those who serve on town councils are semi-literate.125.

Then, you can easily imagine what kind of leadership we are going to have. Should
those people negotiate on our behalf in the NFBL? Because when you relate this fact
to the Lekoa city developments, some of these semiliterates were actually voted into
office there as well. Some of the town councillors had not even a legal address or
permanent residence. Therefore, we support the idea of a referendum for every
political constituency in the country; and in a federal way, as in America. The Orange
Free State should have its own representatives. The Transvaal should have its own
respresentatives. Natal should have its own representatives and so forth. Not ignoring
the homelands, either. Those leaders are guys we praise. They must be there also, of
course.’
‘Whenwe come to the National Forum, wemust bury our differences. The problem

wewill have are the representation of the UDF, AZAPO and all the radical organisations,
who will argue that they cannot share the platform with collaborators. What do these
people expect? I am prepared to talk to compatriots, even if they are, in some people's
eyes, collaborators. We have got to talk to everybody at this stage of our history.
One cannot say, ‘I don't talk for such and such personal reasons. We must get the
wheels rolling. That is how I see that blacks must approach the National Forum and
the negotiations, that lie ahead.’
‘How conscious are young people of what actually goes on at the top?’ I asked.
‘We are having problems. I am organizing these weekends for youths in camps,

as I told you before. Now, I want to take young people from

125. Willie Ramoshaba was right all along, on this score
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ages 17 to 28. When I can get at least 50 or 100, I take them on a weekend, discuss
everything with them and they show that they are very much aware of what's going
on. I discuss political matters all the time in the shebeens in townships or in taverns.
We talk about everything, and they make statements that sometimes shock me
profoundly. For instance, I asked one guy the other day, how he felt about
disinvestment. He replied, “Man, I only agree with disinvestment, because so and
so is in the forefront of the boycott, and you know, if I should openly criticize that
man, I know my life would be in danger. It's intimidation that makes me agree with
disinvestment.” He clearly set forth to me all his reasons why he was actually totally
opposed to sanctions from abroad. I said to him “Brother, you have got to stand up,
firmly and die for the truth. You better come out and criticise this very thing.” If all
of us were to fear criticising our great black leaders, we would all be talking nonsense
for the whole day. The problem for us is, that while the ANC the UDF, Tutu and all
the others who are supporting disinvestment, are heavily financed from overseas,
whereas we have no money to organize properly even one single weekend for
interested youths. COSATU can organise rallies any time. Money is being turned over
to them from foreign unions, and even from certain foreign embassies in this country.
They are receiving handouts from so-called labour attachés to stir up trouble. There
are blacks in this country preaching socialism, but if you ask them what socialism
stands for, they don't even know. The blacks speak of sharing wealth. So you ask
them whose wealth should we share? They can't even tell you. If you look at the
South African economy and you were to share the whole wealth of this country,
everyone would be left with two cents in his pocket. That kind of loose talk promotes
laziness in people.’
‘I don't like being in a position of leadership, but most unfortunately, I always find

myself in leadership positions. I want to build a strong group of young people, young
moderates, who will move out, hold rallies; and for that, we need money. There must
be people or organisations who want to pay money to get us started. The black
moderate group is big in South Africa, but they are still afraid to come out for reasons
you will understand. At college I told American students “You Americans always
think that you do understand our problems. But that is a lie. As a matter of fact, you
are causing us the problems we are having now. And that's how it really is”.’
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Patose, ‘It's funny how South African moderates lose chance after chance. I was
telling John Gogotya of FIDA why we were sitting by idly when Tutu and company
travel the world and are succeeding in convincing the American government that
punitive measures against South Africa are a necessity, that we fail to demonstrate
to Washington that Tutu, Boesak, Chikane and Beyers Naudé are not the sole black
voices on these matters in South Africa. FIDA; for example, should also ask for an
appointment with George Bush at the White House, and Gogotya should ask him,
“What did you tell them, because they don't want to tell us?” And then he could set
forth to the American President our views. Straightforward and to the point. The
FIDA would come home and be able to say to the people, that in Washington we said
“No” to disinvestment. Listen to some of these people who are advocating
disinvestment. They were unable to manage “Shareworld”, so they could hardly be
expected to manage South Africa's mining industries. The country would simply
collapse. COSATU is shouting for disinvestment, but when Mobil Oil wanted to go,
they said, “No, gentlemen, you can't just move out like this. Wait.” Because now,
they are going to lose thousands of jobs again. They advocate disinvestment. They
say, no matter if jobs are lost, we will suffer if necessary. That's what Desmond Tutu
claims from his palace in Bishopscourt. But what really happens is that unemployed
and hungry people are liable to turn into renegades, terrorists and communists. Not
because of apartheid this time, not at all, but because they are simply too lazy to
think. And failing to use their brains, or develop them, causes death.’
Jabulani Patose wanted to raise one more question. He said, ‘Before going to

Holland, I like to be briefed on what Shell is doing in South Africa. The only Shell
project I know is “The Shell Road to Fame”, where they promote young artists who
can sing, dance and make music. It runs in black townships and is sponsored by
Shell. I understand that Shell petrol stations are being burned in Holland. I do not
understand that attitude. I am proud that Shell has the guts to stay in South Africa.’
‘Why isn't Mobil sold to black interests?’ I asked. ‘There are no trained blacks

who could run the Mobil show,’ replied Jabu. ‘When Mobil announced it was going
to disinvest, not a single black man came forward wanting to buy. No-one. Foreign
companies can so easily disinvest and leave, but some day, we will have to build
them up again, and under what economic system? Socialism? In that case you can
forget it.
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All this talk of socialism in South Africa is not serious. All this craziness proves that
people are basically just too lazy to think. I believe a controlled free-market system,
where people are able to sell what they want or buy what they want is the most
appropriate for South Africa. There should be laws and regulations, but there must
also be free competition. Competition provides job opportunities. We have got to
compete. Japan is only a small island nation, but look at what happened there, what
was achieved through these ideals.’
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